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2 12 THE ETTJHE 
H. B. STEYENS COMPANY, 
MUSIC PUBLISHERS, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
NEW TECHNICAL STUDIES 
PROGRESSIVE TECHNIQUE, 
CHARLES DENNEE. 
Price Di.oo, net. 
A complete and practical exposition of Scales, Chords, 
Arpeggios, Double Thirds and Sixths, Octaves, Chords 
of the Seventh, etc., etc., beginning with the first 
lessons in correct scale playing, and extending through 
all stages of advancement. 
The preparatory division of the work contains copious 
foot-notes and explanations, regarding the proper man 
ner of practising and executing the exercises, and for 
this reason the work is one of the most valuable addi¬ 
tions to the piano student’s literature. 
All possible combinations, both technical and rhyth 
mical, are included in the latter part of the work. 
These studies have already been introduced into many 
of the principal Conservatories, Seminaries, etc., and 
are meeting with great favor wherever used 
Boston, Mass. 
Vy D»>’ Sir:—I desire to eiprnw to Jim mj sincera thanks and full 
appreciation of your kindness to dedicate to in© your '* Progressive 
TechnuptS." 
On examination I And your work eery thorough and complete, and I 
do not doubt that it will h© found quit** practical and highly valuable 
for earneNt teacher© anil students of the pianoforte. 
With my beat wishes for your good sureess, 
I am youm very truly, 
Oabl Pari.tkn, 
Director of New England Conservatory. 
Bouton, Mass. 
Mr. Daunt*. 
beer Hir:—Thank you for the cony of your oonveniently and excel 
lently arranged Mate* in uui«>n, third* and sixths and arpeggio* for 
pianoforte practice. It la a clever showing of Just thorn* things In a 
sensible and helpful fashion. Yours truly, 
B. J. Lano. 
Oeicriptive and Graded Catalogue* sent free on application. 
METRONOMES. 
The best French Maelzel Metronome, “J. T. L.’ 
trade-mark. This is the genuine French article—im 
ported by us direct. 
We sell these at the lowest price possible. 
•2.75 Net wltliont Bell. 
•4.00 Net with Bell. 
Express or mail charges not included. 8end 40 cts 
extra if to be sent by mail. Extra discount on quantity 
Send all orders to 
THEODORE PRESSES,, 
1708 Chwatnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
CLARKE’S MUSIC TABLEtT 
Price 25 Cts., Net, Postpaid. 
A writing tablet containing 100 leaves, 7 x 10J inches 
in siae, ruled with the staff for writing music. 
A practical and nsefnl article for both teacher and 
student, and especially valuable in the class room for 
writing illustrations, givitg some little additional exer 
rises, etc., etc. 
The Synopsis of Harmony, which is included with this 
pad. by Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, of the University of Penn 
eylvania, will be found of great service as a reference 
chart. 
ENLARGED AND REVISED. THE 
The paper i» of good quality, and to have one of these 
.^ii not only be a £^4 convenience, but a 
omv in the saving of high-priced manu- 
Published by 
matter of econn  
script paper. 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By HAMILTON 0. MACDOUGALL. 
In Two Books, each $1.25. In Progressive Order. 
Owing to the large demand for these two vol¬ 
umes in the past, we have just issued new editions 
of both, greatly enlarged, which have been thor¬ 
oughly revised and graded. We can now heartily 
recommend them as the two best collections oC 
easy, melodious, refined music published. 
Every piece in these two volumes has been se¬ 
lected, annotated, fingered, and edited by the com¬ 
piler, who, being a practical teacher himself, knows 
precisely what is needed to make this primary study 
more of a pleasure than a study, and robs that word 
of all its terrors to young pupils. 
If you find difficulty in interesting your young 
pupils, the publisher recommends you to give this 
work a trial. 
We wish to make mention of the fact that the 
grading of these two volumes has received especial 
attention on these new editions. The following list 
of the contents of these volumes tells for itself the 
choice selection of composers represented:_ 
CONTENTS OF VOLUME I. 
ill, H. 0. 
usieaf Marsfjip 
rcuiiinn 
OFFERED BY 
TEE ETUDE AND MUSICAL ffOMJ 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
5JZ1 
Macdoni 
Wilm, N. von.. 
Reinecke, C. 
Spindler, Fr. 
Reinecke, C... 
Lanciani, P. 
Gurlitt, 0. 
Reinecke, 0.. 
Altmann, 0... 
Gurlitt, C. 
Volk man n R. 
Lanciani, P. 
Reinecke. C.. 
Gurlitt, 0.. 
Tschaikowsky, P... 
Kohler, L. 
Tschaikowsky, P... 
Foereter, Alb.. 
Schumann, Robt... 
Reinecke, G.. 
Ruminel, J. 
MaCdoueall, H. C. 
Ruramel, J. 
Low, J. 
Rathbun, F. Q.„.. 
Kirch ner, Fr. 
Holler, St. 
Bach, J. 8eb. 
.Preparatory Studies. 
.Gp* 81* No. 1. To begin with. 
.Forget-Me-Not. 
.Autumn. 
.Evening Twilight. 
.Serenade. 
..Sunshiny Morning. 
.Barcarolle. 
.Hunting Song. 
.Spring’s Greeting. 
.Folksong. Op 27, No. 6. 
.C’hansonette. 
.Under the Linden Tree. 
.Festive Dance. Op. 140, No. 7. 
.i^Uan Song. Op. 39, No. 18. 
.Christmas Bells. 
.In the Church. 
.Nocturne. 
.The Joyous Peasant, 
.From 1001 Nights. 
.Hand-in-Hand March. 
.Christmas Pastorale. 
.Romance. 
.Cheerfulness. 
.Romance. 
•••— Little Choristers. 
.... Cradle Song. Op. 47, No. 19. 
.Two Chorals. 
CONTENTS OF VOLUME II 
ft 5? I.te* *>»« 
.ft fcicKdSUt 
BSktezz* ft t f.$3% 
. p> *1»Wo* 3.Grandmother Tells a 
Lichner, H. On 24 « ?hudder»ng Tale. 
Kavanagh. I.P 7’ No'4.Sunday Morning. 
Bt.hm, 0.. Od 189 ” 12.Boll. 
&owJ.k7,np;-::-|- £ & iclM> 
££?•£.ft fc.WatE6Veri6- 
**'l*°™.Cori»M Story. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chertnut Street. - Philadelphia, Pa. 
___ 39,'No. 22.—the skylark* 
Hellor'8t". 
These volumes, from the publisher’s stamina* 
are all that good printing, clear type, and the best 
of paper can make them. ’ 6 De6t 
Liberal discount to the profession. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
STATION A. 
HE plans whereby an education may be 
secured without expense has been suc¬ 
cessfully carried out by a number of 
prominent journals. The most of these have 
awarded a scholarship to the one who procured 
the largest number of subscribers. Our plan is 
to make it possible for all who solicit subscrip¬ 
tions to procure a scholarship. The plan is 
very simple and liberal. For every subscrip¬ 
tion at full price (§1.50) we will give §1.00 in 
tuition in music. 
The details of the plan are as follows:— 
1. For every subscription which we receive at full 
rates (1.50) we will give $1.00 in musical tuition. At 
least twenty five subscriptions must be sent to receive 
the scholarship. 
2. The subscriptions need not be sent in all at one 
time. Credit will be given on our books as they are 
received. 
3. The tuition will be good in any conservatory in the 
United States or Canada where arrangements can be 
made. At least one good conservatory in every large 
city is guaranteed. 
4. The tuition is transferable and good for two years 
from date of contract 
6. The tuition must be taken in one conservatory, not 
part in one and part in another. 
6. On renewals we allow 60 cents each instead of $1.00. 
POINTS TO BE REMEMBERED. 
If you fail to procure at least twenty-five sub¬ 
scribers, you have your choice of our Premium 
List or our cash deductions, which will he sent on 
application. 
Half-yearly subscription will he accepted,—75 
cents. 
TnE Etude must not be sold below price,—$1-50 
a year. 
Be sure to mention witli first club of subscribers 
sent in that you wish credit toward Scholarship 
Premium. 
Mention in every case, if possible, whether sub¬ 
scriber is professional or amateur. 
Send in the names of subscribers as fast as you 
get them. 
Money may be sent by Post-Office money order. 
This is the safest form, and always in same envelop* 
with subscribers’ names. 
No one should send us, at any time, a subscrip¬ 
tion, without keeping a scrupulously accurate 
record of the name and address, amount of remit¬ 
tance, number of money order or express order, an 
the date on which the same is mailed; this list 
should be preserved. Too much stress cannot be 
laid on this. 
The arranging with an institution for a scholarship 
entails considerable correspondence, and would therefor® 
request that the selection be not made until at leJS^ 
twenty-five subscriptions are sent in. 
'"'"////// 
WITH WHICH IS INCORPORATED 
(MUSICAL 
OCTOBER le^T 
Musical Items.... 
The American Girl and the Pisco-. 
Olo Ball's First Grest Success.... 
Composer of “ The Maiden's Prayer”. 
A Plea for Professional Ethics. J. b. ilehan. 
Scales—Sooner or Later? T. If. Tinmen Datrscn. 
To The Pianist..... 
“ Hitch Your Wagon to a Star.” PtUr Prater 
A Teachers Experience. JMarguerite Rote.. 
Fifty PerCent. Off.... 
The Pianoforte Pupil. (Trans, from the French) 
Lunacy Among Men of Genius.... 
I'nteachable Pupils. Robert Brmne..... 
Studio Illustration. L. O. Nicholas__ 
Thoughts for the Thoughtful.... 
How to Listen to Music.... 
Concerning Late Methods- ...... 
Leschctizky-Rubicstein. A. Jewell... 
The Necessity of a Standard of Attainment for 
Teachers of Music. E. Van Vallccnbarg. 
Letters to Teachers. W, S. B. Mefkew ......... 
Why and How. F Iferbst..... 
How to Interest your Teacher. H. L. Wickham... 
Thoughts—Suggestions—Advice. By Eminent 
Teachers...... 
The Emotional Affinity of a Student acd her 
Music. John S Van Ctcvc—... 
Results of Diligent Study.................... 
Questions and Answers. 
Teachers'Exchange.....~.. 2W 
Publisher's Notes....—.... 236 
A Description of Vesper Chimes. Wilson 0. Smith, 236 
MUSIC 
Album Leaf. V.J. Blarac....* i 
Spanish Dance. Arihwr M. Cohen. Op. 308. 
Domka (Elegy). S Notkowski. Op. 20, No 3...~. 
Pilgrim Chorus (from Tannbauter). Richard 
Romance Italienne. Ch. iloycr. Op. 184.......... 
Song of Faith (with Quartette ad. lib). Thomas 
O'NeiU. ..— ..-. 
Andante and Variations from Sonata, Op. 26 (in 
part). L. Beeihoren. 
VOLUME XIV. 
C0X.L1G1 OF MUSIC. 
19 and 2i B. B©upl5eeufej^ Sfepeefe, 
NEW YORK CITY. 
Tie Voice Department, headed by H. W. Greene, 
imported by Dudley Buck in Interpretation, by John 
C- Ongge Frank H. Potter, and others, offers, withont 
lieetion, the best advantages for vocal study to be found 
Department’ aDder the active direc- 
iotl T r-R0MPar8OD8’ °ffers the broadest training 
iothmTechnique and in Interpretation. A part of this 
compiled m the Synthetic Department of Nor- 
* Mi88 ^ Chi‘te“den, makes 
^eSvnthpt' F 6 teac^erB ^e great advantages of 
k J(r p *° et ° o{ ^lano Teaching, as originated 
KidiS? \DdLe6tabllBhed thronKh Miss Chitten- 
D«nS P °1the ^etic publications. 
Shelley, Principal ^ ^ Comp08ition- Harr7 Ro"« 
^(^^iLtract01**11’ kR' HuDting:t0n Wo°dn>an, 
B"*and Mr. Shelleya^ * department giTen b7 Mr- 
°f Violin’ nnder Clifford Schmidt, 
injunction witk ™Mter Seidl Orchestra, in 
tie Collee6 th. ■ * 'an°k>rte Department, secures to 
*d’*,“w of lb< °f 
4 -f-c.a! (....'“T1 !fBen,bl« practice. 
kdie«, »u, .. .l® the Residence Department for 
>tec* we accom m'te<^ nuB,ber of pupils from a dis- 
^ Practice and ^adj^ ^ b°ard a“d eTery faciHty 
DDDLEY BUCK, Prksidettt. 
B J1 PARS0NS- Vlc*-P*MiDxirr. 
8hELLEY, Second Vicx-President. 
’ °REENE, Principal Voice Dip’t. 
LvPALMER' T—• 
CORNELIUS GRIGGS, Sicritart. 
LAR C°URSE, $200 PER YEAR. 
r°* ®ATAIXM»tr*. 
Sub|Grigtion $1.50 per Year. 
PUBLISHED BY 
fjEO, PKESSEB, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST..PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
NUMBER 10. 
MUSICAL AND OTHERWISE 
Being tie Recollections of the Vacation . 
Tours of a Musician in variouETCountries. 
BY LOUIS C. ELSON. 
Illustrated, Ilound in Cloth and Gilt. 
Mr. Elion, who is widely known for hii original re¬ 
searches in musical history, has in this volume set down, 
in connected form, tome of the obtervations and ex¬ 
periences of a number of European tripe taken in tha 
pursuit of his investigations. 
Mr. Elson is one of the fortunate few in whom the 
musical and literary gifts are combined,—always genial 
and witty, with a keen relish for the humorous aspect of 
things, finding food for mirth even in ibe distant parts 
of ont of the way regions where a traveler is a rarity. 
But be ia before all elae a muairian, and bia book ia 
filled witb keen muairian lika obaervstiona on ever; 
phase of the art 
The work is not exclusively muaioal It is Europe 
seen throngh the eyes of a musician. The following are 
some of the topics spoken of in the work:— 
Sketch of the Leipsic Conservatory. 
Interview with Jadassohn. 
An Evening with Reinecke. 
A German Kneire." 
Gsde and the Danish 8late Conservatory. 
An Interview with 8vend**n. 
Summer Music in the Far North. 
Two chapters on Bavreutb: one on Vienna winch 
tells all about the 0«pay Hungarian Moaic. 
Zither Mnsic in the Alps. 
An Interview with Massenet. 
The Grand O^era at Paris. 
Music on the Grand Canal at Venice. 
A description of the musical advantages and dis¬ 
advantages of the different European capitals. 
PRICE SI.50. 
Published by THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Strent, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE ETUDE. 
LATEST PUBLICATIONS. 
THEODORE DRESSER, 1708 CHESTNTJT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
GRADE I-X. XII. 
OKM'.R ur 
Pl'MUhk ONLY. 
1654. Boilo, P. Merry Andrew March. 
Grade III. 
Bright and >ptriled. Good for marching in school. 
Pleating oontmsts of forte and piano, legato ami stac¬ 
cato. It has the stcp-and-go quality. 
1656. Goerdeler, Richard. Silver Stream. 
(La Riviere d’Argent.) Grade 1V~. 
Till* composer alwaytt gives a pleasing melody. 
This piece tins three light and sweet airs, in the flow¬ 
ing, rippling style, as the title suggests. The notes 
lie under the hand easily for Its grade. Valuable for 
pupils who are somewhat hard to interest in their 
practice. 
166Gi Goerdeler, Richard. Remem¬ 
brance Waltzes. Grade 1V„. 
They havu lb" genuine walla awing, well marked 
rhythm, and dear phrases. Tuneful and “catchy.” 
1667. Webb, P. R. Op. 71, No. 1. In Sep¬ 
tember. Idyll. Grade IV. 
The melodies are gracefully clear and beautiful. 
The piece makes a good touch study In clear melody 
work and runs. Has a flue period in piunlssimo 
chords, which gives a floe chance for the light-hand 
touch. Mr. Wabb always gives a chaste and refined 
composition to his publisher. 
1668. Behr, P. Gitana. A Spanish Song. 
Grade III. 
Has that 8panlsh flavor, sweetly pretty, somewhat 
out of the ordinary, yet delightful. The composer’s 
name is a sufficient guarantee of the quality of the 
piece. 
1669. Kern, D. Edgar. Waltz of the 
Graces. Grade IV. 
M.lody mostly In octaves, full and soulful. Sure to 
dallcht the pupil. It la a good waltz for dancing. 
Ilalnly clear phrase, marked rhythm, and easy to 
play, a. no unexpected difficulties appear. 
1660. Posters, R. H. March Funebre. Grade 
Decidedly out of the ordinary. Rich and pleaalng. 
A fine study for bringing out a clear melody from 
full chorda. Unusual chord effects, yet not difficult. 
It la • good Sunday night piece for homo playing. 
1661. Gautier, L. The Castle by the Sea. 
Grade V. 
Dull of brilliant raoiement and life, and really 
quitegrandlism. Accompaniment represents thedash- 
ing wa.ea, while the rugged rodent of the hannonlea 
and melody suggest the lurreted castle and the wild 
crags of Ita situation 
1662. Snodgrass, L. D. The Social Ses¬ 
sion. A Two Step Waltz. Grade 
Played fact H U a oolite. Not In the ordinary atyle. 
Will please puplla who enjoy a marked rhythm. 
1668. Heller, Stephen. Op. 138, No. 9 
Curious Story. Grade V_.‘ 
A fine aindy forfirtn time. Variety of note lengths 
trlplota, elghtha,dotted eighths, efTrets with tbe*doi 
taken by a sixteenth real, with sixteenths following 
on the same heat, loog chorda held over into the next 
”?**• PWB ita value as a study It is a de- 
I ghtful piece of music. Require* a tasteful rendi¬ 
tion, but Is easily appreciated. 
1664. Kirchner, Fr. Op. 70, No. 3. Little 
Choristers. Grade II. 
A®** ®f raualc for home playing. Well 
within the ability of a very young pupil. One of 
the fine pieces edited by Hamilton Matdougall. 
1666. Wilm, N. von. Op. 8, No. 2. Snow¬ 
flake Mazurka. Grade III. 
“‘I®1* b7 T- »on Westernhngen. Carefhl pedal 
marking, and special editing throughout. Helpful 
°,n*’ Thl* P|M« has (he Russian flavor, and 
abounds In unexpected efTecta, yet a!wavs deliuht 
Uwe/lmarkod The l'hr"e,,r0 dear and tberhyUim 
1666. SchakofF, Ivan. 
Grade IV. 
80 
66 
60 
40 
50 
40 
60 
40 
40 
40 
20 
15 
30 
Coasaok Dance. 
A spirited character piece full of fire. No difficult 
usages. Uood for exhibition purposes. 
1667. Fondey, Charles F. Girard Gav¬ 
otte. Grade 111. 
A fine piece. Has a lusty and hearty content vet 
“f‘h' "“'"L?1 ’“kKestcd by the lono, (ilv* 
otte It makes a good study for dotted notes, clear 
playTni*’*Qd * 8"* hand t0ach ln ,t*ccato^“elody 
1668. Webb, F. R. Op. 71, No. 2. The 
Boatmans Son g. Barcarolle. 
Grade III.. 
tfre h?!LFIW*;t dlfflcnl' lor its grade; lies under 
1869. Webb, F R. Op. 71, No. 3. The 
Murmuring River. A Summer 
Fancy. Grade IV... mer 
VteS&'g&T* - JnVlr^ 
60 
60 
ORDER RV 
NUMBER ONLY. 
1670. Handel, G. F. The Harmonious 
Blacksmith. (From the fifth 
suite.) Grade VI. 
This well-known piece needs no description. This 
edition has the best of modern editing, together with 
copious annotations. Printed from large plates in 
bold and clear notes. 
1671. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 57. Roman¬ 
tic Studies for the Pianoforte. 
Grade V... 1-26 
A set of six studies In the modern romantic style. 
Each Btudy deals with some special difficulty from its 
technical standpoint. All are melodious and full of 
stirring harmonies. 
1672. Battmann, J. L. Op. 300, No. 3. 
Sonatina. Grade III. 65 
Annotated and edited by F. C. Hahr. An excel¬ 
lent time study, melodious, plenty of runs, and light 
finger work. The Adagio is a fine study in short 
chords for the light-hand touch. 
1673. Bach. Fugue in C Minor. Grade IX. 20 
This fugue is taken from the “Clavier’' of Bach, 
and introduced in the IX Grade of “Mathews’ Course 
of Piano Studies.” This is an excellent edition edited 
by Mr. Mathews. 
1674. Bendel, Franz. Good-night. A 
Song Without Words. Grade IV... 20 
A fine melody in the nocturne style. In the key of 
D flat and in nine-eighth time. Contains some inter¬ 
locking chords in the accompaniment. 
1676. Grieg, E. Op. 54, No. 3. March of 
the Dwarfs. Grade V... 60 
Decidedly off the beaten track. This piece is full 
of the unexpected in the way of surprising effects. It 
contains fine material for technical study and for 
velocity playing. 
1676. Dorn, Edouard. Op. 56. Angelus 
Bells. A Musical Sketch. Grade 
IV  60 
Edited and annotated by Chas. W. Landon. This 
edition contains a descriptive text, thus adding 
greatly to its interest with pupils. 
1677. Snow, Samuel P. Faith. Grade III. 60 
Song for Mezzo-Soprano. Key of C, compass, mid¬ 
dle C to L on fourth space A good solo for home or 
church use. Quite out of the common. EiFectiveand 
expressive. 
1678. Eyer, Frank L. Op. 8, No. 1. Christ¬ 
mas Eve. From Christmas 
Sketches. Grade II. m 20 
Has equal work for the left hand. Abounds in the * 
mysterious content suggestive of Santa Claus and 
the expectations of the coining morning. 
1679. Eyer, Frank L. Op. 8, No. 2. The 
Children go to Sleep. From 
Chris tmas Sketches. Grade II. 
„,Ajlmrnlin^,liltl? piece- The LnlIabr Is in "the 
melody as well as in the accompaniment. A trood 
piece for a little player to give in a pupils’ musicale. 
1680. Eyer, FrankL. Op.8,No. 4,Christ- 
mas Morning. From Christmas 
Sketches. Grade II. 
This also has descriptive text: “The children 
awako. The girls with dolls. Bovs with tramnete” 
This is ratherdlfficult forUrade ill. The who^esst 
WSSSSST"* at «> borne TaM 
1681. Eyer, Frank L. Op. 8, No. 3. The 
Coming of Santa Claus. From 
Christmas Sketches. Grade II 40 
ss&sra 
chimney, and he drives away.”*^ 8 e up the 
“"as «a,iV7'N°-1 c»<"“ 
ORDER BV 
HUMBER ONLY. 
1686. Douty, 
Eye. 
Nicholas. 
Grade IV.,.. 
So Blue Thine 
1689. Fullerton, May. 
Grade IV.. 
20 
30 
1695. Houseley, Henry. 
Grade V. 
Gigue Moderne. 
30 
60 
20 
■•••. 20 
jjdjtta, 1, lb, Ton, ,«,„*■ 
“w && H°' 2 Atbvm 
1684. Reinhold Op. 39, No. 4. Mar- 
ghente's Waltz. Grade II 16 
f"n*XLounbf vS 
ofTjmung player?tt*CU'l>t^!d 10 ““Vii 
1685. Lichner, H. Op. 4, No. 2. A Pleasant- 
Morning Ride. Grade 1 . . . . * 15 
bv^WWq'rin\r1<l<t^ PaeUy arranged. Fully annotated ' 
1697. Ravini, Henri. Petit Bolero. Grade V, 
This is a new edition of a valuable piece. It is 
pleasing as music and valuable as a vtudv of time sno 
touch. It is edited by Charles W. Landon, with fun 
pedal and expression marks. 
1698. Thoma, Rudolf. Csardas (Hungar¬ 
ian Dance). Grade IV.. 
Tltis is a genuine transcription of a real Hungarian 
peasant dance. Its content will be pleasing to all wuo 
enjoy the unusual in melody and rhythm. It nas 
somewhat of the sardonic, elf-like In its effect. 
1699-1703. Groenwold, C. J. Op. 9 Grades 
III to IV. Five pieces, each. 
A set of five piecos: Trftiimerei (Dreaming): Sc*!SJ’' 
zando (Playfulness); iSifonsplel (The 
Ttliifnnhon / A ITInipnpnl 1 ■ anil Is'in Tiinzchen (A .. 
grades c 
I'RICB 
Compass, a second space to the A first added lino 
above. A beautiful song. Sung by the composer 
with great success at the Summer Music School 
Philadelphia, July, 1894. °01’ ln 
1687. Hunt, G. W. Op. 5, No. 1. In the 
Canoe. Grade III. 
A refined and graceful melody. Among the better 
style of teaching pieces. Well fingered and edited 
Gives good material for technical work. 
1688. Goerdeler, Richard. Trinity Bells. 
Grade IV. 
30 
This writer always gives a popular and pleasine 
melody. It is a fine study for the light-hand touch 
on reiterated short chords, that is, chords within the 
compass of an octave. 
June Rose Reverie. 
Novel' 1704.-Schumann, Op. 21, No. 1. 
lette in F. Grade VII.. 
One of this composer’s best known pi®®6*-, 
adapted to those who are already well acquainted 
Schumann’s music. This is one of the very bes , 
tions, fully annotated by a celebrated musician, 
carefully edited with full expression marks. 
60 
Sweet and pleasing melody as a theme, followed by 
variations, somewhat after the celebrated “Last 
Hope ” style. This piece will be greatly enjoyed bv 
a large class of pupils. 
1690. Jankewitz, O. Serenata Zingar- 
esca. Grade V. 
Superior in every way. Entirely out of the ordi¬ 
nary and exceedingly delightful. There are two pieces 
in one,—first a slow and plaintive serenade, followed 
by a mazurka-like movement, ending with the orig¬ 
inal melody. It is not technically difficult, not more 
than at Grade III, but it takes the more mature musi¬ 
cian to enjoy its uncommon delights. 
1691. Schumann. Autumn Leaves, and 
Avowal of Love. Grade V. 
Two tone poems of the finest from Schumann. 
Easily appreciated by any really musical pupil. Not 
technically difficult for the grade given. Edited and 
annotated by Charles W. Landon. The first is from 
Op. 99, No. 3, and the latter from Op. 9. 
1692. Battmann. Op. 300, No. 1. Sona¬ 
tina in C. Grade III. 
A modern sonatina, melodious, and filled with 
rhythmical life. Not. at all dry. Furnishes good 
technical practice, and “pays as it goes" in enjoyable 
music. Edited and annotated by Thos. a’Becket. 
The piece is fully described. 
1698. Enckhausen, H. Melodious Studies 
for Four Hands. Grade I. 
First playing for a beginner, the melodies falling 
within the fire-key posilion. These melodies are of 
a higher musical order than is often found in first 
lesson work. The teacher plays the secondo, and 
this part is arranged in its rhythmical effects, so that 
it is a help to the pupil in getting note divisions easily 
and accurately. These studies are for teaching the 
pupil phrasing as well as time. 
1694. Greulich, C. W. Drawing Room 
Study. Grade IV. 
A melody study for the left band alone. This gives 
valuable work for any pupil, and especially so for 
many who are inclined to do poor playing with that 
hand. The piece is fully annotated with careful 
directions, and it is a fine piece of music. 
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It would pass for a tarentelle, if so named. Its dif¬ 
ficulty is largely in the rapidity. It is a good piece 
for small bands that have a good technical develop¬ 
ment. It will please students of a bright disposition 
and lively temperament. 
1696. Bach, J. S. Gavotte from Second 
Violin Sonata. Grade VI. 86 
Arranged by Saint-Patina. It is one of the especially 
clear melodies ut Bach This arrangement is all that 
can be desired. There is much octave and chord work 
in it. 
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mn.8'Ca* Pe°ple of Copenhagen are charmed with 
e Amer>can prima donna, Nikita. 
R ^aS comPlete<I R new comic opera, “The 
e tect, for which he has written the libretto as 
well as the score. 
cl.'; A*TCV’,he air known as “ God Save the King,” 
i_ English, French, and Danes, is, accord- 
o a c urch paper, Pastor Bonus, of Treves, an old 
Pilgrim song. 
PacifiDAME ^LOOMF,IELD'^ErSLKR WB1 make a tour of the 
have I C°*,8t ^ur'Dg coming season. Thirty recitals 
of two mo th^eeQ arran^e<^ ^or> ext®nding over a period 
Mr. jj tt o 
with th Ph- ' SHERW00d has renewed his engagement 
partm» *cag° Conservatory as head of the piano de- 
fecitalg1; fv '8 exPecte<^ that he will give a series of 
8eason ,C3g° and other American cities the coming 
m»n g, TUAL’J*'eveking> Zeisler, Carreno, Josef Hoff- 
iatic stars win*5 l ^erry~what a brilliant galaxy of pian- 
We by means l^6'r uP°n U8 this season. May 
itinerant a?8 t*lat '‘S^t perceive more clearly the 
80me beauty of music. 
The $5o ooo \r 
iostrament' ■ *lar,Jnand piano is the most expensive 
.bony cag •''I . '8 country. It is a grand, with solid 
and panels h* W't*1 '70ry an£f lapis lazuli. The cover 
Alma Tad* 378 ex9uisitely painted scenes designed by 
dema’ aDd executed by Poynter, 
Adkle Lewikg, who has been .'.ndying in Vienna with 
Leschetizky and Robert Fuchs, ha. retnrned to thi. 
conntry. She has played with great .access at Eaat 
Gloucester, Mass. Besides selection, from Chopin and 
Lnzt she gave a character stiick of her own, Can.onetta 
& la Toscana, Leschetizky. A love song, also by Mis. 
Lewing was song by Mrs. G. H. Nawell. 
Edward Baxter Perrt, concert pianist, of Boston, 
begin, his season’s work with a trip of forty dates in the 
West. He is booked for more than fifty lecture-recital, 
before the holidays, and will have a full season. This 
announcement is as encouraging to the country at large 
as to Mr. Perry; for the lectnre-recital is an important 
factor in the musical education of the people. 
A unique band is that at McAllisterville, Pa., formed 
of boys ranging from nine to fifteen years of age. It is 
neatly uniformed and much thought of by the town.- 
people. The leader is a little girl under nine year, of 
age. She plays the cornet and direct, the band, it is 
said, with great skill and judgment. I. it poesible that 
we have in this juvenile band-director the great woman 
conductor of the future? 
“ The young Philadelphia violinist, Arthur Hart- 
mann,” say. C. L. Capen in the Boston Times, "has 
already awakened the enthusiasm of such world-renown¬ 
ed authorities as Sir Charles Halle, Camille Su Saens, 
Hans Richter, Guilmant, Paderewski, and others. His 
mastery of the violin is that of a mature concert artist.” 
America may yet produce a second P.ganini or Ole 
Bull, so promising seems the violinistic outlook, if the 
term may be permitted. 
Dr. Louis C. Elsox, of the New England Conservatory 
of Music, has been delighting snmmer audiences with 
his lectures on “Seven Centuries of English Song,” 
“The Songs and Legends of the Sea,” “Scottish 
Songs,” and others. Such lectures are highly instruct¬ 
ive, and are likewise an aesthetic treat when qualified with 
wit and mnsicianly attainments, as are Dr. Elson's, 
while his charming personality and pleasing delivery 
would make even inferior productions attractive. 
Another American girl who is winning old world 
laurels for herself is Misg Mary Howe, from Vermont. 
And so goes on the merry exchange—our musicians 
going abroad for reputation, the foreign ones coming 
here for money. When will America be able and willing 
to mete justice to her own children, and be brave enough 
to rebel against the inordinate demands of aliens ? Truly 
is “a prophet without honor in his own conntry ' —until, 
in these days, if he be a musician, be can present a 
foreign testimonial to his worth. 
At the thirty-ninth Worcester Musical Festival. C-r 
Aerrahn conducted for the thirtieth time, with F.ai* 
haeiwl a. associate. The orchestra consisted of eix.y 
men from the Boeton Symphony Orchestra, and there 
were five hundred voices in the chorus. Among the solo 
celebrities were Nordics, Campaaari, and the pianist, 
UopoH Oodowsky. Important choral works performed 
were Handel’s “Messiah," Sullivan's “The Golden 
Legend.” Rubinstein's “Tower of Babel,” Masse 
net s “ Eve,” and Bruch's “ Arminius.” The principal 
orchestral nnmbers were Dvorak's " New World Sym¬ 
phony;” Mendelssohn’s "Hebrides" overture; tone 
poem, “Ilsmlet and Ophelia,” Macdowell; Chadwick’s 
"Melpomene” overture, and Beethoven's “Kroica" 
symphony. Such a musical feast is none too often prof, 
fered to the music lovers of onr country. It whets one's 
musical appetite to read of It, and inspires a determina¬ 
tion to partake of next year's banqneL 
rostiox. 
kiFTEEx thousand singers participated in the recent 
Snngerfest at Stuttgart. 
Ettrgaon William has composed s new coronation 
song, end dedicated it to the Czar. 
Ds Hooo Rienanx, has established an academy for 
theoretical musical instruction in Leipeic. 
Da. Hans Richter introduced Morilc Rosenthal to 
his orchestra as “ the King of Pianists.” 
Guilmavt's “Marchs Nuptials” had the place of 
honor at the latest royal English wedding. 
“ Violin taught at sixpence a lesson, but and glam of 
milk included " appears in an English paper. 
Rumor says that Arthur Nikisch will bring the Leip 
sic Gewandhaus Orchestra to America next year. 
Amoxo the piano compositions played by Rosenthal 
are a number by Schytle, the Dsnish composer. 
Or the great mass of post hom on .literary MSS- left by 
Rubinstein, a portion will probably be published ntat 
winter. 
M. Ysate is a great cyclist. He owns several 
machines snd subscribes to cycling papers in every 
language. 
BsinuxoTON, England, a town of 7000 inhabitants, 
boasts s local chorus of 160, and an orchestra of 64 
members. 
Meter Hei mcnd's one act opera, "Trkbka," bae 
been most favorably received at the Municipal Theatre, 
in Frankfort. 
Tai yonng Khedive of Egypt is a very fair violinist, 
snd has ventured with some acceptance into the field cf 
musical composition. He has an orchestra of lit 
Arabians. 
2QQ THE ETTJDE. 
Mm*. Marches! nays that the art of singing is dying begins to sing to the queen in a voice so “excruciatingly 
out in Italy. She thinks that the beat voices come from flat and rasping” that she is glad to compromise by 
Australia, America, aud Austria. closing the piano. 
Altiiouou Berlioz is called by Parisians the French Ths Princess of Wales attended the Bayreuth Festival, 
'Vagner, his operas seldom appear on any stage. Mottl, incognita. She is an ardent Wagnerite, but not the first 
ol Carlsruhe, is his principal champion. inthe Euglish Royal Family. The Queen herself rescued 
“ The Mulatto,” a new ballet, has been produced at Wagner from the ignorant critics who attacked him so 
lite a furore there, it is said, severely when he visited London in 1865. “ She at- 
are to be had in foreign cities she need fear competit" 
with none in the art of piano playing. This o ’ '0n 
has been frequently expressed by many of the mu 
piano masters, and the question naturally arises, “Wh 
is it that we Americans, who seem to have such’a 7 
* *• p*an- 
tended one of his concerts, led the applause, and after¬ 
ward received him in her room,” says the English paper 
that retails in substance the above interesting informa- 
Naples. It has created qu  
Its subject is the emancipation of the slaves. 
A complete edition of the works of Verdi in chrono¬ 
logical order will be issued soon by Ricordi, the Milan 
publisher. There will be twenty-seven volumes. 
A „/■ »r ■ . , , , .. Vkbdi is building a “House of Rest ” for the aged 
A status: of Tschaikowsky will be placed alongside ... r, . „ . m i w 
of the statues of Rubinstein, Glinka, aud other Russian »"d the Po^ ^Ian’ * 
composers in the new Conservatory at St. Petersburg. ^^^ycontributed to ^400,000 lire. ^ Twmthat 
tion. 
sum will be given later, and a further bequest is provided 
for in his will. 
The architect of the building is Camilla Boito, a 
brother of the poet-composer Arrigo Boito. His design 
for the “ House of Rest ” is said to be exceedingly chaste 
and beautiful. Let America do likewise. 
Marix Loiswensohn, the ’cellist virtuoso, will begin 
an American tour in November under the management 
of Rudolph Aronson He has recently delighted large 
and discriminating audiences in Europe. He has also 
played by special request for the Royal Family at Ken¬ 
sington Palace, London. Princess Louise, herself a 
gifted violoncellist, was enthusiastic in her praise of 
Loewensohn’s performance. His ’cellois a remarkably 
fine instrument. Itonce btlonged to his tutor, the great 
’cellist, Van Heyden, head professor of the Brussels 
Conservatory. 
Mr. William C. Carl, the American organist, writes 
most interestingly to the Musical Courier of the famous 
French organist, Guilmant and his family, whose home 
at Meudon, near Paris, Mr. Carl visited for two weeks 
during his summer European tour. “One of the 
pleasures of Meudon.” writes Mr. Carl, “ is to hear M. 
Gudmant perform Wagner’s works on the piano after 
dinner. His conception of Wagner’s music is marvelous, 
and one could listen for hours to his playing of the Nibe- 
lungen Ring, Tristan, and Parsifal.” 
- -c Madame Guilmant assists her husband constantly, and 
ous playing with one hand of a scale in tenths. His «rratiges his annual concerts at the Trocadero as well™ 
management of the pedals is also pronounced extraor- many of his tours. 
dinary, enabling him to draw from the piano a won- --- 
drously mellow, singing tone. 
Sats Madame Patti, “ Whatever I did when a child I 
always put my whole heart in it. Im not sure that 
fit* playing of Mr. Bernard Hemmersbach, of the 
Chicago Piano College, who is filling concert engage¬ 
ments in Europe, is warmly praised by a Brussels paper. 
A pound a week is the magnificent income of the 
average British organist, while cathedral salaries do not 
exceed £860. Vet the supply at these prices is greater 
than the demand. 
Mmb. I)b La Grange is the most considerate of 
teachers in regard to her pupils’ welfare. In her early 
hard times she vowed to think for her future girl pupils 
as well as to teach them. 
Mass ex rr is described as “so charming, so genial, and 
enthusiastic, so ready to oblige, so natural, unaffected, 
so active and interested,” that pupils are never “flus¬ 
tered, nervous, or frightened ” when he is around. 
D'Albert has been truly termed a “ hybrid.” He is 
of French and Scotch parentage, probably Scotch by 
birth, English by education and long residence, but by 
preference* German, as he prefixes Herr to his name. 
“ Dramatic Music,” says the Keening Poet (N. Y.), 
requires a passionate conductor, and it is perhaps not 
mere accident that four of the greatest Wagner conduc¬ 
tors—Seidl. Richter, Sucherand Nikisch—are Hungari¬ 
ans. The Hungarian is as fiery as the Spaniard. 
Sievexixn has been called the “ Mephisto of the 
Piano. ” He excites the greatest wonder by his marvel 
THE AMERICAN GIRL AND THE PIANO. 
hasn’t been the secret of my success through life'’'"if i„ ti!?R,CA hS8 f°r. “any years been represented 
not the eeeret, it has unquestionably been a secret, Brazil"£££? * In Vl6°na’ Berlin’ 
and one so .mportant that without it even her phenom- ig w 'n V ’ “d Le,Psic the American girl 
enal success could not have been achieved. .. afi?nre’ There <*be devotes herself to 
Three unknown songs by Schubert have been dis- Pia“<> pup!”tha'uhe is" besUnown! “U8ic’bnt il is as a 
covered. They are the property of Frau Mayerhofer, The tin>e that she gives to this n„ • r 
whose grandfather the poet Mayerhofer, wrote the laad8 is generally limited to two or hree vear ^ 
verses for many of Schubert’s song,. The song, will be mnch brief for the work she finds fn ZTr 8 P 
published after the album containing them has been oi *oin8 abroad for “ finishing touches ” as ^ 
shown at the coming Schubert Exhibition in Vienna. had fondly imagined she reall ** her 
D.»„a m>|< >”£»», a- a. rndme.tarj ST* » “ 
,“‘"faV7 P"f°r—I br The .,ch.;„. i, Se ,1’r Her. ... pu.il. who 
composed of women and led by a woman-even the thaw wS . J 7 We“ prePared f°r the work which 
The “color-organ,” an English invention, has a key- ‘h^L^^pirreneSirsh117 be8t forei8n maste^ 
hoard like that of the piano, and show, o'n a sJr , 
whenever a note ..struck, the color of the note. Chords ambi‘i<>" to excel inevervthinT.L , American 
show combination, oft.nts “comparable only to harmonic p,ano leeching done in ou/comf h ^ sec0Dd rate 
combinations of musical motor.” This i. the first com- Tbat ws have teachers well n rfi , 
pleted instrument that shows a definite connection *** musical instruction and thM ‘° *!ve the ^ 
between sound and color. g00d, earnest work, no one 8<>me °M PUpils d° 
Avother enthusiastic royal disciple of Wagner is the "v*," COmpared with tha these 
Queen of Italy The queen is, indeed, thoTughly de C°Jpl,8h,nB ^ing, ,e8, worse thaQ 868 who are ac- 
voted to music, but her royal spouse is not in svmnathv - Billow' wbo was never afraid t 
with her. Her piano playing he view,a.an infliction that SST-’ COfflmented on the carele^ ^ 
So when he c*n liileo qo longer he ““ 
a vantages at home which 
istic mania, and who surely are as ambitious as an 
nation, are so deficient in this particular?” 
Anton Rubinstein answered the question in this way 
“Americans are too impatient, too anxious to obtain 
rapid results to encourage teachers to do thorough 
work. They have a saying, ‘ The more haste, the less 
speed,’ and this saying they illustrate in their musical 
training.” 
In his answer Rubinstein does not appear to blame 
the teachers so much as the public ; and many of our 
teachers who are making a brave struggle to develop 
the best possibilities of their pupils, and imparts solid 
musical education, find it very difficult to satisfy their 
own ideals and the demands of their patrons; they find 
that the worst obstacle they have to encounter is not 
always the pupil’s own eagerness to do hurried work 
but is oftentimes the influences brought to bear by out¬ 
side advisers and critics. 
A pupil may be pursuing the best possible course, 
and yet, because immediate results do not attend her 
efforts, ignorant friends discourage her and destroy her 
interest. 
There are very few of our piano teachers who have 
any standard, except the most superficial, by which to 
measure progress in piano playing, so how can those 
who are entirely outside of the profession have the 
knowledge which would enable them to intelligently 
criticise a teacher’s methods ? 
Wieck, the teacher of Von Bulow, Krause, Spindler, 
Merkel, and Robert Schumann, used to say, “I have 
always preferred a gradual, even a slow development, 
step by step, which often made no apparent progress, 
but which still proceeded with a certain constancy, and 
with deliberation, and which was combined with a 
dreamy sensibility and a musical instinct requiring slow 
awakening.” The wisdom of his method is abundantly 
shown in the playing of his daughter and pupil, the 
celebrated Clara Schumann. 
But this is not the kind of instruction which meets the 
demands of the American market; we cannot tolerate 
a method which accomplishes results almost impercep¬ 
tibly. We want some quick process of turning out 
pianists. Our pupils must be able to “show off” from 
the very beginning. What we want are teachers whose 
pupils can play difficult-sounding pieces with very few 
lessons ; that is our idea of progress, and this is one rea¬ 
son why so many of our American girls astonish foreign 
masters by playing the most difficult compositions when 
they are so woefully ignorant of what they are attempt- 
mg. This has given rise to the saying in musical circles 
that we Americans study Shakespeare and Milton in the 
primary room. 
The true state of affairs is not realized in our country, 
although there are many who are not satisfied with the 
piano playing of the American girl, and some are even 
bold enough to ask why it is that while so many are 
studying the art of piano playing so few attain any pro¬ 
ficiency in it. 
If American parents could be made to understand the 
situation, they might do much to bring about an era of 
better things. That they are interested in the musical 
work of their children is very evident, but it is equally 
plain to “ those behind the scenes ” that they unwit¬ 
tingly do much to thwart that which they would gladly 
aid. 
The erroneous belief that almost any teacher can in¬ 
struct a beginner has much to answer for. This country 
is flooded with teachers who, having had a few lessons, 
and apparently knowing more than those who have had 
none, feel qualified to figure as instructors and receive 
a liberal patronage. 
If the individual who feels himself called to join the 
ranks of piano teachers chances to be of ths male sex, 
he has only to announce his desire to give lessons and 
he is dubbed “Professor” at once by the American 
public. 
In Germany, the home of the world's greatest musi¬ 
cians, there are very few “ Professors,” but in our 
republican country, where we affect an indifference to 
titles, the woods are full of them. 
These mushroom “Professors” are generally cheap 
teachers, that is, they charge a lower price for lessons 
than those who have expended much time and money 
on their education, but they prove to be the dearest 
teachers in the end. 
If parents could realize this there would be a great 
reduction in the number of pupils who are finally 
obliged to spend much time and money in the laborious 
process of “unlearning,” and also of those who, afler 
wasting both time and money in superficial work, 
‘‘drop their music altogether,” because something 
seems to be amiss. 
Such teachers are at any time a most unprofitable in¬ 
vestment, but more especially at the very beginning of 
pupil’s work ; it is then, if ever, that careful, systematic 
training is needed. 
The interference of many parents with a teacher’s 
methods is a very great obstacle in the way of the pupil’s 
progress. Whether a teacher is competent or incompe¬ 
tent, this is always disastrous to the pupil’s interests. 
The best course for parents to pursue is to select a 
teacher who understands his business, and trust him 
just as they trust a dentist or any other professional in 
their employ. As a rule, parents know no more of the 
requisites of a course of piano training than they do of 
dentistry, and the sooner they realize this fact the better 
for all concerned. 
It was an American mother who ventured to ask the 
great Von Bulow not to give her daughter too much 
technical work. Would that all American mothers 
could be “ set about their business ” as promptly as she 
was! Von Bulow replied, “ Madame, if I do not already 
know enough to instruct your daughter, a person with 
your musical attainments need not hope to make up for 
my defects.” 
Another difficulty which besets the conscientious 
teacher is that of selecting music which will satisfy his 
patrons and at the same time come up to his own idea 
of the needs of his pupils. It he were allowed to teach 
only good compositions, the musical standard in his 
community would be gradually raised and this difficulty 
abolished, but frequently both parents and pupils are 
dissatisfied if the teacher does not give “pretty pieces.” 
These so-called “ prei ty pieces ’ ’ are usually poor music, 
and most unprofitable for the development of pupils, 
bin a teacher is not always independent of his patrons 
and cannot afford to live up to his convictions, so he 
must consult the taste of those who should really be 
educated by him. 
Our teachers of literature are allowed to select the 
masterpieces of the best auihors for the instruction of 
t eir classes, and there would probably be an outcry of 
in ignation if an attempt should be made to introduce 
t e sensational, badly-written works of unknown writers, 
t is only the piano teacher who is expected to build up 
a solid education on trash. 
This is but a very brief description of the musical sur- 
roun mgs of the average American girl. Volumes 
m'g t ba written, if one could go into details, and a stu- 
Pen ous array of facts brought forward to show that, 
musica ly speaking, the American girl is more sinned 
against than sinning. But now I have come to the girl 
o is ond of telling how she “ loves music,” who goes 
° ecstasies over d’Albert and Pachmann, and says 
e won d just give anything” if she could only play 
«i,epi<rn0 ^bat does she give? What sacrifice does 
co er up on the altar of her ambition ? 
one takes lessons. 
sliest Ptan0 b'Bs C0Ine 'n w>th unfailing regularity, and 
>be S , ef°re ber P'ano an hour or two daily, watching 
tbe ke°y Wb'^e ber bnf!ers wander absentmindedly over 
What is she doing? 
She is practicing. 
bone6 'f devot’nf> berself to the art she loves, and she 
8 working two or three years in this way to 
M lbe br,gbt firmament of pianists, 
pianist tbere ’s no royal road to success as a 
everbr olb'ng but thorough, systematic work will 
Piayin1'11^ 7°Q 67611 as ^ar as tbe 8°al of moderately good 
ETUDE. 
for a teacher, but of flhe gr6at Upchctizky 
thing is lackine untn 8V81 are a11 thesethings if one 
Earnestness is the kevno5t°U'(and '* “rnestness? 
the capacity for r^Teul6 °f 8UCCe88' If J0Q «“’• »« 
surroundings will not en Kl”6’ 68111681 worl“ and if your 
best that you c “ ' ^ 10 d° 80611 ‘be 
Piano, kelp flowers aDd °h Hd °f Steinway 
zzszrjia?* S3 
no longer!—Rote SA E * P'8n° ^ * Dati°nal ger. ko.se Case Haywood in Musical Courier. 
OLE BULL’8 PIB8T GREAT 8U00ES8. 
It happened at Bologna. De Bfiriot was engaged to 
Play at a concert of the Philharmonic Society. The en¬ 
gagement had been made by the Marquis Zitnpieri 
agamst whom De B6riot had a grudge, and consequently 
had a I " 7 concert arrived the Belgian rtolmi* 
that the gervr8Dd C°Uld DOt Pl8y’ 11 60 happened 
that ‘he young Norwegian violinist was staying in the 
wn. 0 e Bull had a small lodging off one of the 
principal streets of Bologna, where he intended to wait 
until circumstances should enable him to find an audi¬ 
ence. Meanwhile be practiced assiduously at the pieces 
of his repertoire. He was thus playing in his room 
upstairs, his window being open, when the sound of his 
violin caught the ears of Madame Rossini, first wife of 
the celebrated composer, and once known as the charm¬ 
ing Isabella Colbrand, prima donna of the San Carlo 
Theatre at Naples. If any one in the world conld judge 
of the tone of a violin she could. Madame Rossini at 
once hastened to the disappointed Marquis, and informed 
him that she had discovered a violinist quite capable of 
performing in the place of M. De BAriot. 
“ Who is it?-” inquired the Marquis, 
“I do not know,” said the celebrated songstress. 
“ You are joking, then ? ” 
“ Not at all; but I have assured myself that a gmiue 
has arrived in town. He lodges close here,” she added, 
pointing to Bull’s apartment. 
“Take your net, and catch your bird before he has 
flown away.” 
In the course of a few hours Bull was performing be¬ 
fore a distinguished audience in the concert-room of the 
Philharmonic Society. He played two pieces, one of 
which was his famous Quartet for One Violin. His sac- 
cess was considerable. The applause was most enthu¬ 
siastic, and he was escorted home by a number of the 
members by torchlight. This was Ole Bull’s first great 
success. He hid already played in Germany, Switzer¬ 
land, and in Milan, but had never created so much 
enthusiasm before.—The Presto. 
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,otl.h ' W'dely d,#,,ren‘ « 'b«T were, and he often 
S'Jf.*1™ be had left the Conservatoire, 
famil * 0rd*r 10 Barr7’ To «PP°M his young 
nian/f J ^ 70 ‘*aching. and composed a quantity of 
Pianoforte pieces, some of which were popular at the 
her 8 Bn *■ “ “ 80 ‘bat he will be remem- 
oerea. improvisations were marvelous; and from 
e piquancy 0f his harmonies, the unexpectedness of 
his combination, the fertility of his imagination, and the 
charm wh.ch pervaded all he did, he might justly be 
called the Auber of the organ. The great popularity in 
ranee of the free reed instrument* of Debain ai d 
Mustel ts largely owing to W«y, indeed, the effect, he 
produced on instrument* of the harmonium clam were 
really astomshing. Man, people in England can testify 
to this even to thu day, for at the 1B61 exhibition, in 
, •« wa» heard on many occasion*, and those who 
beard him remember well the effect* he was able to get 
oot of thou inetromem. exhibited. Endowed with tm 
tnense powers of work, Le'ibvre-WMy attempted all 
branches of composition-chamber mnsic, symphonies 
for full orchestra, masses, opera comiqae, etc. He 
received the legion of honor in 1860, being at that time 
organist of the Madeleine, where be was from 1M7 to 
1858. After this he bad for some time no regular poet, 
bnt in 1868 acoepted the post at 8l Bnlpice, so long held 
with success by his friend and master, S.jan. Here he 
remained until hi* death in 1069. 
A PLEA FOR PR0FE88I0HAL ETHICS. 
BY t. D. MSUAE. 
COMPOSER OF “THE MAIDEN'8 PRAYER." 
If it could be decided so closely as to single any one 
popular piano “ piece ” from the lot, perhaps The 
Maiden’s Prayer ” would be found to exceed ail other* 
in the extent of its utterance. And yet how many piano 
players know anything about the composer of that uni¬ 
versally ear-tormring composition. Hereisa sketch that 
will enlighten them. . 
Louis James Alfred Leffibvre-WMy was born in Pan. 
in 1817, and was the son of an organist and composer 
resident in that city. He learnt his note, before h.s 
alphabet, and as soon as he could speak showed a mar¬ 
velous aptitude for music. At eight he was his father s 
deputy at the organ, accompanying the plain song, snd 
playing short pieces. Though he was only fifteen when 
his father died, he was appointed his successor at 8 . 
Roch, through the influence of Queen Marie AmMie. 
Feeling the need of some solid study, he entered the 
Conservatoire in 1832. and obtained the second pnzefor 
piano and organ in 1834. and the first of both in the fol¬ 
low,ng year. He then took lesson, m 68unterp0‘°1 fr°“ 
HAfevy, and in composition from Berton; but, not 
„ti,M .id, lb... prolauo". -^r**.?* 
Adolph Adam, and with Sijan the organist, who initiated 
him into the art of improvising andl m the mana*e“e 
of the stops. WMy acknowledged that he owed much 
Axd now begins tbs season of 1896-1897. Let ns all 
endeavor to make this the most useful year we have 
ever known ; not alone as regards our individual tucr esa, 
but also iu the matter of helpfulneaa and encouragement 
toothers. Can we not lift onraelves to a hgher plane 
than any we have yet occupied, and in the lifting shall 
we not have a care lest we employ dishonorable means 
and so poll others down? 
The only position worth having is the one that is hon¬ 
estly earned. Abuse of others will never make the 
abuser great Possibly all of the professions need ele¬ 
vating, bnt it is my opinion that none exhibits sneb 
lamentable lack of d gnity as the profession of mnsic. 
Fancy members of the legal and medical professions 
writirgpersonal letters to clients and patient* of other 
practitioners, offering reduced rate* and other induce¬ 
ments in order that inch patrons may be brought over to 
themselves. Why, bless you, such undignified conduct 
can be traced to shyster* and quacks only. Cannot 
some code be established whereby the inoocent may be 
enabled to determine between the genuine and the apn 
rious? The method* followed by some of our fraternity 
in their attempt to secure pupils woold disgrace a peanut 
vender. I know a piano teacher, a lady of considerable 
ability and reputation, wbo actually write* personal, 
urgent letter* to the pupils of other teachers, trying to 
persuade them to leave their present instructor* and 
come over to ber. When this was first told me I could 
not give the story credence, but a perusal of the letter* 
was convincing proof. 
If I were to presume to offer advice to teachers, 
whether of experience or otherwise, it wonld be some¬ 
thing like this, Don't try to build a reputation in any 
way except by honest work ; don’t try to steal the 
reputation another has earned, for such etealirg la theft; 
don't pretend to an ability to develop artistic perioimet* 
more rapidly than the world'* acknowledged gnat 
masters have done ; don't write letters nor in any o'her 
personal way try to beg the pnpilsol other teacher*, tor 
inch solicitation is a confession of weakness, and at the 
same time a profession of superiority that proclaim* the 
ignorant egotist. A teacher can prove htmaelf ccm- 
petent in but one way, namely, by leading pupil* step by 
step into such knowledge as will give command over i be 
best that is in them to do. lhe test being such j abiie 
approval as insure* the undeniable suoee<s ©I a reason- 
able proportion of those so trained and developed. The 
work require* knowledge, sincerity, innate lov* of leach¬ 
ing, firmness, tart, ingenuity, ability lo read human 
nature, and the patience that never fail*. The acquire¬ 
ment of *11 the above qualification* leaves no time for 
backbiting and no room for vicionsness Tbe opt who 
thoroughly loves his work will in time grtw into self- 
forgetfulness, and forgetfulness of self is practical 
thoughtfulness of other*.—-Sen# Journal 
as4 THEE ETUDE. 
80ALE8—800NER OB LATEE ? 
BT K SI. THEVEN1N DAWSON. 
I’robably no teacher would deny that scales must be 
taught sooner or later. But the question remains, should 
it be sooner .’ Or later? Or both sooner and later? 
The sooner" class—notably certain finishing mas¬ 
ters—consider "all that" ought to have been learned 
by the pupil long ago, i e., before being given into their 
charge. On the other hand, the "later " teachers, in¬ 
cluding many an elementary one, consider that scales 
should not be taught until the pupil’s hand is formed, 
and he is “ more advanced," i. e., after he has left them 
for a “ more advanced ” teacher. 
I remember in my academy days a fellow-student who 
was "coming forward " as a professional pianist, boast- 
‘UK ow many hours she practiced daily, who when asked 
how much of that time she devoted to scales, laughed to 
scorn the bare idea. Her master had never mentioned 
the subject, so she concluded scales were quite unneces¬ 
sary, and had not played any for years. Yet he was not 
only one of the foremost professors at that particular 
insutution, but had also a large private teaching connec 
tion (in London), and was thought highly of in the pro¬ 
fession. He was an example of the “ sooner" kind, 
that is all, and probably imagined all his pupils had 
learned their scales before coming to him, and that there 
waa no need for him to trouble about them. 
That it is necessary for the pupil, however advanced, 
to unremittingly practice scales, no one in their senses 
will surely deny, seeing that even finished public per¬ 
formers spend hours a day at it. That it is ever safe for 
teachers to assume that their pupil, do practice scales, 
or are even (no matter how advanced) acquainted with 
them in all their various forms, I do not believe. It 
never does to take such things for granted, and accord 
mgly f, for one, do not consider the " sooner " arrange¬ 
ment a success. ° 
*V° th.e “ Uter' ” **>le of teaching, it is a moot-point 
hether children should be taught to play scales till after 
the first year or so. When I first began teaching I gen¬ 
erally started beginners on scales after the first term, but 
having heard of the superior advantage of “ getting the 
hand formed first " alleged, my curiosity and interest 
®“C.h,ar°“Md °" be,n* promised a new pupil fresh 
from a later teacher. This child had been learning 
the piano about two years, being kept entirely totechni 
cal finger exercises ail the time, in the “ five finger posi- 
ion, on the principle of forming the hand. The first 
lesson (with me) arrived, Madge put her small miserably 
r£d fin*ekrs 0n lhe.kW Erected the former care 
fu Iy (to see the, were in a sufficiently stiff and unnatu¬ 
ral posture, I presume I), and then commenced to play 
an end ess succession of finger exercises at a very slow 
and solemn pace, and with a very solemn air. After a 
while, Don t you know any scale. ?” I asked. " Oh 
"° ' w,th ‘condescending air, " Mr. So-and-So said I 
Le" 7fh. Ted en°agh f°r "*>“ for some time. (I believe three years was the regulation time 
before »cale. were allowed, but Madge’s parents had 
got dissatisfied with her progress before that period had 
elapsed and taken her away from the teacher.) Well 
1 7“ 1 r*7 IuWa" Prep0fl,e"8ed with the efTects of this 
system, for there was an absolute lack of flexibility in 
the muscles of the hand, playing always in one circum 
scribed corner (if I may so term it) of the keyboard 
had induced a painfull, timid, " fettered " style . and it 
cost me a great deal of time and trouble to get Madge’s 
after^haTe* ' ^ ^ 
"Uter ’ Unfeoremny7e;f.Wa8 ,8,Dpted 
sharp and C sharp every time you come across an F or a 
C in this piece, because it's in the key of D.” This style 
of thing is extremely bewildering to the juvenile intellect, 
which is far too apt, as it is, to look upon all rules in 
music as hopelessly arbitrary, not to say capricious. 
Whereas, if the scales are learned first, it would dawn 
upon the dullest child that there is some connection be¬ 
tween “ scales” and “ keys,” that the same sharps he 
has to remember in the scale of D he has also to play in 
the key of D, for instance. Surely the better way of in- 
troducinga new key is to teach the respective seale first, 
carefully explaining its formation, and either at the same 
time, or, if preferred, not till the scale is mastered, giving 
an easy piece in the new key. I have said " carefully 
explaining the formation,” for I never yet met with a 
pupil too young or too stupid to at least grasp the way 
“pattern C ” is made, or to understand how all the 
other scales are made on the same model, although it is 
as well, perhaps, not to burden the childish intellect 
with the long word “ fundamental ” (scale) just at first. 
It will thus be readily seen that my own answer to the 
question at the head of this paper would be neither 
“sooner” nor “later,” but rather, most emphatically, 
both “sooner” and “later." 
monument. It was desired to erect a memorial to th 
greatest of musicians in his birthplace at Bonn, but a) i 
Germans are poor and the subscriptions came in with 
painful slowness. Liszt burned with indignation at th' 
want of patriotism, and hastily writing to his frit d 
Bartolini, then the finest sculptor in Italy, he go'un 
estimate for the cost of a really fine statue and thereupon 
wrote to the Memorial Committee offering to erect the 
monument at his own expense. Needless to say, the offer 
was gratefully accepted, and the Beethoven memorial at 
Bonn which every tourist now visits is far more worthv 
to be called the Liszt memorial, for it was paid for with 
the proceeds of a few concerts and recitals given by him 
A few years later a subscription, no laggard one this 
time, was formed to raise a statue to Liszt himself at 
Pesth in mettnbry of his benevolence to his countrymen 
but he would not hear of it, and insisted upon the money 
being given to a struggling and talented youDg sculptor, 
whom he himself was secretly supporting —The Presto 
TO THE PIANIST. 
AN ABTIST'8 LOVE AFFAIR, 
When it was decided that Franz Liszt should go to 
I aris to complete his education at the famous Conserva¬ 
toire, Cherubini, a sour pedant, refused him admission 
on the grounds of his nationality. However this did not 
matter He had good introductions, played in the 
Salons of the aristocracy and became their darling at 
once. He paid two visits to England about this time but 
was not very enthusiastically received, straDge to say. 
His mother, poor lady, was left behind in Hungary and 
never saw her husband again, for five years later he died 
in Paris in faithful attendance on his son. 
During this time Franz composed much, but published 
scarcely anything; he was now only sixteen, though quite 
a man. On his father’s death his mother hastened to 
I arm and thenceforth he repaid her long loneliness by the 
most passionate devotion. A year later came the turn¬ 
ing point of his life. A very romantic love affair, so 
pure and touching that it is almost sacrilege to speak of 
it, with a pupil the youthful Countess St. Creig-turned 
hm thoughts towards a religions life and brought about 
the second attack of his strange illness. 
After his recovery he was for some time little before 
he public but h,s mental activity was tremendous. His 
nowT ed“Cat'0n Wa8 80mewhat scanty, naturally, so 
now he read enormously, on all subjects and in several 
maricsT' rH'8t0,ry’ 8cience’ theol°gy> poetry, mathe- 
eslistintheT! ’ andbsfore Jong appeared as an 
Ifter at l A be8t paper« aad reviews, 
itl mnnbT 7 h'8 °0ncert8 aad recitals, travel- 
■Afi"°*h8r “bjeC‘i°n raj8ed “> ,e®ching beginners scales 
t first, besides their being “ too advanced ” for small 
hands, is that they are " too advanced ” for the vomhf..i 
beginner term alter term, right through some in,true 
tion book, with finger exercises, and easy little piece, or 
duets, in various keys This is, in realit. 
to .oh,Id, .ho i. eoni.quentl, .."“.J 
>J., to .ith .p ,o or 
fl*ts, Without having a notion wbat a key is or wh* 
the teacher locidly (?) explains, "y0B J6v’e to p^y F 
connection with the Countess d’Avnnlr a ‘ hl8 
■h'“ A. fcr<et s**8*! 
certs given for the relief of his fell ‘ ln ,8erie,o( c°n- 
awoke more frenzied enthusiasm ,7 H‘8 play,ng 
handed over no less than £2 WO to,b K ^ he 
resumed his career as a nnKP lhe chanty. He now 
dant proceeds were alwavs ehTT °/mer’ but the abun- 
hU wife-as she was in 7 Km „ 8 tbe “ext few 
«aw but little of him and res H t"d tbree children 
Pesth. “ aDd re8lded W1,b his mother in Buda 
»».. lb. famous epto* .f tb, 3^ 
A writer in one of the Boston papers regarding piano 
practice, says: It can be proved by plain and easily 
understood figures that even with the systematic workers 
the development of the most important pan of the hands 
has been left undone. 
The strength of a chain is only the resisting power of 
its weakest link ; and the power of any set of fingers for 
even and uniform execution is entirely dependent on the 
development of the weaker and universally neglectfd 
fourth and fifth fingers. There is, to use a phrase em¬ 
ployed in speakiDg of uneven action in the members of a 
boat crew, a “break” between three and four. In a 
boat, this would mean that the man rowing in seat num¬ 
ber three was too quick for number four, or vice versa. 
Using the same phrase in the case of the fingers, it moons 
that the first, second, and third fingers are in ninety-nine 
out of a hundred hands developed far and away beyond 
the power of the fourth and fifth fingers to keep up with 
them. Hours and hours of the hardest work have been 
put in by conscientious students, to even up the work of 
the fingers, and yet the very exercises used have often 
made the matter worse. Why? Simply because the 
strong fingers of the hand are not only used very largely 
in general playing, but are actually given from two-thirds 
to three quarters of all the work in technical exercises. 
There can be but one result; the strong fingers get 
stronger and stronger, and the gap between them and 
the neglected members becomes wider and wider. 
This is the great mistake in the piano practicing of 
the world, and the figures prove the case so relentlessly 
that it is hardly possible to dispute the conclusions. 
Granting these most evident conclusions, the next ques¬ 
tion is the remedy. This, fortunately, is in one way very 
simple, although it makes necessary the widest change 
in the prevailing method of writing technical exercises, 
and in the use of those that we now have. 
Whoever will give the fourth and fifth fingers plenty of 
work, and will also practice steadily on a series of exer¬ 
cises, using the first, fourth, and fifth fingers only, in 
connection with a moderate amount of scale work and 
general playing, will be simply amazed at the evenness 
that comes into the entire work of the hand. 
Not a single exercise should be used that does not at 
least give the weaker fingers a quantity of work equal to 
that given the stronger ; and four out of every five exer¬ 
cises used should give the weaker from three to ten time8 
the amount given the stronger. A careful course of this 
kind of work will simply be a revelation to those who 
have struggled with the discouraging “ break ” at the 
point where the stronger fingers give over the work to 
those that are so poorly fitted to take it up. 
The well-edited edition of a clastic, gotten up by 8 
musical authority of acknowledged rank, is a most de 
sirable and most excellent thing. A poor one, on the 
other hand, fathered by the little pianist pounder who 
sees no other way of appearing before the public. '* 
infinitely futile and useless, when not positively ^etrl 
mental, 
“HITCH YOUR WAGON TO A STAR.” 
_ —Emerson. 
BY PETER PEUSER. 
On* can never succeed in any vocation without a 
definite purpose. The difference, for instance, between 
a certain school-janitor and a certain superintendent of 
schools, is only a difference of ideal and purpose. 
The one in his boyhood had no lofty ideas of life, cared 
for nothing beyond being able to earn a bare living. 
The other was ambitious and anxious to make some¬ 
thing of himself. Had you asked this young man what he 
was studying for, he would have answered, " Why, I am 
going to be superintendent of these schools, some day 1” 
and would have felt really wounded had you doubted his 
word. Yet his vision was as clear, his purpose as definite 
as were those of the other young man. 
Let us apply this illustration to musical students. 
That one who cares nothing for music save the learning 
of a few pieces, will never become a good musician. The 
other side is answered. All good teachers have noted 
the results of the work of ambitious pupils, and how 
they were brought about—ihey had an ideal and a definite 
purpose when they began. 
I contend that purpose should be primary and work 
secondary, if success in any measure is to be achieved 
in the musical profession. 
Yet visions, or ends in view, do not become realities by 
mere chance, but are brought about by the hardest kind 
of work. The barriers to be broken down, and the 
many years of hard, earnest toil before the height of 
musicianship is reached, are sufficient io undermine a 
strong constitution, and should entitle the nameB ot those 
who succumb to be added to the long list of martyrs who 
have actually died for the cause of music. Were not 
Mozart, Bath, Beethoven, Schubert, and indeed many 
others, martyrs all their lives, for the cause ? 
Especially in the early htstory of music, when mu¬ 
sicians were considered nothing more than the most 
common of servants, were they notable for their great 
ambition to study the divine art, notwithstanding all 
that they might have to contend with of poverty and 
contempt. 
For the lazy person music has no sympathy ; but will 
Jie some portion of her treasures to the industrious 
8 Bdent though he may possess but an ounce of talent. 
power to work is not talent, or, as some contend, a 
Kood substitute for it, it is certainly an indispensable ad- 
J net to it. Otherwise why did even the great masters) 
o in common speech were “born geniuses,” find it 
essary to labor so zealously ? This is a pertinent ques- 
ton,an one bearing strongly upon our subject. Mozart 
t y 6 80 bard l^at he neglected to care for his frail 
.7 Wj IC> C0ldd not me®t the severe strain upon it, 
p be d,ed at ‘he early age of thirty years, 
oor, neglected Schubert died at thirty-one. 
comA* °Ve kr art and PerBever'ng industry, then, must 
f16 k make staff from which true musicians are 
ifflagin<rUTfd’ T- "talen.t and lazine8B>” aB mftD7 
snv i a W°rk 18 esBent'al for the great masters, can 
®nj student of music dispense with it? 
^othm6^ a^8° ^ePen^8 uPon the quality of effort. 
ik. it!"if 
masters of at least one in '° ^ Wh° *rethorough 
about orchestral instrumeuts7omarranWh° ^ eD°Ugh 
them, are fairly good vocalists . &Dge &nd C0“POBe for 
justly termed nmotTTnded^e^e “““u “#7 ** 
branches a;7e.l0Lrm:r8i:7Ar,in °th" 
man’s culture the better will be his music 6X16,18,78 ‘ 
With a proper classification of labor wtik „„ 
well-directed effort, the vision or ideal that one hasTust 
but W a rea Uy 5 n°‘ ‘n imagiDation’ Dor by chance, 
because, I repeat, of noble purpose and conscien¬ 
tious, well-planned effort. 60 
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A TEACHER’S EXPERIENCE. 
BY MARGUERITE ROSE. 
*ork Th411 6 accomPl'Bhed by thoughtless or careless 
a pianist 7 °r b7e bonrB' daily practice will never make 
That qu ' 7 688 tbe pract'ce *B Intelligent and sensible, 
“on mi9r 18 tbe cb'e^ essential of practice is a com- 
dent8. Th ^°d ex'8ts to-day among all classes of stu- 
SBough of P;e 18 t0° mucb °* thoughtless work, and not 
°f invent' ^ ^e understanding. In this age 
other tha'°n 1 *7 '8 D° excu8e f°r B0 many failures 
too much t' 0876 688 °r tboughtle8s practice. There is 
°r ten yea ^ < *a8ted 'D getting a good technic 1 Eight 
student ha^ ° *abor’ and wbat is the result? The 
“achine th & ^ D'C' otber words he is more of a 
Unvoted du ^ & ,mus‘c‘an- How much time has he 
b* really per'D^ per‘od t0 tbe 8tudy of music ? Can 
8 Poor one?rC<v7 ^ dld,tirence between a good tone and 
ksrtnony e 3at does he know about singing, about 
tried'to°7ntfrp°’nt’ or lbe orchestra ? Yet the man 
ambitio6 °.ne8t himself; has been exceed- 
Oanted result18' T apparen,*y n0 other than the above 
The fault in such a case lies in the 
The summer vacation was just over, and brightest 
sunshine ushered in the glories of an antumnal morn¬ 
ing as I took possession of my favorite nook m the 
music hall. While awaiting my pnpils, I .eated my¬ 
self, and was glancing over the old year’s register, wheD 
the door opened and I was greeted by Madam N— and 
her twelve-year-old daughter. 
Nell was to be added to my list of pupils provided 
that I would give the promise that in three momhe’ 
time she could fill the position of chnnh organist in 
their flourishing town. No need to lose time wi b tech¬ 
nical studies ot any kind, since she could never make 
use of them anyhow. Madam N— would by no means 
accept a decided answer to-day; the child must have a 
fair trial. 
Next came Madam W—•, a tall, elderly woman, whose 
pale face was in striking contrast with the rosy-cheeked 
damsel at her side. 
Marie had been taking lessons for four years, and 
although given every advantage that money could pro¬ 
cure, was, nevertheless, two grades behind neighbor 
Jones’s daughter, who had been taking but three years 
from the same teacher. On inquiring into matters, the 
parents were informed that Marie was indolent, seldom 
brought well-learned lessons, cared only for light, “un- 
classical ” music. The irritated father declared that 
the child's instructions should cease at once, but yield¬ 
ing gradually to the earnest entreaties of the indulgent 
mother, consented to give her a last trial—this time 
under my direction, sending me strict orders that the 
poor delinquent was never to see or handle anything in 
the shape of a "piece.” 
While Madam W— was yet speaking, No. 3 entered. 
She, like No. 1, was the prond mother of a gifted child 
whom she introduced, adding: “Jennie has an excel¬ 
lent ear; can play everything she hears, bnt some 
friends remarked that Bhe always plays out of lime. I 
know you can easily remedy that, bnt the poor child 
must not be bored with the practice of those dreadful ’’ 
—Madame B— paused, while Jennie whispered tri¬ 
umphantly: “Yon mean scales, mamma." "'ies( 
scales, as you call them. They do annoy her father so, 
and he is quite a musician himself; plays the accordion 
beautifully. He wishes our daughter to have only such 
music as is worth listening to. He was satisfied with 
her former teacher until he had the misfortune to order 
a certain study to be exchanged for one with German 
fingering. What need of foreign fingering when one 
was taking lessons in America. 
Variety, indeed, and a spicy beginning, thought I, as 
I bade my friend good-morning, and once more seated 
myself at my study. The beautiful sunshine without 
seemed to smile mockingly upon the cloudid interior o 
the music hall. Must art, the best interest, of the child, 
my own conscience, all-all be sacrificed to the whims 
of ignorance, or to the shining dollars which might thus 
fraudulently be obtained ? No; decidedly no! 
FIFTY PER CENT. OFF. 
lipii.0#7 ^‘lurl ' wished you would not only give pub- 
he ty to .be*, few lines, bn, also open your L^mns to 
the discussion of the subject a. expressed b, the head- 
„ !t..I,L* Well k“0WD fa*t that for more than fifty year. 
P Mshers used to allow teacher, and teachers only a 
commission on all music sold by them. First it was 
cem Th**mr “ f'by b°°k draWi' “ P*r 
cent. Then from l it rose to J, to J. and even more. 
the idea or underlying principle may have been that 
each teacher ought to be able to start a musical library 
Of his own for his and his pupils' benefit. Tbe teacher 
in selecting music at tbe store has to sacrifice a good 
deal of his time; sometimes pieces are res urn. d to the 
teacher by his pupil, for various reasons. He may select 
pieces which are fine bnt not salable immediately ; un¬ 
til sold they may become slightly toiled or damaged, 
and when selling he has to sacrifice bis commission or 
buy new copies. 
This was seemingly fair enough to far. Tbe price for 
the pupil was printed; that for tbe teacher, undrraiocd. 
Now let us consider some of tbe const qurucet of that 
system. The principals of many schools, institutes, and 
colleges insisted on buying the music for all their pupils 
themselves, regaidlest by which “ professor ” ibey were 
taught. A. teachers they got their commission, which 
m many cases amounted to quite a nice little sum. con¬ 
sidering they had over 60 music popila to provide with 
mu«ic. The professors were the losers, but bi d to 
accede, for they received a find islsiy in such caeca. 
Another consequence whs that young ladies cla med 
to be teachers—in the music store cal,—tocbiam their 
music cheaper. Still another courtquence was that 
some firms published sheet music and sold it at a ridic¬ 
ulously low price, say ten cents, and even five cents 
(whilst lhe usual full standard price was printed on tbe 
title page), to teachers, pupils, and in fact to everybody. 
Some of these editions were very poor, either poor 
paper, or bud type, or full of mistakes, omissions, or 
wilful alterations, such as trun.positions in the hey of C 
whilst the original was in K flat. Who Buffered by it? 
Both the public aod the teacher. But that ia not all. 
In some cities tbe finest and beat editions of sheet music 
are sold indiscriminately to tbe public at large at half 
rates. What will be the end of all this? Canoot some 
thing be done to remedy these evils? If the publisher 
receives enough profit by selling a piece of music that ia 
suppoaed to cost 40 cents for 20 cents, why not print 
20 cents on the title page and tbut act honestly ? Why 
not say to the teacher: “ If you buy more than one copy 
of a piece at a time we allow you a small commission." 
The teacher will be satisfied and ao will the public, for 
it is not probable that anyone who ia not a teacher will 
buy more than one copy at a time. 
Finally, I have been informed by pupils that clerks of 
a firm who advertised " ball ratea " sold sheet music 
at full price, taking advantage of the toppoaed ignorance 
of the buyer. 
K. Vox Anat.txo. 
The above subject is one of the moet jterplexing in 
the profession. We should be pleated to hear the opin¬ 
ions of others —Editor. 
OBOPIH 8 BIRTH. 
His distinguished countrywoman, Mies Jano’ba, bas 
addressed an intereating letter in regard to tbe tree date 
of Chopin’s birth, which is wrongly printed in all the 
musical dictionaries, and even by Prof. Niecka, and is 
also erroneously given on the monument erected to the 
musician in the Church of tbe Holy Cross, at Warsaw. 
March 1 or 2, 1803. is the date usually accepted, but it 
should be nearly a year later. Mias Jaootha'e authority 
is the Rev. Father Bielawski, tbe preeent cuid of the 
Broctfiw parish church at %elszowa Wola, who writes 
“ From the most authentic documents, aa wr II aa from 
baptismal testimony, and from the record of his birth 
made in the civic books of the parish of Brwh’.w. we 
know that Fi6d6ric Frarqoia Chopin, a son of N <>o'aa 
Chopin and Justine K syaanowsks, was b >rn in Z»la- 
zowa Wola. district ot Sochacaew, on February 2S. 1310, 
and was bapt ted in tbe church at BroclAv on April 
23d of tbe same year."-—America# Art Journal. 
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THE PIANOFORTE PUPIL. “ ‘ The child screamed. I made a boand towards the be retold. In these cycling days it is in 1 
- door. I knocked and knocked, but in Tain. This is where and anywhere. Etudk readers will 7* e,e,y’ 
1 *»»»l*t*d from tbe French. what brought me to you, monsieur. I wish to ask your remember that attention to the details and ' ° *eb to 
W hilx having a chat a little while ago with one of the pity for the child. She will beat the next concours de given is more important to pianists th" matrnct'0II! 
most influential professors of the Conservatoire, I inci- piano. She is an artist already—cne feels it. She de- mere arm strenoth : even no a'ten^0B to 
dentally remarked that the board of examiners must 
often find a difficulty in awarding the prizes at competi¬ 
tive examinations. 
Certainly,” he replied, “and especially as we can¬ 
not adhere to the strict laws of equity." 
But what about the principle of justice! " 
,, M .jMUMi recognizing me nttte martyr ana ner ogre, wnen ner 
. y c ear ellow, there is no absolute principle in this turn came she played with correctness, feeling, and 
wld. hirth in th«tin»Snn __. . . ,,, . . 6’ 
r-j ...- ---- „-- n pianists than attenf 
i . is  rtist lr  f ls it.  - r r tr gt ; as attention to H° 
serves a first place, and if she does not get it I am sure better serve the bicyclist than mere „ t- thetn 
the mother will kill her.’ strength.”'] 86 1DS after 
“The old officer’s story affected me more than I can --  
tell you. 
“ On the day of the examination I had no difficulty in 
th li l d h . Wh h
LUNACY AMONG MEN OF GENIUS. 
world. Eirth is the kingdom of contingencies. There 
are circumstances which often make evil, good or, recip¬ 
rocally, good, evil." 
“18 consequently just sometimes to be unjust! " 
“Perhaps.” 
" Upon my word 1 " 
“ Wi,hout going any further, I will give you an 
***™^*®; This year, some days before tbe competition, 
1 bad a visit from a middle-aged officer decorated with 
the Cross of the Legion of Honor. As soon as he was 
announced, he exclaimed, without any preamble: 
‘‘ ‘ Ah, monsieur I What a devil that woman is I ’ 
‘ I inquired, 4 What woman ?» 
“ * The mother of that poor little thing I ' 
“ ‘ What little thing’ 
“ Oh, true I You cannot know anything about it. 
1 ardon me, I feel quite upset by what I have just heard. 
It is monstrous, horrible, frightful I Here’s the story for 
you. \ ou must know, monsieur, I am a melo-maniac. 
I retired from the army about three months ago, and 
went to live in a house where there are a great many 
pianos. I love tbe piano. I admit, of course, that a 
great many people massacre the noble instrument, and 
charm. She was an artist, but, alas I whether it was the 
remembrance of the mother’s terrible threat or want of 
compass in her little hand towards the end of a piece, 
one of Mozart’s sonatas, she missed a note. 
“ Only three first prizes were to be given ; and three 
competitors much older than the little girl had played 
faultlessly. Among them was the daughter of a million¬ 
aire who cultivated music for a distraction. 
“Now the question presented itself whether it was 
just to give the prize to the American belle or to the 
child to whom it meant, perhaps, life or death. I de¬ 
cided in favor of the child. I extolled her touch and 
execution to my colleagues. But it was no use, the mis¬ 
take was there, and the president did not like youthful 
prodigies. My cause seemed lost, so I determined to 
play my last card. I told my colleagues the secret of my 
enthusiasm for the little one; and compassion gained 
the day. The child was unanimously accorded a first 
prize." 
“ Bravo! ” 
I,* The old officer came to thank me next day. 
- . . ... luatr i a i. Zw m°ther; arm8.d W'th the ,ittle 8ir1’8 certificate, 
that others, though playing tolerably, inflict too many dent!) 7 7 °r tUlt!°nS '°r her; and (touching inci- 
scales and exercises on us. But at times I have the luck has l u* Cap,a'°’,n order to Protect the teacher, 
to hear piece, perfectly executed ; this makes rejar^n 'D8Cr,btd h,,Mel‘ 88 ^ fi'8t papi1'” 
for all the rest—then I live, I vibrate. - 
“ ‘Now in the room next to mine there is a piano, and 
I hear nothing from daybreak until late at night but 
ZSZfm? 1 -y 
A TIMELY WORD. 
Professor Lombroso has been turning his anal,,' i 
bull s-eye on the great men of the past, and as a he"" 
mng, he has found that Dante was a lunatic ’ Accordf 
.b. Ptolemcr, D„„ ... 
the visions of heaven and b.ll„,p„ 
plosion of nerves. Dante was irascible, inordinately 
vam, and of very violent character,-all symptomatic of 
the epileptic subject. We suppose musicians will have 
their turn at the hands of Professor Lombroso W 
can imagine the capital that might be made out of Beeth 
oven s eccentricities. He was, like Dante, decidedly 
irascible; he had a violent temper, but he was not inor¬ 
dinately vain. So many of his habits have been exag 
gerated that the professor will have a difficult task to 
come at the truth. The little episode of pouring water 
over his head when there was nothing on the floor to 
catch it, and the sudden running out into the rain, will 
a 1 be noted against the great composer. Attention will, 
of course, be turned to Wagner. We shall have the 
stories over again of his dressing up before composing; 
of his standing on his head in the morning to induce 
circulation; of his enmity to Jews; of his excessive 
combativeness; of his desiring a particular kind of red 
eather (flamingo’s, so the legend runs,) before he could 
compose the flower-maiden's scene in Parsifal, and so 
on. It is all so futile. Granted that the nervous tem¬ 
perament of genius is abnormal,—that sometimesit is to 
abnormal that epileptic fits come as a climax,—what do 
we prove? We admit that it cannot be asserted that 
-pvUIIuuhoii mat mr “Ir i«» .;„„„i , .. , » e amim mat it cannot be asserted that 
neighbor must be a pupil of the Conservatoire The unon th, , * ar :fact that although life depends mainly the tendency to epilepsy in a genius such as Dante is a 
concierge informed me such was the esse; that a little the Inn™ t T" deTe 0pment and natural working of r68ult of his 5 for undoubtedly in some ways it is 
girl about twelve years of age lived in the room with her part of thr hV .Pa'nful and rewarkable fact, that no 8 C8Q8e’ for the ordinary epileptic subject is also given 
mother. r *arl 01 tne body is so much neulerted. , *-1*-> - - - - 
“ ‘ She P,ay* marvelously already ; yet the mother is for 'th'6 p?"" 'aken l° 8treDgthen the arms and legs'* but 
no, always satisfied ; for, through £ » d<-‘ -bl ’it Is 
hear the sound of an angry voice and the noise of blows the unus V h 7 °f the blood dePenda upon 
followed by pitiful sobbing. I assure you it is hard to Inn JaTh U Pr°P 7 developed> the weight of men’s 
keep from interfering. 7 hard t0 ™*» ?hoidd average 45 ounces, and women’s 891 
“ 4 One day, however, I met the little girl on the stairs in* h™111 8h°Uld be ab°'U ** pinta at the rr*-011'- 
4“d ®*cbMfed a g°»d morning with her. The poor 3 JSTaT* P” minnfti’ 120 gallona an hour, c 
child had auch a Had sympathetic little • a i ' ^ ons in twenty-four hours If all th; 
asift brsectrs 7 *rfa,° *• •t- - — - - —. -»a » 
silent. I said “ Dear child’I°° Rd down’ and remained instead of this happy mate of 7 ^ u the re8ult‘ Bat Wr't,ngs of the8e aI|eged madmen are not so very mad 
toyou. Y00r JOZ did U J’^The^urm" ^ ^‘b* E Si' 
most indistinct 44 Yes." mUrfi' 80 al‘ those organs, which results ■ •* 7 8 top part of 
“ •' “o£ ^°o“ TZ'ix t” d»“ ».*.■(»: 1 
Will know I spoke to you ; then she'll beat me L "a,D7 brPatbmg 8trengthens the heart eni°ma f°rrect deeP 
leave the place as she did before.” e wore, and ensures „ ho.i.i— . . . enlurges the veins 
‘“I did not do anything just then, but I determined 
to stay near the child and protect her. Well, ihat morn¬ 
ing again things were not to the mother's Iikinv TB 
little rirl foiled in tkn _Al_ f .. _ -th© 
-...w v uo iu, b iuu jj cu
to exalted moods; but epilepsy alone will not create 
works of genius. It is a pity—a thousand pities—that 
men can create nothing very beautiful and nothing very 
original unless in some ways their nervous temperament 
is abnormal; but really there are quite enough normal 
people in the world, and but very few epileptic subjects, 
who have brains enough to be geniuses. And, at any 
or nearly rate’ we f“ave the immortal works of men such as Dante 
s oxygen, ^ba^ ^ave given infinite pleasure to hundreds of tbou- 
t blood by S1°ds °f 8at>c men and women, so that it is certain the 
m in „t,„.  ' 7, P n ®t 
breathing, the greater nart of tv, i 18 really lnco®ple,e v, . f 
want of proper devoid ofthe lung« being useless for Nol infrequently we hear of parents who are very 
individuals are struck ,Pmen.t’ con8eqnently, when such part,c“lara® t0 what their children should read, and some 
of cases death result* 7° by lnflueDza>in the majority hT 88 ,0 examine every book before they allow it 
t atrenvit, Z0"1 Pnenmon'a- Correct deen ° be pnt 'nt* the hands of the young people. This is 
ealthy arB a , and pr°bably a good idea and the children are saved much 
be learned and Di-mciicd l"- LunKdevelopmentshould ronble‘. 11 8eems straDge, however, that theseverypeo- 
a* by cyclists as the I ? general public, as well P 8 manife8t 8ach ntter indifference as to the quality of 
without the slightest 6r tben g0 any distance f"18',0 the’r cllildren 8elect f°r practice, being permitted 
gi a he exccmiT "Tj'I "*|ng. T e “My Bdvice to '^U6 °r t0 lleaI,h- ° ,8te np anything that comes along. They apparently 
9he made her go over it f, t. be most pa^cIrS^ aDd °thera- « not ? " a„ything-will-do plan when it comes to music, 
and each time with a knock on the'knuckl™’ ' Kr°?at€f,: pay great attention 'to th^V^ lDDg8’ but a,8° to ^ 'S t0° bad that Parent8 cannot realize that they should 
the execution went from bad to worse ’ Btnrs ,y weI1 cooked), drink cloth' n<1 °f f°°d ^,0 be always 8xer^8e ,he ®“e care in picking out the best of music 
v™ ...pid k.-,- ,h“ .. »«.' b.bi„, ” .. th., .ho. fo, lb, boot, th., red. 
’ '“"'loo, do C.rb, .hieb, •« 
I cannot; I cannot, mamma. I’m iure , langs fail. In conclusion I ilvT68!.,neffective if the 
—taprb.-,. 
solemnly swear that if yon do not get a ftrit" pTa"*’ ^ ^ be °Ut’ wh«n I L thal 7' C°Dfident ,hat I shall guZd'l ^ 8VentUally di8C°ver that the only m e 
year I will kill yon. Do yon hear ? I will l n ,'hl8 lult of chill, or el8e at d '• la most cases the re 8|^ againat piano pounding and picking is a culn 
•• • Aod oi-.o.hile .b. irJd ,b„ Oh 7°: 10 •../(„ 0f.'”4117, T p,">ils h-eibs facoltie. .r« b * 
kicking and beating her about the bodr at- down> ‘Lose grand vitalizing er e*erdse and development of vmant state do not realize how they offend mslhetics, 
same as if it were your face,” she vodi. * “ 1 the [The foregoing ' " ^ Panfyirtg ^nts, the“n ‘” make bold 8ay that they will never apprecisie 
board of examiners will not see the black^Id blne''’^6 vocal teacher in Jhn^j ^ adv'Ce by an English to^n^ 8ihadeS °f t0ne wh‘cb a pia"0 ^ ^ 
‘Qd blQe’ cible representation cd 7 u ™ are “eve!, a 0r * nntl1 they have pa88ed through 8 
0" °f 80 0ld 8t0ry that must conslanl, T™ auricular analyeis.-A. J. Goodrich in Tk 
constantly Musical Courier. 
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UNTEAOHABLE PUPILS. 
1£eettjde. 
BY ROBERT BRAINE. 
p»S d“,i"« *i'b 
p«pii.i..b.M,„Ji',b“ vb** 
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It is probable that nine teachers out of ten have pupils 
in their classes who seem to be almost completely un- 
teachable. Of course there are some teachers, a 
favored few, who have so many applications for lessons 
that they can pick and choose only the most talented 
from those who apply. Few teachers are so fortunate 
however. The rank and file of our teachers, poor souls 
must live, and are consequently obliged to take practi¬ 
cally all pupils who offer. Even the most eminent 
teachers are obliged to take some pupils of mediocre 
talent,'for genuine musical talent is extremely rare, and 
in many instances the pupil with real musical genius is 
too poor to pay the fees demanded by the most noted 
teachers. 
The director of a celebrated German Conservatory has 
gone on record as stating that out of one hundred appli¬ 
cants for piano lessons not over five have real talent. II 
the percentage is so small in musical Germany, where it 
is claimed that 60 per cent, of the people understand 
more or less of the musical art, what will it be in the 
United S,ates, wnere so much less attention is paid to 
mnsic by the people generally. 
Nearly all teachers are obliged to accept pupils of 
limited ability. Mme. Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler said 
to me one day, in speaking of Leschetizky, the famous 
pianist and teacher of Vienna, who was her teacher, as 
well as that of Paderewski : “Leschetizky is usually 
very careful to accept only the best material for his pri¬ 
vate teaching, but he is obliged in many instances, from 
friendship, from the social position of the applicant, or 
for other reasons, to accept pupils of limited ability, al¬ 
though he will not accept any one totally destitute of 
musical talent. It is really amazing what he can do for 
these pupils, however. He seems to work just as hard 
with them as with any other pupils, and the pieces he 
has thoroughly drilled them on they play really well. 
He seems to create a talent for them in some instances." 
tis stated that Joachim also, the king of violin teach¬ 
ers, has received pupils of comparatively limited talent 
for large fees, especially in the case of rich Americans, 
t er Ejropean teachers of great reputation occasion- 
8 I accept pupils of small talent for financial or social 
reasons. Their general rule is, however, not to waste 
their time on pupils without a future. 
It is with that large class of what seem to be really 
teac able pupils that I hope to deal in this essay, 
owever, pupils who apply for piano lessons without the 
ance of an ear, or who apply for singing lessons 
arA °U*.agbo8t' °f a voice to begin with. Many teachers 
m e8Pa'r to know what to do with these pupils, 
own* 7 • papds’ e*ther from a mistaken idea of their 
•hem! l,ltIe8 °r becaa8e their parents are anxious for 
_°. earn, g0 grand rounds of the teachers year 
. — ti wim 
. exerci8es in each case. 
all tbeir 
same treadmill of piece, 
w each instance, the taFnnJ t • ’\the 8amelearh 
and the short pnpil being LS**"”* ^ tead cal cff> 
-in attempt £ 
The true theory of 7,' a cer,a,D •'atdard. 
adapt the method so as to sail'd fl “““I0 teachiDg ‘o 
Jast as a snccessffil nh ^'D<ilTidoal C8W8‘ 
of ,b« „Jd’“7 ••• 
■‘™id >• ..«. ’m£i£ Z,“‘ p,*• 
7 'Tr* *b-* S A case in England bearing on this snbiert k 
“““'"■j** -i *. 
i"1” «• ^ w » ui .o .hr. 
years old that he could not distinguish ,be tone ot a 
violin from that of a Ante; at this period he was pre¬ 
sented with a piano, which at first amused him only b, 
its curious structure. At length his ear was caughf by 
the sounds, and he soon began to lay aside his other 
amusements and show an increasing fondness for music. 
I he rapidity with which his ear was formed and perfected 
is certainly without parallel. On first hearing the Sev¬ 
enth Symphony of Haydn performed by a full orchestra, 
he instantly comprehended the different modulations in 
that piece and played them on the piano with the great¬ 
est accuracy. In the things of common life it may be 
mentioned that he ascertains his situation in the slreet 
and his near approach to objects by a stroke of his stick. 
To distinguish the firm stepof a man from the light step 
of a woman is what many can do, bnt he recognizes his 
friends by their walk, and can tell the age as well as the 
disposition of strangers by their tone of voice. 
This is, of course, an extreme case bnt it gives a good 
idea of what is possible in the development of the mu¬ 
sical ear. 
I have found in my own experience that tbe best way 
develop to the “tone-blind” pnpil is through the me¬ 
dium of the voice. Simple piano instruction in the 
majority of such cases will inevitably fail. Yon may 
teach the pnpil to Btrike a certain key when be sees a 
certain note in the mnsic just as be would pash down 
a key on a type writer, bnt if it is purely mechanical, 
and if he have no perception of the tones he is produc¬ 
ing, he will not. improve mnch with years of instruction. 
The best way is to let piano technic go for a few weeks 
and try to awaken the tone faculties. Seat your pupil 
at the side of the piano and strike a note—the middle 
C for example—and ask him to find that note with his 
voice. Probably the first attempt and possibly the 
hundred and first attempt will be a complete failure, bnt 
only persevere and in nine cases out of ten success will 
result. Have the pupil aing " la " or44 ah ” to the tones 
leZrdm.dw0rh'M1tWTe0,h “d e'«h,b BO,M of the 
ill . Wl M,1M him to learn to aing in tune It 
scl from" COlt“fir,t<0r ** pUpil 10 '-‘ru ,h* 
sffie ?' A‘ Cr,t h* <”>'? * able u» 
De never *° Z 7** n018* fro“ Lb* koMom. bnl w.tb 
£ h . sTT W‘“ h* ‘ble time higher 
sing h. 68 Pr?r*"’ 80,1 fiDallj »*U be able to 
th. h , *C,lle ima a<-morj. From tbe moment 
he pupil can sing th. scale iB ^4^ „d de. 
sceudmg, b,a ancceas in muaic, in a comparai.v, degree 
at least.- assured. As eoon a, I have tongbt on. of 
theae seemingly “tone-blind “ pupil, to sing tbe scale, 
I resume instrucion in piano technic, accompanying it, 
will ,!,"’ W"h fire0r,®D min»,4»’ dfiU in finding note, 
ith the voice After lb. m.j* nl, « ma^ered, iu 
common chord should be taken up; then tbe minor aeul. 
and its common chord, then tbe various intervals of the 
scale and tbe chromatic scale. 
In ibis way. dull pupil will progress twice or three 
time. a. rapidly a. if be were taught piano technic alona 
in a purely mechanical way. Compelling the popJa to 
learn the scale, and interval, so that they can «ng them 
correcUy wnhout tbe notes being struck on tbe piano 
will develop the musical faculties in a really marvelous 
degree. 
1 he pupil should be made to understand that be is not 
being taught technical singing, but that it is hi, tone 
perceptions which are being cultivated. It makes no 
difference how rough a tone be produces ao that tbe 
pitch is correct. He should be taught to make bis tone 
cultivation part of his daily practice, say for ten minutes 
oat of every hour. 
Under this system of instruction I have aeen dull pu¬ 
pil. progress more in six months than in three years of 
previous instruction. The musical mind has been 
awakened and the tone perceptions have been culti¬ 
vated just as the eye of an artist is trained to recognise 
proportions, distances and subtle distinctions of color. 
Piano instruction alone will not develop in a rapid man* 
net the musical mentality in pupils who bare little tel 
ent, because in piano playing tbe intonation does not 
depend upon the performer. Piano playing is like 
drawing from the flat as opposed to drawing from na¬ 
ture, all the proportions being ready made and not left 
to tbe perception of the pupil. The study of instru. 
menu with a fixed intonalion, such as lb* piano or or¬ 
gan, should, in my opinion, be invariably supplemented 
with elementary singing exercises in which the pnpil is 
obliged to have a menial conception of a note before ba 
sing, it. When once this mosical conception of tone 
intervals is established in a pupil', mind, his improve¬ 
ment will be rapid, no matter on what instrument be is 
studying. 
sfter 7 a a t n s - 1  n luio iuu . 
Mnsta**^ W'tb°U*; ma^’nK slightest progress, and you strike. When the pupil is able to sing C lo the 
lsct f" ^ °hanging ^eacHers because they suppose their proper pitch have him sing D, then E. and so on np the 
01 proereas ifl dna * A *t__I . i v i ir_mill Unn in Ka oiirmniintpii liofriro 
BTODIO ILLUSTRATION. 
HY i. ii. »l< IIOIAN. 
teacher 
Progress is due to the want ot ability in their 
the 6 deel< numeroua instances of young pupils who 
Pi»y the60 ? tblee yeara’ instruction were unable to 
octaves6 ^ 6 ascendinS and descending, in two 
kkes a°H eI.en °ne’ w'tbout stumbling or making mis- 
oime'lod * ° W6r6 DOt ab^e t0 p^ay tbe 8imPl‘jat 6tnde 
10 their ?COrrecdy‘ Tneir parents paid little attention 
children"*1810^ progres8’ and although they knew their 
subi Wefe 001 progre88ing favorably, they dismissed 
science °d WLtb tbe tbou8Ht that music is a difficult 
slov. ' &D tbat tbe Pro£r®88 of .children is necessarily 
Th 
the., instfi1 tbe matter 8eems to be that in many of 
pr°gress Th68 tbe teacber i® t0 blame for their slow 
pupils 4 | ere 8eein t0 be instances truly, in which 
as so * °r ^e880ns> wbo seem to be “tone-blind” 
nearly 80 person8 are color blind, but this is not 
*ny°neof rec*uent aa many teachers believe. Almost 
Basic aVRriige intelligence can be taught something 
^ i*0Pelissl 876 ,.reTuenl;ly seen pupils, who seemed to 
“laical WOriI*er8tUp*d at dr8t| develop into really good 
1 tliVU U».v “• **© — T -- - * 
seale. Many obstacles will have to be surmounted before 
he can find instantly with his voice any note you strike. 
Many and many an hour have I sat at the piano teach¬ 
ing children in this way, striking notes and compelling 
them to find them. Many notes they will sine a tone or 
a tone and a half too low or too high. If they sing too 
low I tell them to “force the voice” a little to a higher 
pitch. Even young children seem to understand and 
find tbe right tone in a few minutes. If they sing too 
high I tell them to “loosen the voice” and take a lower 
pitch. . 
This way of developing the tone perception will seem 
to the instructor a good deal like tuning pianos, but he 
will be amazed at its efficacy. 
As soon as the pupil can find tones as they are struck 
on the piano with fair accuracy, it is a good plan to strike 
a tone and. after the pupil has found it, have him repeat 
it several times from memory. This will develop hi. 
musical memory, which is one of the most -»po el¬ 
ements of success in musical deveiopment After in- 
gle tones can be found, the major scale abon,d be‘"ed 
with the piano and then from memory. The pupil 
should have his attention called to the half-tones between 
Mart music teachers have found it one of tbeir 
hardest tasks to teach a child five or six years of age to 
read the notes. I have recently adopted a plan which 
has worked so well that I would like to help other*. 
I have one bright little pupil, a five year old boy, wbo 
cannot read yet. This is tbe way I taught him the notes 
on the lines in the treble. I told bin ibis story : 44 One 
time there was a circus in a town called 'Treble Clef.’ 
Five little browoies went with this drew*, and each 
browniewalked alight rope. These five light-ropes were 
stretched, one above the other, between two bare. Now 
the first brownie, Mr. 4 K,' was a very good little fel¬ 
low, so he walked tbe very lowest light-rope. Mr ‘G,* 
walked the second tigbt-rope, and Mr. * B' tbe third. 
Then Mr. 4 D ’ came alorg and would not walk the 
tight rope at all unless they would pul bis tigbt-rope 
above Mr. ‘B's.’ So bis was the fourth tigbt-rope. 
But tbe very worst brownie was Mr. 4 F,’ foe be in¬ 
sisted that bis tight rope should be tbe fifth, and above 
everybody else.” Tbe child was delighted with tbe 
story, and soon I heard him telling it to his mother. A 
story about rivers snd steamboats sailing on them, 
served for tbe space*. 
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Answer* to 
TH0UGHT8 FOE THE THODOHTFUL.-VI. 
XVIII. 
1. Have you a musical library belon^iriyj to your clans, 
if a pnvaU) teacher, or belonging to your music school, 
if you teach in one? 3, How do you raise money to 
get books for it ? 8. What ways of raising money lor a 
library have you tried 7 4 Does your library mclude 
books ot standard and classical music lor the use of your 
pupils, in study and practice, or only books about music, 
musical history, biography, etc. 7 6 Do your pupils 
read them to any extent 7 6 What course do you follow 
to interest your pupils in musical reading? 7 Do you 
make the subjects that they are reading au olj*ctof 
conversation and remark during the lesson hour? 8 
U»ve you tried a class in musical hismry? 9 Haveyou 
tried to have your pupils read Thk Etude? What has 
resulted trom it? 
Hive used F.ltnore's lessons in "Musical History," 
glviag the questions and having the pupils write answers 
to them from hearing the text read: this has proved 
profi able from the intellectual standpoint. We also 
have an h ude Club, reading articles selected beforehand 
as suitable for, and helpful to, pupils.—S. L. Wolff. 
I possess a musical library of my own, to which I 
steadily udd; it consists of musical histories, biogra¬ 
phies, dictionaries, classical and standard music, and 
miscellaneous musical matters. The books I give to 
my pupils for private reading; after finishing a book I 
catechise them regarding the contents, and so impress 
upon their minds the most important factors. I have a 
class in musical history as a part of my regular work, 
and they al ways enj >y it. I also take every opportunity 
to speak to my pupils of 1 its Etudr, as being an indis¬ 
pensable paper.—August Ociyer. 
But few teachers or music schools lend collections of 
e-udes or volumes of classic music for pupils to practice 
out of. Teachers generally consider it best for the pupil 
to own the music that they have worked on long enough 
to have learned. 8everal music schools use all profits 
coming from the sale of sheet music for the purchase 
of a general musical library of biography, history, etc. 
Some private teachers do this also. It seems to be the 
more mature pnpils who enjoy reading musical history— 
those pupils who intend to teach music. Several writers 
report success in conducting classes in musical history 
and biography. All speak of a marked increase of in- 
terest in the study of music written by a composer whose 
life they have read. In several instances a silver collec¬ 
tion was taken at a musicale, for the purchase of musical 
works, and in others a regulor admission fee was 
charged, and the entertainment was called a concert.— 
Editor. 
art qualities, that give whatever of value there is to scale 
practice. They want the pupil to do as fine and finished 
work on scales as on their best pieces. Much is said by 
them about a quiet hand as to lateral or sideways motion, 
none being allowed loose wrist, especially loose and ac¬ 
tive thumb,—feeling that it is loose at the joint where it 
joins the body of the hand near the wrist, and one thinks 
that a loose wrist secures this necessary condition for 
both the thumb and the fingers.—Editor. 
XX. 
At what point in the pupil's advancement do you 
begin the development of the hand or wrist touch ? 
As soon as the pupil has music or studies suitable for 
its introduction.—the greatest d ffijulty is to keep the 
wrist d-vital zed,—material rather scarce for right-hand 
study. Prefer using three note chords. The chief d ffi 
culty is in muscle j this touch improves finger legato. 
I first have the pupil swing the hand from wrist away 
from piano, then on keyboard in sixths without making 
the tone finally pronounced.—S. L. Wolff. 
Just as soon as the combination of notes appear in the 
exercise work octaves should be avoided by small hands. 
Teach by Mason's *• Touch and Technic, ’ always trying 
to avoid a banging touch and the hammer touch from 
wrist. I find it diffiiult to avoid rigid wrist which pre¬ 
vents the reflex action of forearm muscles. The early 
development of this touch I find to be favorable since it 
brings about flsxibiliiy of wrist, and this being the basis 
of good legato playing, it gives the proper condition of 
muscles.—T. Alticks. 
Mauy of the most successful teachers are developing 
the hand or wrist touch from the first lessons to their 
beginning pupils. Some teachers were at first fearful 
that it would lead to a permanent staccato, but the uni¬ 
versal opinion is, that it secures a good and flexible 
musical legato by the quickest and surest route. There 
is a decided tendency to teach this important touch with¬ 
out the use of octaves, it being considered that the reach 
or stretch of the octave of itself stiffens the wrist. Many 
begin this touch on single reiterated notes, then using 
thirds, and lastly sixths, leaving chords and octaves 
for the mature hand, and for the difficult grades of 
teaching. Our correspondents think that the first page 
of exercises in Mason’s first volume of “ Touch and 
l echmc,” is the best preparation, and that pupils who 
play these exercises well, already know th18 touch. 
Ihere seems to be a great lack of material for the de¬ 
velopment of this touch which gives no octaves.— 
Editor. 
mand for expression will, doubtless, lead the pupil 
give greater attention to touch, and also to do mores d 
better practice, for his playing yields him satisfk 
tion.—Editor. 
XXII. 
Do you have your pupils learn a new piece or 
by playing with one hand at a time? 
No, excepting the difficult passages. I want every 
accent right, every slur and staccato note noticed and 
every phrase clearly marked from the beginning I8 
that giving out musical thought? I think the exact 
work should be done first, though not necessarily with 
the hand. I believe exact work is never well done if 
left to the last .—Bertha S. Chase. 
Doubtless, the end of all piano playing is to make the 
fingers sing. In a strong sense, therefore, the more the 
fingers give out song, melody, and full musical content, 
the better. Hence, single-hand work, while easier and 
admitting of more care as to exactness of detail, lacks 
in the essential of expressiveness. Also, sight reading, 
which all players must do more or less of, is playing 
with both hands at sight. To do this requires just that 
kind of practice, while single hand work would never 
make a good sight reader. On difficult passages, the 
correspondents recommend somewhat of single-hand 
work. Others think that on fi e classic music and 
music of the higher styles, especially if the pieces are to 
be used in public, that single-hand work is valuable. 
On the whole, it seems desirable to do single-hand work 
under these conditions.—Editor. 
XXI. 
XIX. 
teach TheTscales?in ““ “dy“DCement of a P“Pi> do you 
This section has called out a great many answers. 
Many teachers let the pupil play but one octave during 
the first few weeks. Several teachers give the scale of C 
first in parallel motion. In many respects this is the 
hardest scale of the whole, especially when played in 
parallel motion. Several teachers have the pupil build 
up the scales for themselves, placing the half steps 
between three and four, and seven and eight, saying that 
this gives them the reason for using the black keys. One 
teacher thought preparatory exercises had a tendency to 
make the pupil think the scales harder than they really 
are ; while other teachers make free use of the prepara 
tory thumb work. None wrote of the great value of the 
Mason Mordent exercises as found on the last page of 
Volume I of " Touch and Technic." A. to position, 
curved fourth finger seems to bring the hand right ae to 
form, especially if the pupil is allowed to touch the k*yg 
with the tips of fingers only, never feeling key contact 
wtth the ball of the finger. Letting the arm hang 
loosely from the shoulder, several ,hink, is the prevent 
ive of elbows being held ont. The msjority of teachers 
do not teach scales until the pupil has somewhat of free¬ 
dom in nse of fingers, and skill in reading notes. The 
most noted musicians among the writers emphasize the 
idea that scale playiog is a means, not an end.-that is 
how perfect as to touch, smoothness, and all of the 
At what stage of advancement in the learn in® of „ 
ptece do you have the pupil g.ve atten^on to phraring 7 
ovfrcoTe" “I n°te8 ^ '?rned and techBical difficulties 
overcome. I require a short pause at end of phrase - 
time to breath.—S. L Wolff. P ’ 
the'wIori!tft°hhaVe the Pi6?e mechaaica»y correct, then 
the work of phrasing „ taken up in such a way that the 
pup.l may be able to fi id the phrases himself L a 
-Mb. Imaed, j. li.-.all, 
becomes almost imperceptible.—Geiger 7 
To get pupUs inl0 the way ^ 
here is of music, that they must be made to say som 
thing, made to express an emotion, seems to he rh a 
of our correspondents Nearl. b he ldea 
refined taste, claiming that thisolerM f” °f a 
truer and more definite feet' t U u nes8 brings a 
- .*• 
XXIII. 
There are many kinds of pupils. 1. What kind has 
been the least desirable in jour experience? 2. The 
lazy, those who are overburdened with society, talent¬ 
less, slow learners, talented but no application, the poor 
in pocket with a bad instrument as compared to the rich 
who lean on their rich parents to such an extent that 
there is no work or real application in them? 3. Name 
the most discouraging features you have found in your 
teaching experience? Answers will be confidential. 
Give me the poor, with a bad instrument and a desire 
to learn, in preference to the society miBS who dawdles. 
There are two classes that I wish never to come in 
contact with, viz., the naturally lazy and the conceited 
ones. The former come lesson after lesson with the 
stereotyped “ I can’t,” and the latter know all before¬ 
hand. I consider these two incurable. 
To me the most tantalizing pupil is the talented one 
who will not work. I can have long-suffering patience 
with stupidity, but not with laziness. The most discour- 
aging features that I find in my work are careless prac¬ 
tice and the unwillingness of some pupils to make use 
of their brains. 
In summing up this, perhaps it may behest expressed 
by saying, that it is a life struggle to prevent the good 
from crowding out the best. In youth, the inherent love 
of fun, the lack of taking thought for the future, stand 
greatly in the way of progress. So far ae the writer s 
experience goes, he has found it hardest to put np with 
those who can learn, but let trifling things take np their 
time and attention to the exclusion of music; and this 
includes the children of the rich, who lean upon 
pa’s money ” instead of their own personal endeavors. 
—EntTOR. 
Bickering.—We do not wish to appear hypercriti¬ 
cal, but it seems to us that the majority of amateur mu¬ 
sicians waste too much valuable time in useless discus¬ 
sions, wrangles, and foolish bickerings. For instance, 
if musicians would employ their spare moments in read' 
ing something that would improve their minds instead 
of encouraging petty jealousies and cheap gossip, they 
would be much better off in every way and the music*! 
art would receive a new impetus. If each musician 
would only turn about and criticise his own work instead 
of that of his brother’s, what rapid strides would bema^ 
by every one, and how quickly would all discussion® 
cease.—W. H. A. 
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Romance Italienne. 
CS.MAYER, Op.134 
Song of Faith. 
Song for Soprano or Tenor. 
Words by James Grant. 
Music by Thos. O'JVeill. 
* With feeline. 
m 
St un-'t(owtemg"sh rH'tu Cn-eI’ « * el tree; 
3.For me, with ov . er - whelming stroke ’ ?JatHf "^gwethe wear - y rest, 
uneiming stroke, The retgmng powVof death He broke 
IIP1 ’ ppp 
@ia- - ==--%■ 77 . ^innin 
• w 
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poco a?iimato. 15 
for me Me raised the aw f,,l —,  
My Shield,my Rock, my Hid-ing.JA ^J'd rending rook., and darkwTT 
And now, mine Ad - vo - Catp T ? * ^ hat mighty p0w’r, what u nna g k>’ 
He ■*-*« 3?Sess z: 
iggajjs 
What ten-der love^was s^S’ £ 
The price He paid to ran - som me’ Up - on tte £ J CaN £ 
con espress. rit. 
For me His prec- ious blood was shed! 
And all that love for me, for me! n fn„p0 
Up - on the cross of Cal - va - ry. if*. 
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Andante and Variations. 
from SONATA Op.26. 
L.van BEETHOVEN. 
*A" T“nS! U,,0(,Cr,,6U- <***"'»* on Me metodicfl/iu most 
•mporfout h.ghesf tone ado,sable, so as not ,o alter its ret- 
*,iVr »**t. To be played nearly Mum: 
S72* 
and si aula rly in measure St-f: 
Copyright 1895 by TIico.Prefer. 9 
0 0 
w* 
in tf,e samei'a'^0^ must be brought out 
r>£ 7Z 'ZhP*”ae/'' «*■**/* *o»ln the gbt, and ,0,1/, opposed shading. 
6re f'te tHU Sh0,>t,f "adouhtety be. rounded off with 
a ,Ur>l or siMp[er t} 
able to the last eighth S^ft/ *S *9**#V applic- 
J the preceding measure. 
HOW TO LISTEN TO MUSIO. 
mtent upon gar?r’ Peopl - 
Is our anxiety to become skilful players and singers 
we are sometimes in danger of forgetting that music is 
not simply the vehicle for the display of virtuosity, but 
is intended primarily to be heard and enjoyed. Listen¬ 
ing to music is an art not less than performing music 
and an art which necessitates training. It i8 no small 
thing to listen to a sonata or symphony in such a way as 
to comprehend all that the composer has to say in the 
work. 
Ot course, the first step in intelligent listening is to 
comprehend the harmonic structure of the composition 
discern the motives, and trace their development. The 
usual courses of instruction prepare one for analysis of 
this sort. But comprehension of the work as a whole is °pera w,th Performers on the'suT T„‘ 
something in advance of analysis. When we hear mtfsic 88 "eU 88 mt‘°dy, the popular preference is 
we want to understand its form and structure, chiefly in ’ tb 1 nf ---' P 
order to realize completely its beauty 
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■ntent upon enjoyingmusicl.t K 7 *b° are really 
,hey are familiar, because ‘b,DgS Whl1 which 
t0 *«»* «he music through mor T? “f68 U P°"ible 
8ons find their pleasure increased^tZi' ^ 
mn81c in some way which ' ■ ,bealln* tlme ,0 ‘he 
boddy movement a very important reproduc‘D« in 
—the metre. The doddI^o- •1 e ement of ‘he music, 
waltzes in the ball room 'D 80 °pera’ ‘he favorite 
-that is, which fasten n’n 7“ Wb'cb 8re “calehj,” 
!°rce him to repeat the aC £ 
18 no restraint, these “catch,” .“77 tbere 
In 80meof ‘he theatres of Italy half the 7 M 
8,Ug tbe *i‘ the p
. The beauty of 
the most exquisite poem escapes us if we are either so 
ignorant of grammar as to be unable to comprehend the 
relations of words, or so intent upon syntax as to be 
able to think of nothing but “nominative case,’’ “past 
tense,” and so on. The same principle holds in music. 
Ignorance of the grammar of music is a drawback, but 
in order to find our acquaintance with it a help in listen¬ 
ing to master works, it must become as instinctive as our 
knowledge of English grammar. 
Now, our real knowledge of English grammar is 
gained not so much from text-books as from speaking 
sad hearing others speak,-that is, by trying to com¬ 
prehend the thoughts of others, and still more by 
trying to express thoughts of our own. We must 
go to work the same way in music in order to ob¬ 
tain satisfactory results. If music is a language, as is 
commonly maintained, it must be thought in order to be 
understood. Notice how rapidly the understanding of 
trench or German increases as soon as one begins to 
think in the language. It is true that most of us never 
ave any musical thoughts to express. But there is 
nothing to prevent us from thinking the thoughts of 
T* them> and> indeed. ‘his is necessary if we 
would understand those thoughts. 
ear"rttITerftint!1IigenCe iS addre88ed through the 
nation of th i.8 mU8t be reprodaced in ‘be imagi- 
... m • ^ bear6r m °rder t0 be anderstood. Words e meaningle.8 when they are hear(J pag8iyely> The 
‘hefirst DEC0' Up0D,them’ reproducing their sound in 
srlhl u 1 reproducing ^80 the thought which they 
c^telli r 7idea8—eyed by'the words be- 
Piy nlav S' if* In mn8ic> 80 *0Dg as the tones sim- 
thej a?“w°tnt, 6681 wi‘b°ut arousing mental activity, 
upon the so 7 significance> When the mind acts 
duces ,n m presented ‘° ‘be ear, repro- 
nic forms 7 °“ tbe melodic- rhythmic, and harmo- 
composer' has' ‘° “y tbat the lbouSht of the 
Then and tK , cotnPrehended by the listener, 
the mind of th y’ baS tbe process which went on in 
repeated in it. & Composer in creating the music been 
way that t ! m‘nd 0f the bearer. This is the only 
another, p g I Can transmitted from one mind to 
along as wato • °U^^lt *8 not a substance to be passed 
it is a proc4'8 P°Ured from one bucket into another; 
must sprin? n ' & mode °T in‘ellectual activity, which 
& w°rd, thouPhDeW tbe m'nd every thinker. In 
thought. g tS Can be understood only by being 
‘le uompoaerC°mfeS.'Dt° being as an idea in the mind of 
And the real co ' '8- -be prodact 01^ bis imagination. 
Pagination. aT.P°81t'on '8 wbat the composer hears in 
10 represent thi . a“emPts at performance are efforts 
‘ably only ann„f_*. ea ,‘n ac‘ua‘ sounds, and are neces- 
• .. uiciuu m i 
a. m, t'7.?of 
t>es of hearing music can make an advance toward intil 
Igee. bearing if k. 
piece of music, yon keep your mind intend; upon n and 
try persistently to sing it through mentally as you 'hear 
on wt f1 6ld that y0“ con8‘hDtl7 get a firmer grasp 
on what you hear. The chief melody of a piece will 
naturally first claim attention, but as soon as this can be 
sung in imagination, one should endeavor, also, to carry 
in mind the harmony, and to realize the subordinate 
melodies heard at the same time with the principal. One 
should try, too, to recall the melody and harmony of a 
piece after it is heard. The effort to reproduce the 
tones as they are heard makes it easier to remember 
them afterward. It is a good thing to be able to write 
down the tones reproduced in imagination, but tbe trans¬ 
lation of sounds into notes on paper is of secondary im¬ 
portance. The chief thing is to imagine the sounds dis¬ 
tinctly. 
The benefits of continued effort to listen to music in 
this way are obvious. There will result greatly increast d 
pleasure in the first place. Then the musical intelli¬ 
gence will be developed in a way that will make the 
technical study of music more effective. Finally, tbe 
deeper, inner significance of music will be revealed. 
Aim, then, in every possible way to cultivate a musical 
imagination, for this is the key to all the mysteries of 
the art.—The Musical Standard. 
00N0EBNING LATE METHODS. 
At an examination not long ago in the Royal High 
School of Music in Berlin, technic was defined as the art 
of putting the right finger on the right note at the right 
time. This definition is at once accurate and concise, 
bat the question of the means of accomplishment is yet 
unanswered in the minds of many students otherwise 
richly endowed with musical gifts. 
The methods employed for acquiring technic are so 
numerous as to bring to mind the hall humorous, half 
desperate words of the late Charles Platt, “ Every man 
has a method,” and indeed it would be strange if every 
man who reaches a goal in the art of piano playing has 
not, during the long and tedious process, evolved some 
unique system forhimself. In Amy Fay s book, *' Music 
Study in Germany,” we see something of the trials of a 
* *» -» —s a. 
la ordinary run. th^T'T' ' of 
*bile permitting the fin “ U*101 ** U,n"b 
of arpeggios and unusual run. ,0 
“”7 ‘ao*>>‘ by Robert Toll,* 
»bich he presumable learn. H f 
^lakorMosakowS^^,;1- *e 
five'“o"e,*r4tKl't 6r ,Dd r^*rd “r 
theory. To the finger A (the iTT?' ** ,fc« 
again 1, 2, and w on n1- ,h7u , C°U*“ *' *’ B’ 
•ould be to raise .he thumb A XoTT** u 
SinMftSs-iaSSS 
coon*clio; it “ubt.hed t7‘e“n .i!d '.‘id 
is the cause not only of accurate k„i .. 
Plavine n , * ” ‘■‘■W—S f»*uo 
P ay.ng An excellent legato is effected by Un. manner 
of practice; and if the study be mMcZ>, long a„7 
asjTr * r° T Pr0dUC*•’**' "Uch ol a. L 
as Jo^b.m bring, forth from lb, depth, of hi. 
In auccato work the beat reaulla I have m hav, 
been from U», method tooght by Prof. Hein nek JW,h 
who mvar,ably uwd the wri.t in«ead of the finger star 
caw. Like all wriat exerciw, thi. i. , 
bou„, but to the real student that nobindraoce. 
ocu7. 7 tZhD'T“ ‘b« chief d Jicnl.y of all lie. in 
la es. Played with a at,ff wnst and tense muades of 
the forearm, octave. mu.t ever remain d.fbeolt and 
fatiguing. A tucked with tb. arm loom, from .be 
shoulder and with tbe finger, governed and held in 
proper relative distance from ear h other by the muscle, 
of the hand alone, .hey are played w„h com,*renve 
ea.e. How long a lime i. required to make ocu»r pl.y 
ing easy by thi. mean. I cannot toll. It can be done, 
and that i. the only foundation tbe eamnet stud.in re 
quire, whereon to build hi. .tody. In chromatic run. i. 
ocuves hill Ink tell. u. that many of the great virtuoeeri 
among them Dreyechock, need alwaya the firet and fifth 
finger^ but in many in.tance. it Mem. advisable to 
u»e on tbe black key. tbe firrt and fourth and on the 
white key. the fir« and filth, a. Kullak himaell .ofrert. 
in Volume I of hi. “ Method ol Octavo.” 
In all piano work, but noil especially in ecu*** and 
full chord., Hie looienew of tbe arm from .boulder to 
wri«t i. to be proofed. When thi. give, place u> ten- 
lion of the muncle, extreme fatigue i. the immediate re 
roll. Naturally one cannot practice even with the hot 
method, without a certain amount of wearinea*; but 
when the finger, or the arm grow tired, owe should not 
.top, but with all tbe muscle, relaxed, practice on with 
the utmost repose till the weariness is gone, when the 
tempo previously employed may be resumed. It i. a 
good rule never to .lop when tired. 
A difficult passage may be practiced many day. and 
weeks without app.rent progress, but labor cannot be 
lost, and after long and careful study all difficulty 
vanishes suddenly Irom the passage as If by magic. To 
succeed in overcoming technical imperfection, a student 
must have infinite faith | be must know beyond all 
thought of doubt tbat earnest work will inevitably have 
ita effect. He must “learn to labor and to wait.” Thus, 
far from making technic a drudgery, be will cultivate 
that there was but one method, and that the right one 
™'“J only ann • —d uu h, ana are neces- Rubinstein is reported to have said at the age of silly 
kear ‘he real r°Xlmatl0n8’ In order for the listener to that he never played the scale of C major to his own 
satisfaction. While in bis ideal both tone and expren 
sion were undoubtedly mingled with the bare technic, 
his words might still have been true, though referring to 
the one requirement alone. Legato and staccato, octave 
ac aj i  ur r u , o occ —-- —-- ~ < --- 
student amid conflicting methods, and in reading the the higher faculties of his being and learn at the an. 
, w natural to wish time the art of " putting tbe right finger oatfe. right MM 
atthe right time.”— Kathkmi.i Rrre Hiruss, Muneitl 
®utward ear COmposi‘‘ont ‘he sounds heard with the 
•'“filar to that 8t, ftlmu*ate h'8 imagination to activity 
‘’"•ar’s mjn(j ^ 110 or‘ginally went on in the com- 
0?er which we b 611 tbose deeper powers of the soul, 
»»„- . we nave nrwt;^„._ , .... . 
, , —vb'' «ccpcr po ers oi tne soul, the one require ent alone, uegaiu . 
01 Pathetic 00 direct c°n‘voI, will be aroused to playing and finger work, crescendos and decrescenda. 
c°tnDo»i,;„_ “‘,Vl‘y> and the full significant of ,ka are all technical. Tn lento olaving with most pianists 
compogjtjo^ botrt^ significance of the 
c°®prehende(j ln‘ellectual and emotional, will be the thnmb is 
i gaiu -r - 
■'■“‘Pre e ed '—an the unruly member, and great tfafh*" 
, The Oormaed. bave invented many means of overcoming the difficulty 
A‘iUle reflect 0^7,° beiDg eDJ°y8 what is intelligible, caused thereby. Among the best of these » « 7 
tIOn WU1 8b°w that it is the ability to repro- opinion the “dumb thumb» practice, uught by Oscar 
Courier. 
—Always drew neatly. We mart drew, therefore we 
should do it well, though not loo well: not extravagantly. 
It is artoni.hing bow much people judge by drew. Of 
those you come across, many go mainly by appwarae.ee 
in any caw, and many more have in your case nothing 
but appearance to go by. Moreover, if you are can-ine. 
and untidy about yourself, it is a fair, though not abac 
lute conclusion that you will be oarelee. about other 
things also.—8ix Jobs Luxnoct. 
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LE80HETIZKY—BUBIN8TE1N. 
A. JKWKLL. 
Pb*”"mast ei r’"a*or dera”/v e r /"fu"l 1 y obeyed; each lady 
• ‘a pronunciation. IUg 8 difficulty of pupil arrived fascinatingly arrayed and flower laden— 
Four years ago I took m i ... “ ter8elf ‘he fairest flower.” 
place her with this first master of the world ' Tt"* i° i- *or over an tour tile grand composer charmed their 
“ 1 •»r ‘0 my friends. “ whatever musical i‘„ , 0“8h’ J,8te“,n* ears- IT"® Musical journals have recorded all 
children may play, I blow the trumpet.” Fortunaiel"" f* P Z h°W') At the very end of hia la8t Piece 
on this occasion, I allowed my dauehier m l /' 8^struck a false note. Laschetizky, with his ready wit, 
herself. H«r l08(.k ,nd l«m2 ^ 8a' : “ That’ my fri-da. « one thing you all can do a 
do miv,i.i.... 4_ “ almost despairing “Can you well as Rubinstein’> 
every avenue leading to it blocked with eager people 
trying to find entrance. 
There was great excitement among Leschetizky’s 
pupils at this opportunity to hear the great Rubinstein, 
a personal friend of Leschetizky. 
The s o s w e fu l
mil am via A fnioinsti. >1.  _i j n % 1 
years of the best training, should be welH ^ had 
literature of music, and should have that iZTV” tbe 
h;gh principle and adaptability to the work Jh t ^ °f 
him the proper instructor of the young mai!e8 
If the pupil is well started, he will , . 
the use of the best models and tin 7 ^ tatored to 
hang like a cloak of despair irol jJ" 
h’s ambition. He should be trained to / '7 b°dy of 
thereby attuning his mind and heart to thTh 
highest in life and art tbe be8‘ 8n<i 
Srx z“;:rTtrbj r«-» 
the mysteries of the tone world and'8 ^ l° Dnloc'k 
story into his ears. Too often the P°Ur It8 besutifnl 
goes round and round >^2^ 
-what are they? No.es-where are they? v^8 
upon what beat are they played? This is n i! 
apprenticeship ^ ^ ^ had lo8g 
are fitted to form themi d 'f e . „ * ^ 
lasting standards. Beauty Is dtovetd £ 
fingers patiently work at their daily task 
quackery"muIictThil0 *"? & 8afegnard aga-‘ 
at the number 0f wfvat ""T° V°lunteers and is agha8‘ 
times occur, h° Wear epanlets- Itoften- 
mistake onl V a r he mU,ically undereducated public 
ever gall nTthery *1° arti°le °f 8uperi°' How, 
ter can b 8 18 “i*7 b® to the Passion. nothing bet- 
only an establi^H ^ pr°fessio11 itself recognizes 
A r y8rde °f exceBence in its teachers. 
tEZZFrr fiXednP°n S Permanent basis 
This inclinat' lreu°,r C" l° tbe aPPreciative listener, 
taste "for whe 0n heip3,mach in ‘he training of the public 
y wi gW I3” IUtelligent demand re(luire8 ««*• ery w.H give place to something better. 
of everveTati0n °^ profe88'on is the wholesome aim 
study tLre8‘ *boroush-going musician. Years of 
sense of the*18'-311- 0xperience have brought a keen 
generation ° ‘B:,a8tlc® done t0 the public, to the rising 
veloned ’ and t0 th<3 profession itself, by the half de- 
se k the bT ‘6aCher Wh° 8p™‘8 “P 'n a night and 
seeks the hasty downfall of his predecessor. 
vanceml ! m°8t P°tent factors at work for the ad- 
upliftiniT ° nl°ral good among the masses is that 
bettp ° People which helps to make men 
most im f m°.ra' e^e°t of music offers one of the 
of muni P<tr ant tbemes l°r investigation in all the realm 
sides a h\k|rt teacher would leave something be- 
a desim t fe u ^me bellind him, if he is conscious of 
come t ° fUrther the pr°Sre88 °f art, if he would be- 
standardM 8, teacller’ he wi,l seek for his profession a 
genoe ^ 3 i1 enlarge the horizon of musical intelli- 
an eac not onlymusic,buttheartitself.—Music. 
herself.  aw.k 
P nt who goes to the great man with “This 
po!rf “h'T ^ d‘D*hler became one of Leschetizky’s 
which h 1 “ C°DTer,ati0n wi‘h Helen Hopekirk 
which bears me out in this. P ’ 
et,Ik*h‘"mn0‘ a“empt her« to give any idea of Lesch- 
mode of b ° • m0,iC“"7- 11 i8 with the 
cerned r*Ct'™9 giving that I am now con- 
blin^aspi rants “ P.er;.h° ^ ^ 
SpSzSSS 
'■victim, that is the way you plav ” f)n ...a 
occasion he said, *• If I P 7. °n another 
To a beautiful youth be said one day in a fury “If I 
ever teach you anything, build a i«.„, i • “ I 
to me I” ... .k * °UI “ ‘ ‘emple in some grove 
-*■ 
well as ubinstein.” 
As he walked from the piano to the door it was liter¬ 
ally on a path of roses and lillies. One said to me, “I 
not only threw the flowers I had ready in my hand, but 
tore off those I was wearing," and no doubt all were 
equally enthusiastic. 
They accompanied him to the railway station, and he 
gallantly kissed each fair maiden who was brave enough 
to go forward and offer him her hand. 
It was the last chance they had on earth to hear and 
see e great master. Not many months after the world 
was m griefTor the death of Rubinstein. Leschetizky 
She 68 M ,1^1168 iD V,eDna- P“pil8 (ro“ a>l Parts 
of the world flock to him-” The cry is,still they come.” 
THE NECESSITY OP A STANDARD OF ATTAIN 
MENT FOR TEACHERS OF MUSIC. 
BT K. VAN VALKEXBURG. 
likened WiU>C °f ^ averaSe American maybe 
“IWuthe8rtfilIthe-fian0 dUr,'Dg h6r Practice hour and 
them. Bobby?/the °r “?yhap she doe8n,|; «ven lift 
rSSSSSSSSSas 
reception room, adorned with musical trophies WhiU b N° W°"der that Betty and B<>bby long for tb 
■he was finishing her lesson, Mis* q hour t° come to a close Th» „ 7 g for tbe practice 
pupil and favorite of Leschetizkv ’ ,er7 brilliant of their young lives is ahsn t ,P.reci0Q8 y°nthful energy 
Tb. «r„, .... of ™”5. 
k- . ‘•-"•“"‘'*■7, sat waiting 
said ~o? k“ "h?"ng’ “,mo8t ‘"earning M,s. S 
Oh, she is having her first bad ie«on • b. ^ 
nervous and tired. What shall / do J ? ’ h® " 
later?” 1 do- tor 1 come still 
( Freseml, my daughter appeared radiant. I ttid 
Then you have not had a bad lesson.” •• N0 inH ?’ 
He was telling me how much greater Pad.,.* “d?*d- 
have been, even than be is if k. k a i M'ght 
...... bu : b,u '*:?Ir “rt"1 
V” i1' .b.ld of -. 
“*•* ~ ~ -«—•£=rz 
m,.* ::s s- 
»ioo was one of joyous r.li.f • * p*Pres- who hlm with a m„.;«- 
lesson. He sometimesl-ofte/ ""^,7 ■■■1 
pupil one hour and forty minute*. ““ ,nterMl'Dg 
On© evening ae we gat in th a 
, r.«h«i forward ,od ..id t0 d.Jbt.' i. o*' rPm-rl(.b!, d„. worker a,m*. h,°m“ T*TO.' in hi, 
: ;.“.rrz j&z arr,r *. „ 
l*"b“" 
*““ °°*0"''"h*"-':“b°:‘4"C: 
he great w«v. ’ u“‘ruw,Dg ">lt8 monotony. 
A‘lan,ic8coa,t 8 de^emo?:o8tUd7 ^ich 8tr-k the 
rolled steadily across the „ , 8g° and Slnce ‘hen has 
various and miscellaneous for^of m'u T™ ^ mh * 
Who are graduated after a few terme .hr00m teachers 
turned upon the unsophisticated Thl /“T and then 
of practicing the teaching art uln Z ^ PUrp08e 
t>on of the music-loving community Tbit ^ ^ 
widely sought after is a gain • h„t 1 mus,c 18 80 
studied is lamentable since it is 8n & U '8 °ften P°or|y 
diw.i.i:-* J ° grea* a factor in the 
nope to achieve n 
'fortune has favored him with 
who knows how to “use “ 
Misapplied and ill-directed ami itj?*1 abn8e ” his tim 
talented pupil the Mcrifice j ,0“ ha8 caused many a 
Practice hour is too precious to he • mU8'Cal life' Th« 
beautiful sentiment That » a 
re arkablv fin.-- , 7 ho as apper in his 
a music master 
i ti e. 
true ,k B ,r,t0 be ®enerous than selfith, better to be 
i>1 r^11 8 ae> better to be brave than a coward. 
-..ve ,u . eyond all earthly blessedness isthe man who in 
lme an(^ give an i t . ™PP8t,u°U8 darkness of the soul has dared to hold 
tto these venerable land marks.-Co bridge. 
***** 
8100.1/1 Tf l!'TBREST Yodr Teacher.—Just now a large 
between°i U1Us’c“^ teaching begins and ends in words; 
.... .t*1 * 6 gU8b Pseudo-8entiment and psendo-sci- 
and th ° pract‘caI part of musical art is in a bad way, 
can t * ™18 orlUDe *8 that no'hirg but bitter experience 
sn..t/aC| * 6 stndent ‘be difference between self-re- 
g uowledge and elaborate humbug.—Leader- 
LETTERS TO TEACHERS, 
BY W. S. B. MATH! W8. 
^ J- U ID E 
playing from the^gi^7=Ir:====:==:====^^ _____ 
ft* ^^'asTyoV/el^L'0^8 Ml?m°kU,ld .?T* ^rof 
iSi 
never uemu buc tf.cvfco fimyeu, anil mere being no oil. “ I have a Dunil j , pared to make a lim nf i j ^ F 
here to show her, she feels that her rendering of them She reads weU, and herMfar88 ‘ Cranier Studies’ d*»irsble, for sve.v h 1 ?! ,or <1° 1 l,,,r'k *' 
is unsatisfactory. If you could give her a few hin^ technic is very noor T » k '0ri " very rapid, bat her the teach., V ^ T* h- • deocy hfcn,.,r 
throngh the Etude you wouldadd tothe gratitude of one and Technic.' Would1 itt, b«,? hfr ^a80D’* 'Touch same piewi T* f? h". mU> 4 ral by I-'"* alw.v. it - 
who already owes you much as an author.” I. A. W. “‘her exercises and pieces untilZV, k d,,conliuue all pe®w.^ a11 P»P'I*. thus mi,,:, t all ,,,, , , 
„i.l ,b. ,„th grade i. «„ °"— »»• - 
E. E. G. 
The material in the tent r is of very advanced 
character, calling for a good deal of technic and mature 
musical expression. It is not possible to say much in a 
letter which will be of any marked value to a student 
not already in the habit of hearing music of this grade 
played well. But in general the following may serve as 
suggestion, 
Beginning with Liszt’s “ Waldesranchen,” the first 
thing is the proper tempo and general character I 
suppose the proper metronome mark of this would be 
:1®S5SSS53; 
SPSS SSSf 
.„„ 
get the sixteenth- note fripltJ.^ffiXatlyde"2aS ILd pr°bablJr wa“ting iu 4re P‘aI^ >7 
even. It ie accomplished by practicing them a great dif.cn f 7’n , d° DOt lblnk U neceesary to have her ‘he olher- In the Peter* edition this c ,ir„r»i„ , ,, , 
many times, hundreds, at a rate half os fast, or even thrSh^" ""if" *** pieces when «he begin. d'C4‘*1 h’ writiD* *»•- fiugvnng br,.m  .. 
slower and then half as fast, and finally at the rroner r technlC8- Bnt- 1 8honld say, let her practice for a lh®left haDd’ *Dd abopf «*• when ,1 1., 
speed. These degrees of speed should alternate with e/fiL* ,°Utathlrd °fber t0,al time “Pou “ Mason’s Ex- r,gb'' Jhe first foor sixteenth notes ar.- 
each other. More rapid progress will be made If te.rpCI8e8’ ’g,7mg for a "0"^ about a haH hour a day ,0 le,,hand- 
there is a practice clavier accessible „-n , , . w° linger exercises, and the remainder to the arnee- “ U'„„u „ , , 
by working up the triplets at a weight of perhaps6s'iTor Sw Lgt ^ BCal68 Wa''' AI°Bg W‘th this have ber •We°togTa»VXVh«d ? ^ “ '“I4'i ba"d 
eight ounces. The first difficulty is in the ev, ( p ay '0Ine serious pieces by Bach and Schumann, and . “ Can a acbool of m 
fc Melodic n olive which begio’ l h 1 “Z Z1 " “""d- U.c, ,1 ,b, i. 
».urw... or,,,,hi.,.f„‘.“oTor,hcZ. ~h-t,j’t*?r14^",■*«. 
ore by giving a good accent on the count “three” and A ^ generally likes, and which are 
when you come to it d • adm.ruble studies m key-board mastery. Take, for in- 
it. The accompaniment stance, “Rigoletto,” the “Eclogue” from the “ P,l- 
tfl t in nieot /tn.c.J*.. • « « j. «» ^ _ 
‘one’ 
i. , , . x a^c a i e l 
tion, and anything lik/? d 18 the fir8t con8idera' grimage,” “My Sweet Repose/’ “Hark, hark,‘the 
of of notes would be /ring Wh T C°“ntlDg Lark-” fro“ tb« ^ transcription, of the Schubert 
triplets are transferred to the bass I/ 6 81;£,eentb n0te 80Dg8- and then lhe “ Spinning-Song” from the “ Fly 
anim j_-i ‘ ese BgR'n will re- ing Dutchman.” Some one will probably object that 
an a school of usic b, considered there urh », d 
“ Who*?, th0',0?* Torn hand T.ZVv 
lege of Music? P,‘n0 '* *'<>"**** Col 
“ Please tell me something about Denre. ”_M ft H 
I would use Mason's arpeggio, with a beginner, but 
for tome time by rote only, not using the bock until 
la'er. 
Tbit mutt be left to the conscience of the “ •choc,l." 
Look in the catalogue. Th# prices tell 
qaire a great deal of patient ZrticTtaor^tU/nw/ .7 UatCtlman•'' "T* °“e "iB P«>b.bly object that Dense was an excellent and thorough teacher of nun,, 
of them shall be missed Th. c A at none these pieces are more difficult than the studies mentioned, fori. ei.rrisM ■« it.. V.. i.-.-itt| ci- . 
%'4 1,Lr “"“"'"‘t mind that, ha, work harder in pride ot ifa, q„]ii, ,f 
point. Whenever v W^r i* (° be worked for at this pieces she has. What you have to secure is more weight 
tempo mentioned ab°Q °an p ay.tbe p,ece ‘^rongh at the and volume of tone, a close melody legato, more musical 
fions of expressi & 0ve’ observinR ‘hese various indica- intelligence, and constantly increasing key-board com- 
between the extr'°n'l ? .espec‘aBy w'‘fi tBe contrast mand. The coarse above mentioned will accomplish all 
strong and brilliant ^ e*'cate murmuring and the very these ends. Let me bear how it works. 
I0" are at least in a credit/hJZZ I?7 C0DSldej tbat “Having always had lessons of a private teacher I 
Piece. And whenev & C0ndltl0n toward this fiave not a definite idea of what constitutes the different 
and with brilli 7°U can p^ay By heart easily grades, hence the following questions: My last studies 
have rlm,„ an‘ and pleasing effect you may think vou were Bach’s 1 Two Part Inventions,’ ‘ Andante con _ 
. 6 d°»e well, because I do not .hint I 7 Variezioni. Op 32,’ and • Preludium and Fugue, Op. 
ber®oeic without gettiJr h" .y°U C8n remem' 35,’ by Mendelssohn. I wonld like to know where 
a!n% does »h , ? tbe 86nse of u more than one 
yon get it in, p ayiD8 11 from the notes. When 
Kavanagb i* pro- have seen the name Kuyainaigb. 
nounced kav a nab. 
“Is a metronome indispensable to a pupil studvi.s 
Mason's'Touch and Tecbmc7’” P ,,,r* 
It is not. It is occasionally bandy. Nothing is indi,. 
pentabU, but a piano, a few brama, and some industry. 
Haac is a little Robinsteie anecdote that it well 
worth reproducing. 
‘he form otld^ heSd 7°n bave to get il toRetIier in 
idea shanes and TZa h Wi" n0t 8tick‘ Then the 
»»d MOd'S,. ,h„plaj,„g 
. —.. .. -. 
these wonld beclassified. The great Knssian was in Munenbad w(rr». in >ce 
“ Does Mathews’ ‘ Graded Studies ’ constitute all that sequence of bis having to play at a charity rttml a 
is necessary to teach pupils from the begmn.ng unt.I they iftD0 btd ^ Mnt ,0 hii rofim, |fc# boMl 
have finished the tenth grade ? If not, will yon pleaee ... , , 
state a systematic coarse of instruction, including pieces Intent upon his work and forgi iful of th. lain •»« cf 
from first to tenth grades, so I will know just what con- the hour, he continued prsriinng f»r mv. •>,«- , t., 
stitutes the different grades. when suddenly there came a knock at h .* .lo< r 
“In the second measure of No. 1 of Bach’s ’Three- A we]).sr0omwd vslet hsnd.d h m a r„ . « 
Part Inventions.' which hand plays the sixteenth no'es , 
in the treble 
first note ot tL ___ 
four, and the following 1 
The seemut -- -« K»pug. 
Played exactly P'eCe’. tbe “ Bfich Fantasia,” is to be 
thetemn^ ,“ as wn“en, and whenever vou i?et it at 1° b ‘ j 
of?TP, and observe the mordents \ t Part Inventions.’ which hand plays the sixteenth DO’ei V* 
of melodic idea from on “°rden,84nd the transferences in the treble 8taff? if ,he right hand, how can C. the <ollow»‘ 
rather boldly and f ■ 6 Dand l° tbe otber> and P,ay >l f he group of sixteenths, be played firgend “ gin People come to Manet,had for re#i »r,<! 
Th8 “Black ul - °rT,y’ yo“ may consider it done F and G fingered one? 8 F. not for the porpote of branag kaftHMltef III • 
r*’4 The beet d.fioitioii or«h. I .nppoMtlie twjrof.cli a.ttf 
dWloctly, and With ^h •*tlndica,ed tempo, clearly and grade to be is given by the “Standard Grades them BOtMj r,,, 
y Pettily indeed ® 1“dlcated expression. It sounds selves. Look through them carefully and compare the wiihoa) t wor<J bt> c,0i(,d bu piM#| , tl)n< dc.„ 
treD8‘h and fluenov J , done’ In the next study studies with the lists of pieces given in the beginning of dwk in<Jile<j lb. f0IJow,r ,■ reply . 
anH ti. . . w^uoy or th#> lo<* _ »*x* # .* « . tl_wa« »«^«tion were not 
Invention. ” “ -Mxt.aws—I am sorry my r™r pUring .bo«M h.v. 
-j — Asms lit eisrrai*.” 
?t g p r , us . ucinmu; un m u»w ui cvc= j---—.- 
8°d tke right hand 7) ° *b6 band are ma'n qualities, most of the books. The pieces yon mention were not 
same may be Z l° PUb 'n s'Rn'ficant; remarks, necessarily in the same grade. Bach a “ Inventions 
Ktade8 symphoni„8aid,?f the “ Flnale of the Schumann represent a phase of playing, which, if yon have not got 
e’eryou r»„ qUe.8 which finishes the book. When- it. von have to take, no matter how difficult your other 
annoyed you. 
can pla *~Z b u' fi  , y u n muinu jw . 
Dflng out the m ^ a DOte8 at the time indicated and pieces may be. I should consider these two-part inven 
right. eIody, you ought to be pretty nearly tions to belong to the fourth and fifth grades. The 
Pression cannot C'n8'on tbat the art of musical ex- I do not happen to have copies here- ternapsinep 
h fhtas well trvP°88,b]y be taught by letter. You lude and fugue might be classed a grade higher. -----. ’ ' 
bD,llQPfromth7tn0k,fSa8i8ter by letter. It has to be The “Standard Grades” do not const,tnte all,or ***** 
“udation, learning the art of melody, nearly all, that a popd ongbt to have. It is mtende 
The lady'* const, rnaticm may be better imagiaed 
than described. 
—Chaminade said quite lately: “Science never h,a- 
nieces vou mention I suppose are fifth grade, although . 
pie y me . , bere. Perhaps the pre- der* inspiration ; but inspiration may be s, v !y 
hindered by lack of acience." It is being hindered 
or daily, hourly, and tbat in the vast mrjority of 
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WHY AND HOW; 
A I i.KA FOR SPECIALIZATION. 
BY F. HEH1IST. 
Th« important question, confronting many teachers 
“ prewnt,,a how to obtain the beat result, in the least 
possible time. 
The more the science of music-teaching is investigated, 
be more apparent i. the tremendous difference between 
ubiect U °‘fer °‘ in8lrUCli0n * because it. 
sub ect is art, science, and manual dexterity combined ; 
partly, because its laws are most compulsory j partly 
because class-teaching is not as applicable. 
bra„che«en,7gDifiCentjr‘-‘8Ult8 aChieTed in Other 
ranches of human endeavor should, at least in part, 
be attained m this also on proper application of analo¬ 
gy us methods. And these methods can be summarized 
n one word: Specialization. Much has been done 
the^te h°Qt th“.,de8 ,n mecbanics, the metronome, 
the techmcon the practice clavier; intellectually, ,he 
studies in rhythm, attack, touch, phrasing,-all tend in 
this direction. E»ch in its way has its proper sphere 
Xr’th1 * d,8peD8ed With in cert*in circumstances’ 
each h8*r CerU“,D Clrcum8,ance* are, in the esse of 
m“.t Z«C T PTll “ the Pr°b,em Which the teacher 
must solve. Two factors are especially important in its 
consideration : first, the knowledge of the actual defi 
ciencies of each nnnil _n_ . 1 Qen 
decide wbat he means to do about each part of that 
lesson if that part be recited well, indifferently, or badly. 
Every teacher should lay out a detailed and special 
course of study for each pupil, to be followed as loDg as 
there is no reason to change it; and, if a change is ad¬ 
visable, he must determine the character and scope of 
that change. Do nothing without a reason. Consider 
carefully before deciding upon any course of action ; but 
when once your decision is made, stick to it, and carry 
it into effect to the best of your ability. Don’t go too 
often over the same ground in your private delibera¬ 
tions; it provokes hesitancy and indecision. And be 
sure of this: no amount of “it will do,” or-‘good 
enough ” teaching will ever carry us or our pupils one 
single step forward; only the very b> st work that we are 
capable of doing, only the highest ideals which we can 
conceive, are materials fit for the foundation of the 
temple of success. 
x*. oicuuuu ibj ui coarse, 
HOW TO INTEREST YOUE TEAOHEE, 
BY HARVEY LEWIS WICKHAM, L. MUS. L. C. 
It is well known, to the initiated, that professional 
men do not distribute their attention equally among their 
several patrons. A physician may have a hundred 
7”J llrBl) lue B )e a f t e actna] defi pa ,e“'8 w om he treats off-hand to one of whose condi- 
cienc.es of each pupil technically expressed ; second the un » h •'l* * fpart,cular 8tady i and a lawyer works 
Ik. ,hick "*'“"'k to if bwl in,,,., ,h.„ 
Will remedy these deficiencies. Besides these two so • The music-teacher is no exception, and gives to 
of the following question, must be answered ■- * 8‘° 
\\ hAtKar fall «A mm—..__L i « 
of a false show of interest and the asking of “d,eWare 
tions. If a thing bewilders you, inquire about if'iT®8' 
not attempt »k„ • 
omniscience. ciainn to 
It is better to play for your preceptor than to ask h' 
to play for yon ; but if you make such a request 
wait until the hour is over. q *’ do not 
Above all things, refrain from argument and th» 
emnation of etudes and compositions. The teacherT 
not arnved at h.s present eminence to bandy worded 
exchange opinions with a novice ; nor is it at .11 
that he enjoys being contradicted or having his chatT 
inconsistencies pointed out. Praise is fJ h nce 
lipe,a yet greater breach of et^t ^ 
upon an equality which does not exist. P nmf8 
It were also a matter of economy not to 
to have that explained which you could, with a litth?67 
plication, learn yourself. The degrees of the staff the 
value of the notes, and most of the signs of e ’ 7 
are probably familiar : yet these consume^Z 
moments which should be devoted to higher friZZ* 
ZZ Suc?e8a Wl(l follow- f1 JOU Will become one 
for whose advancement he labors to the utmost. 
.. „ " e answered : — 
until all f 06 8h°Uld °r 8h°Qld n0t be 8“>PPed 
until all the defects are cured, or until all or some are 
removed to a certain d-gree? whether each fault should 
be dealt wtth separately, or two or more combined for 
treatment, and the others not considered stall for the 
ttrne being ! whether, if this last be answered affirm. 
Z J' * 7 Te 0f the ra‘8taken ideas left alone for 
to be cuTi’ 7“ “°t8,nk into'bepupil's mind toodceply 
mistake, and dr J ^ the 
mistake, and deficiencies should be pointed out in the 
old studies etc., and there eradicated, or new material 
be procured in which they must be avoided ? 
There are, of course, many more point*, but these are 
‘ NeXf COD,e* the "'"dr of actual progress In 
which particular line shall w0 advance first- by what 
particular studies, pieces, technical problems, etc: and 
the same que.t.ons appear here as before. 
From the form in which these question, are cast the 
answer may bo anticipated. There is no one rule nor 
any set of rules, which can be applied to every case 
In fact, I should like to go further, and say that noTt' 
cases can come under exactly the same rule. 
take°tDh7',rtl r 8pecialjZ4tion in “usic teaching must 
take these two form.: first, an exhanstive study bv the 
teacher of all accesjiihlA j * ^ too 
m accessible method*, sjstems, form* and 
models; second, a careful and thorough stud, of Z 
individuality of each pupil ; hi. intellectual capacit! hiI 
-..V.VUV1 so L 
one pupil more than to another. 
Moralists may deplore these conditions, yet they are 
ar‘ eXteDt irremediabl8- ^t the instructor be 
never so conscientious, he cannot keep his mind at its 
gbest tension for many consecutive hours. Periods of 
emi-repose must intervene, and it is natural thal these 
mu ( coincide with the appearance of dull pupils and 
to inevi able r°r8 *" “0t miraCleS of Berness, and 
inevitable lapses must sometimes be added actual in 
«7' *; '“,f »> c.“ 
and so6 f “lte fiDaac!al a«reementwith your master 
and, so far as possible, adhere to it r/ 7 , ’ 
T»«r ■ppoblnnta, „ld “ 3 f P“°“ >» 
1°“ TTlob‘-“il 
at any time during the week malfeT106^6 'nterruPt€d 
d° not Postpone the recitation. If there ^P088'1316’ but 
point upon which all re be any °ne 
an irregular pupil ig a nuiwnceT'an^f Eel’ ^ 
more prejudicial to progress than l! •«anything 
of non-attendance on account 0nn "ffi ’ '8 Some act as if the studio . “fficient preparation. 
there to be educated and t™’ remember ttiat you are 
aw.«. mi“k’ - ."" * 
d. ,hi„k pnp„ „„°,r22“ m a .22.2' ;rj 
same way a. you have been yourself, nor that two i 8t,tnte Plea"Rnt conversation for the J Wlll‘ng tosnb- 
can be taught alike. Rr, ,lu . t ^ P“P'1' ^ur, but virtuosi are . ” b™oeBa of the 
particular study which will beat supply that tm i"* 8 aia*k *°r boasting, or a usurnnf * ^tisratber 
want of that particular pupil. M.ke^J^S °ffiCe- 16 h 
with the best books, old and new, on the ,LJ7 ^oar °wn shortcomings, why not^minx 7.!e,1.a.WBr8 of 
Oor excellent contemporary, Science Siftivqs re¬ 
cently printed the following :— J ff , re 
“It is declared that a large number of nervous 
maladies from which girls of the present day suffer are 
oughltobl -0 P'ayiDg the PiaD°- Ch,Idren wbo ught to be exercising ,n the open air are kept at dreary 
daily andTh ke^oard ^ after hour 
It said to b6 nerVe7irP,y WiI1 DOt 8,and the 8traiD- 
whoTd ?L - P by 8tati8tics tbat 0{ 1 000 girls 
than 600?^ ^ the 8ge °f 12' D0 1888 
those w/ d th'8 Cla88 0f borders, while o. 
SOO ner tor0^ ^'11 later tbere are only some 
snared tl. ’ i proPort!on a«°«g those who are 
spared the practice is only 100 per 1,000. The remedy 
■b~id »• »• p22dt 
study music before the age of 16. 
sibleS that 7th! Pian°iS COncerned- bow^er, it is pos- 
method of true remedy may be found in a better 
to 1 fnr 1 r !Dg‘ “ain point in early tuition is 
Siren th ,bands’ and Sive ‘hem flexibility and 
s rength. This is purely mechanical, and it can be done 
renedtonV fT.^6 ke^board- The endless 
repetition of sound, which is responsible for much of the 
• an b?a:T tbe nerves of young musical students, 
enne"1?? ed’and better Progress is made from the 
concentration of the mind upon technic only. The 
i m,eCJ°n. been ra'8ed that such a system makes 
mechamca p]ayers. Ag a matter Qf ^ fflake8 
ly those mechanical ’ who would be so under the 
ordinary system of tuition. To those of true artistic 
labor ” * 18 8n 'nesb‘mabde belp and shortener of 
...b .ke "»•*«*«. 
teaching, instruction books and studies • read T °! Kaft,D* extraneous aid ?’ Morse MlDd them’ with°nten- 
very carefully, at least one ?orm/87al?atrVead ti0D Wilh 'our a°d^ncemeu“ imnrer’ eXPre88ed dl8a^c- 
23wpJ2”c.“:!7i«r nr/."."™'- a»». ». 
ance. rsy some attention to your own breath an'"8> or ™alte an impression « attemPt 
pronunciation, learn how to define technical Uf>°n ’7™8Uperior- Some pupilg aft h® 8aym* is. 
PV.U.., now to explain mechanical problem, ho- . 7 DOt to baT« practiced * u °rking hard- 
connect by explanation the cause, the means and lh° acknowled*e no error, while a a\nZ^ ;i.aDd °ther8 wil1 
re;u,t- e*os, and BDtried. But these are^ not ,hi'g,e 8ubter%8 ^remains 
Do not allow yourself to believe that vou h*,« be,t '“•‘metion, or, to use . v..i„„.°“!8 Who ,n8Pire the  t all  rself t  elie e t t „ „ l k est instructi , r T? 7-” 'u  i spire t e 
pp. a .... ■«. h.,„. a S ” 
follow and unmask von 6 te 
unmask your ignorance. 
not yet
8ure to 
goo story is told of Mascagni, the composer, 
ng one of his visits to London, while in his room at 
r ° ei(’r. 6 beard an organ-grinder play the intermezzo 
irom Cavalleria Rusticana.” The man playing the 
P ece entirely too fast exasperated Mascagni, and de- 
ing into the street the composer addressed the 
organist:— 
“Yon play this entirely too fast. Let me show yon 
how it ought to be played.” 
strel^nd wbo are you?” asked the wandering min- 
I happen to be the composer of that piece,” replied 
aeC8gm; and tben be played the intermezzo for the 
oms e^ organ-grinder in the correct tempo. Imagine 
scagm s surprise when, on the following day, he saw 
ame organ-grinder in front of his house with a pls- 
Masca°'n't”e °rgan’ 00 wbich was inscribed, “Pupil of 
THOUGHTS—SUGGESTIONS—ADVIOE, 
TE? etude. 
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PRACTICAL POINTS BY EMINENT TEACHERS. 
Temperament and Sdccess. 
BY JOHN C. FILLMORE. 
Not long ago I was strongly impressed by the contrast 
5 pupils in the matter of self-control, 
women, not pupils of mine, but of a 
to administer to either wh D, • T~======='—■ 7 3 
required for piano toach ber “uec“l«action and that just here, moZZZ 7°°’ f?" 'r“'Dd*',0 “ »P” 
aad intention with the fa„er7 ZIT7 im€lli^n« 8 risky ru“°*n« over 
- " “ .. . --**-»«. If aUo we could so direct th th tke ornier? these notes with cert* *nip0 **°" 8000*b to play 
between two pupils in the matter of self-control. Both he "Quid regard the nisn h th,°°gh‘ of 8 P"^1 ‘bat rate of speed 7 b? 8CCaracy- D0 how tk.s 
«re young women, not pupils of mine, but of a lady Properly treated, respond to h“ “ . that wonld-if Ia tin., the habU of 1°**™ ”lh ** °'h-r 
vocal teacher Of my acquaintance. Both were young, "oothe him, better «8„ltR h'8 ”ood8’ plea8e- comfort, the passage may h„ ., ha’,t'* '“•lu.red, 
one perhaps seventeen, and the other, say two years Habit and q^it‘ ^ %b' "ever i, £2 aL T ? “ liul ’» «*- u 
older. The younger has Celtic blood in her. She is nmsical as in every other k n? ^ °f 6ucce68 18 in^hil^hB,eriBf “erT? ““T- 
impulsive, mercurial, sympathetic, responsive, in short, mu8t be controlled by it lest it* "7 e“ feelir« b« very charm,r./and ./m ,''?' 'U' 
she has temperament, that quality which counts for so 80 extravagant as to be offe ' ^ manife8‘»t»°n become 8 “ toothers pr. 
much in artistic production and interpretation. This Ab’wbenwilltheworldcW? 
girl is capable of becoming a fine lyric actress; she has ia^ence, the controlling newer vt the 8ub,le 
vividness of imagination, quickness of perception, and a 0alytbose who have observed 7h . 
good, natural intellect in addition to the emotional °f 'bat influence, and have lea/ dT0rk,n*andeffecl8 
temperament of the artist. She has also a natural talent dir«t that power, can efficientlv -Zr°V° Utll'!e “d 
for impersonation. She not only sings most effectively, of knowledge. 7 struct m any branch 
bntin certain amateur dramatic performances where I ***** 
Slow Practice. 
henry O. HANCHETT. „1M rlyDI(Jft wa„u ^ p,By a 
Y 7penence wth pupils is that very lew grasp what ^bov,i. her “’•"tal and technical ability, * J KBc 
young woman sang on a certain occasion very effectively ‘ “ 7 8l°W praCtice' Pieo« of music go slower T"* UP°D "0l ^ a*,h* .ss.sg of tD pro' 
indeed, but she had the misfortune to make a trifling r t88ter. and from that fact comes the idea that the rate £ram but exactly ,n the middle of tbe aecond i Rrt ; M P, 
slip. With her audience it was of small account, but it t7 W11C ' DOte8 follow each other measures the speed of ^ da,,[M bw two Pi',t',■• ju8t ■umt^ra apart 
mortified her intolerably. As soon as she had left the tbe .pract,ce> but illustration very soon convince, the 7 7 Wh<"h”r tbe,r fil th,,r*’ a,,d Cl’b<’dr but M „ 
pnpil that notes can be played extremely slow and yet <?°<>d“a'ure w,1> begin and end a program, fcorh 
wtth very qu.ck motions. Slow practice oueht to ,‘!10U8hU >h.°uId 001 *°,d* • l8«'b« who working lor 
f-.Aiauv o WU 
bave seen her she was the life of the whole play. But 
alas, this temperament, with all its advantages, has 
its dangers. The more of impulse and of impetuosity, 
the more need of control and of self discipline. This 
young wo an sang on a certain occasion very effectively 
ortified her i t lera l . s s  as s e a  left t e 
platform and reached the privacy of the retiring room 
she tore her music into a thousand pieces, vowed she 
would never sing it again, went home in tears, and for a 
long time refused to be comforted. 
This impetuous, passionate, impulsive quality seems 
to manifest itself in all she does. To day she has a fine 
Ibstroctive axn I.rmnw^JW Umuuu^ 
8T O. W. CRIMM. 
I* regard to contents, composers, and style* of iv.m 
posutons, some progrsm.of pupils’ p»ciul. have in their 
“ r * !“*' - a. w.«, - <3 
found in a junk-shop! ’ 
^r2:r:"2r.r 
slow accomplishment for every detail in the movements 
of fingers, hands, and arms; the only thing alert and 
aettve in connection with it being the attention, which 
sbould detect tbe slightest variation from the exact 
her work is excellent; to-morrow she may CUrV6’ dl8tance> ratei and quality of every movement 
do poor work, or dodge her lesson altogether. From attfnpte<L SJ0W practice is always tbe best practice, 
rapidly ;thforqif,C,khe8no?; ^^^enj/t^ro? 4)1 '^'T ' 
sslfL.1V aCk °f 8teadlnee8 of P“rP08e and rigid *** 
The Value of Detail. 
,1 , - - -- wg*ip| i  
the good of maeiciJ culture, end not for the diet>Uj 0f 
vanity of a few conceited people. Make pnpil*’ recital, 
instructive and interesting by giving programs devolvd 
to some particular composer or to aomw particular style. 
Farther, you can produce programs gieen op wholly to 
operatic, oratorio, or orchestral music, or #y«-n dance 
music, both ancient and modern. There is w much of 
this adapted to the piano for all grades and in all kinds 
self-discipline. 
ferlrtbll? 7T8 W°man °f Wh0m 1 write is of dif- 
agineher d aD<1 t8mperament- One could hardly im- 
L oing effective work as a lyric actress. Yet 
EDWARD DICKINSOX. 
The teacher who sometimes wearies of the minuteness 
t '8 8D f«eedingly erjoyable7in"g? ha?n7.7ot only and mecfaanical pettine88 of h‘8 U8k may ea8ily draw 
neaatifal voice, but intelligence refined feelinjr d encour8Sement from lhe thought that this routine con- 
inoinks _ • .. fin Am flnt. to nmaain fiotail ia in/n’ilont to oil lnnvn 
- - -P»MO DM tifl own 
special literature. Yet the most of thoee wbo study ti e 
piano do not intend to become mere “pianists," but 
wish to receive a general musical culture, in order to be 
appreciative listeners in (he sanctuary, concert-room, 
and opera. It will be well for piano teachers to remem¬ 
ber this and adapt their methods ol instruction accord- 
.mtathef • .— •Dtelliffe , refi e feeli g, "and ^ourageme t Iro  t e thought tb.t this r ti e con- in* to the roquiremettU of their pat™. Tb. „ ,U 
n?. lnS,8kt’ e8Pecially into what is best and finement to pr08a,c detal118 lnc,dent t0 8,1 l#rge and |e880ns will be instrnclive and mt-re..,, r 
“oiliest in music. She is nnict ir j , w°Uby work. The training of a performer is fairly » , 
can Anally be depended on to do h 86 I P°88e8Se ’ an analogous to the production of a work of art in which 
performance and not to go ofi’ into? ^ & 7 J0 tbe ccccep'*011 °I 'be work as a whole is only to be Reamptiox of Fall Won 
should happen to make a slip It i8° r”m 1 8 e realized by the slow and often tedious manipulation ol «t snmt k rmrinji 
J‘«f orheran admirable and useful cl^r Ts 1 Iwh detail8' Nor ’8 the te8ching °' fundamenul prin- Evert succc-ful teacher is cc.tmually an 
‘“gerand vocal teacher, unless she j-t ciples at all incompatible with true creative work, as may Bemer. His own ideal may l«-dear i.nd well d. fined 
ewitched off into matrimony and 1 ery 8Pee 1 F be seen, for instance, in the life of Sebastian Bach—the from the beginner'sC D K to the Ugliest conren mu-i 
1 8be should happen to marry th-^ tVfn 1 6D’ m08t perfect example in bistoryof the union of practical and in his own practioe a determined .y.'.m n.a, u 
®an’ e wrong sort o yonng everyday musicianship with consummate genius,—who followed from Janaary 1st to December 31.t. iei * ! , 
were to draw this cont u r. was always prepared to turn from his sublime visions to the desired goal toward which he p ic. the < •„(•,, ,,t „ 
Prl« she would probablv nrot ? ■ l * e llr8t of 'bese the prosaic task of rudimentary teaching. He wae a his scholars may be one and the >mn-, the »>.t, ,,Une 
'“at the other girl ba(j no f*. ’ Wl1. 80me indignatioD, great teacher because nothing iD his art seemed to him and the specific direction, will varywitl all th* pupil., 
a) she has to contend with °C i**?11 7* l° be controlled small. His practical philosophy was the same as that depending largely npon the the lem,., m.., , M „ 
0r “o credit for her ' ereb“re deaerve8 little taught by Goethe—to be “always in earnest with himself habits, tbe hand formation, the quirk n». nf »-»r, tl. v*cuit i r er nnint 00if . m . ta nt oy uceme w at; ai ojo m emu- — ---, 
•h°uld feel it necpRa„ possession. To which I and w;,h the things around him." Whether it was ex- general intelligence, etc. I am frequently 
?0n ba*e, the more nL^i^u ,m°7 impUlse temporizing before Frederick the Great, 
_„we8 I ___ _ .-,-.-,-11 » fr tl aaked by 
We, t e ore777° "the re i ul8e te rizi  before re eric  t e reat, or working out young teacher., “ What >s your n.utm. . ■ . , , 
P«at power, and you 6 °* sell-control. Steam is a tbe sublime lyric of the B minor Mass, or teaching a for scholars 7 ” I answer that while I hm-* «n average 
;oor boiler i8 8tron Ca" 1 have t0° much of it, provided iearner bow to place the fingers on the keyboard, or lead (cheme.it is soela.lic that it enn ha- Hy be nailed a 
,mooth working ord g ^ . and y0nr macb'nery in tw0 part8 in simple counterpoint, he always threw his gch-me. Doubtless all teacher, lind in the r„; f,< a 
‘00ee. your engine?;)! i -fy°arrivet8andjoint8are whole force into the duty of the moment. No one need season that tbe pre. i.o exercise, or etudes <■> piece. 
f it ... t • 1 0.1_.a!., Dn.li nlftflui) in 
- gine “ u  riveta ^<1 joints a t 
‘’l bl«» np and kill youn?.Ck "8elf ‘° P'eCe8’ if find a task irksome which Sebastian Bach gloried ,n 
***** 
Direct Thought Aright. 
M. MERRICK. 
'° touch the kev6 made to understand that he is 
'utention—-an(j °.t le P'auo intelligently—that is, with 
I? cornn i*n a 'boa8btles8, careless manner. 
Lose Time to Insur* Correctness. 
MADAME A. FDP1N 
This little suggestion has been 
many piano 
given to certain scholars are accomplishing liulv, the 
actnal progress of tbe scholars being but slight. In *«< h 
case tbe teacher should ask himself whether a change ol 
the routine would not facilitate progress. Naturally, no 
iriii. teacher likes to acknowledge to others that he ha* made 
. suggestion has been of inestimable value to any mistake., but the resumption of fall work offer, tie 
fltndpnts It has so long been dinned into best opportunity for all needed change* It is scewr 
any p.ano students. It has so to g ^ ^ ^ ^ 
the ears of begtnners tha y ” 8 _^P e“ /e Je „tifrMm and ru.i of the summer w„b lex hil^ and 
hazards, that they conttnue ,nppl((nMg of finR„ hm| wn8l. A carcfu, renew,,* of 
that to lose t"ne,8t8a“P&trhd t the noteg AoM be scales and arpeggio, will naturally be included n He 
requisite in playing a pie remember first few lessons with a few old etude, which have prov. d 
-■upiayorin .— — -—struck correctly. But does n 7 • |e note, the most nsefnl. Now is th* best time ot tl>* y-ar ,0 
mnPles of the peculil aDger’iand °an ProbabIy g^e ex- passages that he is n*7*r 8a” ® ‘ jn jd p|ayi„g, .tart upon the new schemes, ami >U. It ig .p i. 
knows ton . ,muscalar action requisite for each, that are certain to elude the . g hpfrimP dj«. ]«ck>E>C elements to true tnusn iianabi)*. There n a, so 
Wst too, with what degree of force he proposes practice them as be »a7? Do not many become d» lack eg 
- t r K j fio^voo
0r a Push, whetb 6 e.D 8 *be d'dbrence between a blow 
8 °8aallv k 6r glven t;o bim or by him. 
Esther jn-j °78 wbich he intends to admini ter, ■ u piay or i- 
934 THE ETUDE. 
the added zest with which scholars undertake anything strument, the art of music will occupy a place in public 
new. Parents are seldom the best judges for the musical esteem far above the one it now has. 
Music owes much to women ; but for its fullest ex¬ education of their children, but they are seldom fools, 
and when they decide that the lagging, listless, stum- 
bling progress of their children is the fault of the teach¬ 
er, they are usually more than half right. In such case 
the teacher may retain a scholar by a slight change of 
routine. 
pansion it needs the men. 
* * 
* * * 
Eaki.y Mental Power. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER. 
Psychologists affirm that we cannot learn newr things 
after thirty years of age. Even before thirty the brain is 
fixed, and new mental habits are acquired either with 
Tjik American student is probably as earnest and great difficulty or not at all, the power of early tendencies 
and limitations asserting 1 sel so forcibly as to make 
***** 
ThK IntELI KCTUAl. SlDE OK MUSIC STUDY. 
BY LOUIS 0. EL80N. 
energetic as any student in the world ; she plunges into 
her musical studies with abundant fervor, and probably 
works quite as faithfully as her European sister. Yet 
the result is not often the same, because she Bets tech¬ 
nique as her entire and ouly aim. If she is a pianist, 
she iB constantly exercising her fingers; if she is a 
vocalist, her vocal chords receive unremitting work, but 
the education of the mind in musical matters does not 
often keep pace with the technical progress. “She 
study very well here,” once said an eminent European 
piano teacher in speaking of his American pupils, point¬ 
ing to his fingers, “and not at all here,” pointing to his 
head. If only the American girl in music would realize 
that she must develop her mind on the musical side as 
well as her technique, we would have a higher standard 
of musicianship at once. Fancy a piano-student of ad¬ 
vanced grade going to a concert and not understanding 
in the slightest degree what violinist, trombonist, or bas¬ 
soonist is doing,—playing a Beethoven sonata, withcut 
understanding how the development of the Allegro was 
the pure fl jwer of the seed planted in the exposition ; 
worrying through a fugue without in any degree com¬ 
prehending the kaleidoscopic interchanging and trans¬ 
formation of the first figures; not knowing of any 
composer before Bach; or, if hearing anything about 
Palestrina, having a vague idea that he lived during the 
crusades, and imagining that he was the remote begin¬ 
ning of all things musical I The picture is not an over¬ 
drawn one in hundreds of cases ; we possess dozens of 
advanced young technicists where we own one young 
musician. It is, however, not less technical, but more 
intellectual, musical study that we need. 
new habits almost impossible. 
This naturally suggests the immense importance of un¬ 
derstanding that the full mind power of students should 
be attended to and stimulated in early years. If that is 
accomplished, a life-long power has been awakened; if it 
is overlooked or neglected, the mind is crippled for life. 
Hence, the young mind must be attended to from many 
sides ; by this means the possibilities of life become 
greater and the mind may ever remain active, with little 
chance of very great diminution of power. 
It is also true that, even in cultured men, only a small 
portion of the brain-power is ever employed. In other 
words, we so little understand the power in ourselves 
that we scarcely draw upon it. Teaching that is done 
wisely will, consequently, aim to reach this power. 
Hence, agaiu, we see that isolated facts taught with no 
principle of connection must necessarily be useless men fal 
property. Much of such teaching goes on because in¬ 
structors have never taken time to inquire what they are 
doing and what serv ice it may Ire in the world fifty years 
lstcr. 
THE EMOTIONAL AEFINITY OF A STUDENT 
ANDHERMUSIO. 
BY JOHN S. VAN CLEVE. 
A bit of practical studio experience which came to me 
he other day awakened in my mind not so much a new 
thought as gave fresh vividness of coloring to an old and 
:'™‘,me Tf"’ Th* “*»* •»« mJ 
th me, who is at present turning the coffee mill with 
g 6at Tey °“ S°me °f the mor« difficult Czerny exer- 
t , ‘iTT 10 tbi8 9he had tek<* «* large number of 
the selected Heller Studies in the Presser Edition which 
... ,,,.g,i,.,u, mis neen making some addresses on the sub- lasted and fully annotated in 
Men and Music. 
It. C. MAODOUGALL. 
Mu. Gladstone, ex-Premier and “Grand Old Man » 
of En land ha li c  
qiiolc his own words, “If they are wholly witlmnt it it 
is because it has never Wn cultivated enough. I re- 
memher when I was young, I used to dispute with peo¬ 
ple about that. They said it was all nonsense to talk 
about music as a gift to the generality of mankind. I 
deny that. I say that if it is properly tended and prop¬ 
erly brought out, it is a general gift in civilized coun¬ 
tries, and even in barbarous countries ; and mast cer¬ 
tainly it is a gift that pervades the people of this country 
80 far “ naWa P»rt is concerned.” Very few thought 
fal musicians will deny this, for we believe music to be 
the art that reaches the greatest number of people in 
fact, the art nniveraal. P ’ 
Hut, while all this is very interesting, there is a pnicti 
eid question that comes to the front, a question venti- 
“r, “trt “sf-r; ^ 
...... Trmrve “ 
Cifie, fearing that she id JT as a 8Pe' 
but to my amazement w) 1 very ungrateful food, 
the cJly rZ«l a e„LWaSminded * "P« 
Crackers, and when I suggeithlt °[ **" .G"*ham 
Heller pieces in «,mbinati« the 
said, with some vehemence “or . "3 Etudes, .she 
those things again.” "uiaid i ^ ^ ™ 
well, and they are full of poetn-.» b,ri’"i ,,la->'e,i them 
allude to the question, “If music is a constituent^ of £££ ‘he two extremes o th ’ 7 
every human lieing, why is it that with the exception of > S° mnch likeoue's own nature that ° 
choral singing (solo singing to a less extent) the art, as * “d that whieh is so 
regards amateurs, is practiced almost exclusively bv 
women ? ” This is a very curious, as well as highly un 
satisfaetory, stale of affairs. In common with the 
writer in 1 he Etude, whose name, unfortunately I 
have forgotten, Ian, firmly of the opinion that in the 
Ended Mat*, music will never get the serious attention 
to winch its merits entitle it, until the men are practical 
exponents of the art. That is to say, when, to specify a 
small proport,on, bnt one far above the present status 
one out of every fifteen men can play some reputable in’- 
be practically aniipathetic? "ibll, ^ "nIik<! °ne 88 to 
sitive character be counteracted t "7 em°tional 8e“' 
vigorous intellectual music w>‘ C°nstant cont<>ct with 
latent, and, on the other hand sh T, 8entunent is kept 
caI min^ be eteeped in romance sn l ^ aU<1 med,ani- 
performance of melodious and fl ' en'0tl0Indity by the 
*old t0 make it good coin be h i “US1C? Mnst tl,e 
base metal ? My yearn of experieZ^ by an Mo, of 
vi need me that even the greatest a ?• '! UntlC bave C0U' 
voiced from themselves Ld lw <an "ot 
thinga equally well. ’ no one can do all 
Liszt, Rubinstein, Von Billow, Paderewski „ 
Joseffy, Busoni, Bloomfield Zeislek, each has 
cialty. Is not the truth here? the artist is like Th 
scientist after his university graduation, and mav 
ciabze w.th ever increasing narrowness, bnt the student 
is the undergraduate, and will find the indulge*! •„ 
elective stU(iies a 
RESULTS OF DILIGENT STUDY. 
No people better understood the benefits of diligent 
study and practice than the composers and niusidaTo 
the time of Beethoven, Haydn, Handel, and the other 
old masters, and they appreciated the true valne of regn 
lar habits and systematic training. When it js ,1 
sidered what disadvantages they worked under th. 
marvel ,s that they became such famous composes but 
their love for the musical art and their great energy and 
enthusiasm carried them to success and fame that shall 
last for centuries. 8880 
The old saying that “A little knowledge is a danger- 
ons thing,” ,s true in every respect. We see it ex 
emphfied in every walk of life i„ the present day, more 
especially among some ot onr amateur bandsmen, we are 
sorry to admit. Perhaps if they were compelled to 
study, as were the musicians of old, they would do more 
ciedit to themselves and to the art they represent. The 
fact is, things are too easy for modem musicians; they 
need something to rouse their enthusiasm to healthy 
actum, having been in comparative indolence too Ion. 
" ® do Dot w,sh to be classed among the critics who look 
on y upon the dark side of life, because we see a glim¬ 
mering light that tells of better things to come notwith¬ 
standing the present aspect. 
The fault of the age is an insane desire to jump at the 
top before we understand what there is at the bottom. 
I his is the case not only with musicians, bnt with every¬ 
body else, no matter what kind of work he pursues. It 
is a constant hustle and bustle from morning till night 
and not a steady, certain, and slow growth ; in fact it is 
uo growth at all, for no one can assimilate that which he 
merely glances at or bolts down hurriedly, it might 
truly be said that, the most of us are affected with a sort 
ot mental dyspepsia brought on by trying to do too much 
in a short space of time, the consequence of which is that 
"' a<:<,°niplish little or nothing and almost disqualify 
oiusehes for following the musical or any other pro¬ 
fession. 
Most amateur performers enter the musical field with 
t ie same degree of assurance that characterizes oar mod- 
tin painters. Both expect to do wonders in the very lie- 
ginning. The musician isdisappointed if he fails to elicit 
^reat applause after a few months, and the artist is like¬ 
wise discouraged because bis picture causes no enthusias¬ 
tic praise. The first does not take into consideration that 
he does not even know the elementary principles, and the 
second is oblivions of the fact, that be is entirely ignor¬ 
ant of the science of mixing colors. With such poor be¬ 
ginnings is it any wonder that the average musician and 
artist make so little headway ? 
Whether one enters the musical field as an amateur or 
w ith the intention of becoming a professional performer, 
lie should give his highest and best thought to the sub¬ 
ject and should diligently pursue his studies from day to 
day and from week to week, never allowing anything to 
step in to interfere with his regular practice. This is the 
secret of the great success of the old masters It may be 
said that they were unusually endowed and exceptionally 
Kilted, and yet if they lmd shirked their work in any 
way or passed by seeming trifles as of no consequence, 
they would have failed. Our greatest men of genins 
have been our hardest wrorkers. This same rule applies 
to men of modern times, — W. 11. A. in the Metronome. 
Secret ok Poor Lessons.—The secret of pooilj 
Prepared lessons is found in the fact that the pupil 
to attach due importance to the finer details of the lesson 
which the teacher considers of great significance, 
endeavors to so impress upon the pupil. 
ut when at home-practicing they are careleselyover- 
ooked, the result is a poor lesson, a disappointed teach 
er, and a discouraged pupil. 
^the etude. 
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Questinns and Xnsweiis. 
[Our jubaertbflrs are invited to send in questions for this depart- 
ment. Please write them on one side of the paper only. and not 
with other things on the same sheet. In EVkry Case ra* 
WHXTEB'S TOLL ADDRESS MOST BE GIVEN, Or the questions Will 
receive no attention. In no case will the writer’s name he printed 
to the questions in The Etude. Questions that have no zenerid 
interest will not receive attention ] general 
Y. P. A.—The sixth note of the scale is called the “sub-mediant,” 
because it occupies the same position between the tonic and sub- 
dominant that the mediant occupies between the tonic and domi¬ 
nant. The sub dominant is so called not because it is below the 
dominant, but because it is the same distance below the tonic that 
the dominant is above it. 
Dominant G. 
Mediant E. 
Tonic C. 
Sub-mediant A. 
Sub-dominant F. 
F. T.—1. When and from whom did Meudelssohn’s “Songs With¬ 
out Words” receive that name? 
Ass. From Mendelssohn himself. The name first appears in 
a letter, Decembers, 1828, written by Fanny Mendelssohn, intimat¬ 
ing that her brother began writing those compositions about that 
time Later they wore called “Instrumental Lieder ftir Clavier,” 
then-Songs for the Pianoforte Alone,’ which waa followed by the 
title, “ Original Melodies for the Pianoforte,” with which the first 
book was published August 20, 1832, in England At the same time 
the firet book appeared in Germany with the GermaD title, “Sechs 
Lieder oline Worte,” which name it has retained with ils English 
translation, “Songs Without Words,” up to the present time. 
2. To whom are we indebted for the titles by which each song is 
now known ? 
Ans.—Probably to some enterprising publishers, but the fol¬ 
lowing we?e named by the composer: “ Venetianisches Gondellied,” 
No. 6, G minor. Another, “ Venetianisches Gondellied,” Op. 30, 
No 6; “Duetto ” Op. 38, No. 6, A flat; “ Volkslied ” Op. 53, No.5; a 
third, “ Venetianisches Gondellied,” Op. 62, No. 5, and “ FrUhlings- 
lied,’ Op. 62, No. 6, A major. The following names, although not by 
Mendelssohn, have been known a long time: “Jagerlied,” or 
“Hunting Song,” Op. 19, No. 2; “Spinning Song,” Op. 67, Cmajor; 
Funeral March,” Op. 62, No. 3. These titles are all very appro¬ 
priate, but how the song in E major, Op. 67, No. 6, can be called 
“ Lullaby ” or “ Berceuse ” (Schirmer Edition) I cannot understand. 
Of course, naming the baby is always more or less of a personal mat¬ 
ter and depends greatly upon individual taste. 
3. What was Mendelssohn’s influence on the art of orchestration ? 
Ams.—Mendelssohn in his orchestration united the classical 
style of Beethoven with the romanticism of Weber. The latter’s 
influence 1b easily discernible in Mendelssohn's overture to the 
“Midsummer Night’s Dream,” and in similar instances where the 
fairy element predominates. Mendelssohn’s influence continued long 
after his death, until Wagner, Berlioz, and Liszt superseded him 
adding greater brilliancy, especially in their treatment of brass in¬ 
struments. But even at the present time, Mendelssohn’s methods 
of orchestration are faithfully studied in France. Ambroise Thomas 
ia reported to have regretted the fact that Mendelssohn’s influence 
was on the wane. 
L. L. H.—Will you kindly tell me, through the columns of The 
Etude, what studies to give a pupil who has completed Czerny’s 
Velocity, Op. 299, and Bertini’s studies, Op. 32? 
Ans.—Mathews’s Graded Course, Grade VI; Cramer studies; Czer¬ 
ny, Op. 740; Hasert studies, Op. 50 ; Loeschborn; Op. 67. 
L. B. D., Waltham, Mass.—Will you kindly tell me what fp 
means in the trio of Beethoven’s “Adieu to the Piano,” published in 
ue Etude of Juue, 1896? Also what is the significance of over 
a note ? 
Ans.—Beethoven often uses//> in his compositions. It denotes a 
sudden forte and an equally sudden piano. In the instance re- 
erred to the C is to be attacked with great force, whereas the fol¬ 
lowing part is to be played softly. 
The sign indicates that the note over which it is placed is to 
be struck with a firm touch without, however, giving it its full value 
of time. 
Harmony, like the study of the piano, can be taken up at any 
time. It is never too late. I remember hearing of a piano teacher 
in Paris by the name of ScbitTmacher, whose specialty consisted in 
eaehing pupils who had already lost the bloom of youth. The 
ogend goes that he accepted no pupils under sixty, and that he had 
extraordinary success with them. 
^Vhile in exceptional cases it is possible to study harmony with¬ 
out the aid of a teacher, I would not advise it unless it be absolutely 
necessary. 
The text-books by Richter and Jadassohn are rather difficult to 
toaster, but you might try Howard, or Mansfield, or Emery. 
^ Palestine, Tex.—Ans.—The example you mention in your 
etter, in which the curved line connects the D flat and C sharp, 
seems to emphasize the cn harmonic change. The Tie proper unites 
two notes of the same pitch, whereby they form a single noie which 
“ 8ust-ained for the value of both. 
The double flat lowers the note by two semitones; similarly the 
°u 9barp raises the note by two semitones. 
^ ^ Czerny’s Velocity entirely superseded by other velocity 
* a I6*’ °r *8 ^ used tn the schools and by the best teachers? 
ns.—The work you mention is excellent and has stood the test 
® time magnificently. In spite of the protest of Hans V. BUlow 
an his followers, no work of the same character has ever surpassed 
know from personal experience that Leschetizky uses it and 
gl‘es it to many of his pupils, whereas I never heard of a single m- 
sance where he gave dementi’s “Gradus.” (However, I may be 
mistaken as to the “Gradus.”) 
tag vriodty "LtelhVTm118 adTan°*<3 far en°“gh. Pieces contain¬ 
ment ” MenZZ l ° “me l,nrP°8«- Weber’s “ Perpemal Move- 
minor Op 28 Jnlre8 ?ZinDi"g ik‘Bg" Cbop,D's *’ Prelude.’’ B flat 
Joseffy’, At the Snrlnv „8pl,n'”Bg Song’” ^indent's “ Feu Foliet,” 
“ Fiieuse ” bv llalfll DOt t0 m,,nl,on tbat perennially beautiful 
(I wou,d\,s„y g*’e tT EtaTlTTr4 Wi,h ^ “UaiC- 
Chopin, a, an extent vriocHyt^8 ^ ^ 
where’aS8taflS„~Y!>U ^ in your opinion tbat 
ceives a stronce * ‘W° noles’,!,e first teing longer, the same re- 
es a stronger accent, the last note being made 
fra more caressing touch of the key; n.t^Tvtga^k tenel-ta 
ti.e harnd,TtaretOUCh’by ^ ^ ^ard palm of 
Nocturne” bv Ch’""’’’","1': P“rtkle fr°” Ihe kej Tak<'11)0 “Dflat 
ning s ; 1Da,aDCe In ,lie fllth ,jar Iron, the begin- 
following B P," A ”"tural eonnected by means of a slur to the 
note as I hi t ^ “ indicate<1 a dotted quarter- 
find ,b\ » a distinguished pianists pl.y ,t) and you will 
la e .r flf“: TheB agaiD’Pla> ** - “ th* B fiat were 
say, an eighth-note, and notice the difference. 
Lu^;:^d ,"‘e Wh°le 8",'JeCt '““roughly discussed in Mathis 
Musical Expression,” published by Novello Ewer A Co as 
wen as in Adolph F. Chri.ti.ni-. “The Prtacip.es of Expressit’in 
Pianoforte Playing,” published by Harpers. 
.rattan !r.ehe?T,UPle ‘f* “ D fla’ NoClurne ” is aa ««l!eu, illus¬ tration of what Lusay calls the “pathetic accent.” 
so^anetP 'R" MiCh-~1’ Why i8 Bach’8 “ Well-tempered Clavichord” 
Ans-There are various methods of tuning. If certain inter¬ 
vals, especially the fifth and major third, are intentionally made 
s arper or flatter than exact consonance requires, the tuning is 
called equal or Kell-tempered. Bach’s great work was written to test 
taeabove system in tuning. Bach’s own title of the work was: 
The Well-tempered Clavier or preludes and fugues in all the tones 
and semitones, both with the major third or Ut, Re, Mi, and with 
the minor third or Re, Mi, Pat. For the use and practice of young 
musicians who desire to learn, as well as for those who are already 
skilled in this study, by way of amusement; made and composed by 
Johann Sebastian Bach, Capelimeisterto the Grand Duke of Anhait- 
Cothen, and Director of his Chamber-music, 1722.” 
2. What is the difference in meaning between “rilardando” 
“ritenuto,” and “rallentando?” 
(a) Ritardando, hesitating, gradually becoming slower. 
(ft) Ritenuto, to hold back in the tempo. 
(o) Rallentando, slackening of the movement. 
(a) In the second movement of A minor Concerto, by Schumann, 
just before the conclusion, the composer indicates ritardando four 
bars before dashing into the allegro vivace. The movement heamer 
slower gradually until it almost dies away in a whisper. 
(h) In Chopin’s G minor Ballade the ritenuto before the final 
Presto con fuoco Indicates to the pianist to held back in tie tempo with¬ 
out diminishing the “ il pin forte possiblle.” 
(e) In the last movement of the same composer's E minor concerto, 
where the change occurs from E major to E flat, the rallentando in¬ 
dicates a slackening of the movement. Despite the ritenuto it is very 
difficult to bring the pianist and orchestra together when the theme 
again enters on E flat. The pianist, as well as the leader of the 
orchestra, heaves a sigh of relief when this dangerous spot is passed. 
It always reminds me of a person trying to climb a fence—onceover 
you are all right; but until you get there one never can tell what 
may happen. 
3. What is a chaconne? 
Ans.—A dance, probably of Spanish or Italian origin. Gene¬ 
rally written in 3-4 time, the chaconne consists of mostly light bars. 
Gluck introduced it in his operas, “ Armida” and "Alcesle.” The 
most celebrated chaconne is found in Bach's fourth sonata for violin 
solo. It is played by all the great violinists and has been changed 
into an effective piano piece by Raff, who also arranged it. for full 
orchestra. The pianoforte arrangement has been played in public 
by Joseph Wieniawski. The orchestral version by Raff I once 
heard many years ago performed by the Philharmonic Society of 
this city, if I mistake not. Brahms also made a piano arrangement 
of the same composition for the left hand alone. Ihe chaconne 
generally consists of a number of varlationson a short theme, recur¬ 
ring on a “ground bass.” This fact has probably induced Mr. Ebe- 
nezer Prout to consider Beethoven's 32 variations in C minor on an 
original theme as a modern example of the chaconne. 
4. Are the best violin teachers also well educated in theory? 
Ans.—Joachim, Lauret, WilhclmJ, aud Marsick, to name only 
a few among the greatest violin teachers of the present time, have 
all published compositions which show a thorough knowledge of qaires years of practice, and the pupil who begun hi* 
theory. Every teacher, whether vocal or instrumental, ought to musical course with learning how to ttla* a has iaatmnlw 
Wagner,^ss^Ttbrough sereraV ,^.^0^7°^'! pr°,0, v''*' 
“ta tae a" 8P'end0r iD lht »“'ka -en,IonT.Dbl7er"“led 
simplicity,” in whita ‘ ",!ra0d 
th™ntb*Pk'ng th* of “"oHchoru. of demon. In^OrtoTh 
Ber I d“d T Arn,ida ^,uck-lntoxlcate<i m.n I * te 
For desnite'm01'' *° interest in Gluck's genius in our times 
. iie mauj passages of *reat beauty. (Buck's mtuip , 
instances teem* faded and uuimereatJuf The fact ceriMini 
be disputed that Gluck toils to take a 
udiemes Hamdick.tbe well-known Vienna critic, maintains that 
that his7iva7lpicinn/"|8 C°"'*,,,Borartf». Lully and Rameau,and m t i, ri l,, l l tli, by no ,h# con * 
whici he was tre-ted by hi, enemies. Without trying u,detect 
from hi, merits, llsuslick furthermore claims thru Gtaek cleverly 
knew bow to enhance his own reputation hy mean, of 
articles and various other tueibod. known in the parlance of U,e 
present day as advertisement. 
To my k nowledge “Or feo” lathe only one of Gluck’soperas that has 
been given In this oountry. Several yean ago Moos Haeireiter t t 
the title part. Then the opera d,sapped J7 liTalZ £ 
Ravogh . .ten revived It. and finally Mme. Rrem. impersonated 
Or/eo at Ihe Metropolitan Opera House last jear 
Reports are current at the pnwent time that efforu being 
mrnle to transplant or erect another Bayreuth in America. I t„ * 
the plan will be carried out. In that caw I also hope that Gluck’. 
btaodgre8t.r|,era8 ”” ** produced- 11 *ril1 b* » relief .Her.11 the 
blood-curdling sensational stuff we have listened te so long. Per¬ 
haps it is reserved for the twenlieih century to give birth to the 
Dm It" a"’ *r,fl G1UCk’* on the gorgeous method, of the Bayreuth master. 
___ Ai.fkki> Veit. 
Editor ok The Etode:— 
Notwithstanding ihe fact tbat Ihe bicycle ferer is raging 
here, my mn»ic class ia larger than at the same time 
last year, and this is early in the season. I hare the 
promise of more pupils later. In one instance, Ihe mind 
of the pupil was so taken up with the wheel that the 
music lessons were a failure. I dismissed ber, where¬ 
upon both parents and child came, and with tearful eyes 
begged me to allow her to continue her studies with me. 
On the strength of a faithful promise to do better work 
in Ihe future, I have again placed her name on my li»t. 
What the resnlt will be remains to be seen. 
Mary B. Ai.verson. 
Publisher ok The Etude 
Yon ask if the bicycle prevents parents from employ¬ 
ing a music teacher. In my experience the bicycle has 
been no hindrance. Most of my pupil* come on their 
wheels for their lessons, and I know of no casein which 
the bicycle has interfered with the music. In fact, ODe 
pupil who has recently become the possessor oft wheel, 
told me last week that now she could practice better; 
for, when weary with practice, if she goes out for a little 
ride, she returns refreshed and ready for better work. 
I have noticed the good retells in that case. I am not 
a bicycle rider, and personally care nothing about it, 
therefore I am an unprejudiced observer. 
Elizabeth M. Smith. 
Mii.kord, Conn., September IS, 1K90. 
Simplicity is not necessarily a symptom of progress, 
and under any system perfection can be reached only 
through hard labor. The practical point is that all those 
who are anxious to study any particular branch of music 
should look suspiciously at cheap and easy methods ol 
instruction. Teaching facility to the muscle* alone re> 
have a thorough knowledge of the theory of music. Unfortunately 
this is not always the caee. 
5. Should the initial! of Viottl be J. B. or G. B.7 
B. The celebrated Yiolfnlst’a full name was Gio* 
van ni Battista Yiotti. 
6. Please translate Scbftferlied. 
Ans.—Song of the Shepherd. 
7. Is the theme of Ch.de Beriofs, sixth Air Varie, Op. 12, for piano 
and violin, original or taken from some opera? 
Ans—Original. 
8. What are " Alceste,"41 Armida,” “ Orpheuaand “ iphig£nle in 
Tauris,” by Chr. von Gluck ? 
Ans.—Operas by Christoph Willibald Ritter von Gluck. "O rfco" 
«• performed the firsttinte in Vienue. October 5, 1762; "Alceste,” WoOLF, American Art Journal. 
Vienna, December 16,1767; “Iphigfnie In Aullde," Paris, April 18, 
1774; “Armida,” September 28, 1777; “Ipbigdnieln Tauride,” May 
18,1779. 
Gluck's operas breathe the classic atmosphere and confirm Winek- 
elman’s saying tbat the only way to produce Inimitable works is to 
uaical course ith learoiu  ho  t  play a tune i* li ply 
wasting his time. It makes little difference whether the 
pupil is studying for pleasure, ambition, or future profit; 
in all these cases there is only one proper method of 
learning, and that is by thoroughly mastering the instru¬ 
ment and properly educating the muscle*. “ Yankee 
Doodle” played on the piano with one finger can baldly 
be accepted as music, nor even as a symptom of j re¬ 
cocity. Simplicity is admirable so long a* it is governed 
by reason, but in the absence of reason it is only a sbort 
cut to inefficiency. In art, ibe paradoxical saying is still 
true: “The long rosd is alwaystbe shortest.”—Philip 
—We most work with more ardor as the task becomes 
harder.—Musical Messenger. 
3G6 THE ETUDE. 
TEAOHER'S EXCHANGE. 
W k mentioned in our September issue that we would 
open it column to teachers iu which they may advertise 
music or books which they wish to exchange or sell, no 
charge to be mode for the advertising for the months of 
October and November. Thereafter we will make a 
nominal charge for space in this column. All correspond¬ 
ence and transactions to he direct between the advertiser 
and prospective purchaser. No communication of any 
kind relating to merchandise advertised in this columu 
to be addressed to Tub Etude office. In response to 
this notice we have received the following up to the time 
of going to press :— 
For exchange one copy each of the following 
Ilaeh’s Eiltic Preludes and Fugues, Augener edition, 
new, $1.50. e ’ 
Ciementi’s Sonatinas, Peters edition, new, 50 cents. 
Beethoven sSonatas, Cotta edition, worn, Op. 27, No. 2 ; 
Op. 13 ; Op. 14, No. 2: Op. 27, No. 1 ; Op. 78. 
In exchange wish something from Bach, other than his 
Inventions or Well-Tempered Clavier (preferably Gigues 
and Boureee) ; Contrapuntal music by Scarlatti, varia¬ 
tions or four-hand arrangements of Beethoven : or other 
good classical and modern writers. 
For exchange. All of which are nearly new :— 
I- radical1 Organist, A. C. Emerick, $2.00. 
Organist’s Friend and Companion, Vol. II. 
Scotson Clark’s Organ Works, Vol. I., $2 oo 
Hie Organ, Vol. II., $1.25. 
Ilie New Practical Organist, arr. by Tigue, $2.00. 
One Hundred Voluntaries, Preludes, and Interludes, 
Kink, 75 cents. ’ 
Archer’s Organ Book, $3.00. 
Address, Miss M. Clark, Sennett, N. Y. 
***** 
A.7^ 0thCrdeSir"bleP5-*0 —positions. 
Czerny’s fitndes, Op. 299, Book II. (12) 
1 Narcissus, Nevin. 
1 Germany Op. 23, No. 2, Moszkowski. 
1 \ coper Chimes (after Millet’s Angelus). 
hands)telUld KO,lll° fn>m Second ^onat». ’»y Bohra (four 
1 Mathews’s Graded Coarse, Book IV 
1 Boston Conservatory Method for the Piano 
Address, Dr I,is A Austin, No. 159 N. Ashland Avenue 
West Green Bay, Station A, Wisconsin. 
***** 
Exchange for musical literature. All as good as new •— 
24 copies David, the Shepherd Boy, George F iZt ' 
~ , “P.68 ".^y ,s 'Be Lamb, Fn.m Handel’s Messiah 
20 copies Hail Smiling Morn, SpofTorth 
U) copies Damascus Triumphant March, Costa. 
20 copies Miserere, Verdi’s II Trovatore. 
Address, P. D. Amstutz, Pandora, Oliio. 
* * 
KIII lak s Seven < )etavn Studies K - 
Tausig's Daily Studies, Book I. 
Wagner’s First Instruction Book 
we see two peasants who have been laboring m iuc ucm. 
The hour is twilight, and as the vesper chimes peal from 
the belfry of a distant church the laborers cease their 
work, and, according to the custom of the country, bow 
their heads in silent prayer. 
In the painting we see the field, the man and the 
woman, the expression of reverent humility, and the 
church in the background. The ringing of the bells and 
other details are left to the imagination. In the music 
we hear a pastoral melody accompanied by a drone bass 
(so characteristic of rural sentiment) and above this the 
faint tinkling of the distant bells. After two periods in 
this style there is a solemn, majestic choral refrain (in 
place of trio) which may be supposed to issue from the 
organ in the distant church. This illustrates the differ¬ 
ence in method between painting and music. The for¬ 
mer shows the nature of the scene, the peasants in an 
attitude of prayer, and the church beyond. But the bells 
and the harmony of the organ must, of course, be im¬ 
agined. The music supplies these details, and suggests 
the nature of the scene; but it cannot picture the peas¬ 
ants, nor the distant church. 
Attached to the piece of music is a motto which de¬ 
scribes in poetic language the scene represented by 
painter and composer:— 
Twilight, precursor of the sable night, now wraps 
her mantle o’er the busy world. The balmy air breathes 
incense to the brows of these, the weary toilers of the 
earth. Silence steals softly forth to weave her spell, 
and as the vesper bells peal out their tones the toilers' 
pause, and with uncovered heads, pour forth their ori¬ 
sons to God in Heaven, in words of love and praise.” 
Here, then, are three different methods of expression, 
poetry, music, and painting (the sheet-music edition 
contains a fair reproduction of Millet’s picture), and it 
■a very interesting to note the peculiarities of these arts 
as they are revealed in this simple but charming opus. 
It should be observed also that the two bells of the 
initial strain are afterward developed into a regular car- 
dlon which acts as counter-subject to the main theme. 
By means of a cleverly conceived coda, the music dies 
away and so ends.—A. J. Goodrich. 
instructor. ana compiled by I he exercises are short 7 
and 
a practical 
there is an absence of dry finger exerciser Th. ■ 
object is to make the study of the begin™, i maiD 
We would advise any who have not already receiS? 
book to get one for examination. We nrediot r 
work a greater i**£££* 
issued. y u e?er 
We have order blanks and addressed envelope. .i- l 
we will send to any of our patrons. They £SK? 
residence and cost you nothing. We also send wTt 
raVolrc:0^^ “ P°8tal « b* - £ 
***** 
Thk Etude is forging itself ahead. It will this year 
present a number of real attractions to teacher! 
and students. Whatever is good and valuable in 
the musical world will be presented to our readers Oar 
boundaries are widening constantly as our resources 
increase. We mean to make this year the red letter 
year in the history of The Etude. The policy will 
remain unchanged During the winter months increased 
pages will be added. Let us have your support in 
spreading its usefulness. If you have not canvassed 
your class do so at the beginning of the eeason. Send 
for our Complete Premium List and Cash Deductions. 
We send a bundle of samples free to any who desire to 
make up a club. Remember that pupils do better wort 
when they have The Etude every month to reed. 
***** 
The Dictionary by Dr. H. A. Clarke is still in the 
printer's hands. At this writing the letter S is reached, 
and we hope before the end of the month to have the 
entire work completed. In the meantime the special 
offer is still open for 60 cents. A copy of both editions 
will be sent, one ’he complete, the other a pocket 
e ition for students. Send in your orders as this is the 
last month. 
PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
The “ Teachers’ Exchange ” department, which is in- 
augurated with this issue, will be found in another col¬ 
umn. Read the notice at head of the column. The 
prime object of the department is for the exchange of 
.“‘“I'd p‘■“ ,0r “-•■IWn.noL, 
sent ,n read. For the next issue (November) no charge 
We canThen dl ann<~ents *» the department. 
We can then determine whether there is any benefit to 
our readers in such a column. ? W to 
* "wwavilUII IMHIh. 
Clementr’a Gracing, Vol. I., Litolff edition (fair) 
Krange’s Etudes, Book I. and II. ' 
Rakoczy March, Liszt. -Schlesingcr edition (new! 
Henning’s School for Violin ( )- 
15 Light Etudes for Violin, Meyer. 
«> * Coin mb 08” cantata. 
Milkman’s Bride, Walker, cantata. 11. M. S. Pinafore, cantata. 
Pauseron’s A, B, C, of Music (fair) 
lew difficult pieces by Rive-King 
Kunkel’s Musical Review (number of copies) 
Address, Mrs. B. J. DALTON, Independence, Iowa. 
* * - * 
B*Uou nd! ^ Fu 11* score? f°r handsomely 
Ur- Onefold edition. Cantata, Inal by Jury, I« copies. 
Mrs. Speaker, 25 copies 
A. W. Roust, 3000 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
A DESCRIPTION OF VESPER CHIMES. 
A Mzditation tor the Piano nr Wruror, G. Smuth. 
After Millet’, famous painting, “The Angela.* 
A talented American composer has here represented 
in musical tones the same scene and sentiment which 
lospirrd 4. c.Wmw Aha Mta. |„ lk, p,^ 
A great many of our readers would be pleased to re 
ceive our new issues as thev anne™ . !/ , to re‘ 
will begin in October to send them out Onlv ‘ ^ 
r.:,br “ 
On Sale, which is sent on appSon”8 fU"7 °nr ^ °f 
***** 
The new method of Charles W tq„,i » t 
been sent to advance subscriber!' Wet” ", last 
patrons for their patience in * thank onr 
delay was unavoidable. Se! are " “a l0Dg' The 
tmg through press a new work so PUt‘ 
culating when they will end At the J"6 “ D° °al' 
printer informs ns the paper is shor f moinent the 
requires another shipment from Boston Thi8 
that the particular size and weight of ’ 1 mayhaPPen 
hand, and a long wait for the milf to * 18 n0t 0n 
dared. The book, however “L T * “ !8 to be ««.- 
and we hope it will tend to make the° ^ 0“ U8 mi8sion 
beginner a little less weary ? *0rk of 
hook is $1.00, and we should ^ price of the 
any teacher having an account with ^ “end U to 
«e quite a number of similar books hr G ^ There 
Our trade is principally with the profession. We be¬ 
lieve better service can be had by dealing with pub¬ 
lishers direct. If your local dealer does not have our 
publications on hand it is better to order direct from m. 
^ ou get it quicker and cheaper. It is to the profession 
we appeal for our trade. It is the teacher’s wants we 
study. We can supply anything in musical merchan¬ 
dise at rates as low as, or lower than, aDy house. Our 
stock has grown to be one of the largest in the country. 
We feel the profession can be benefited by ordering 
from us. A trial will convince you. 
***** 
We are constantly receiving oiders frem patrons to 
send Peters, Litolff, etc., editions on sale. This we do 
not do. They are too easily injured and will not bear trans¬ 
portation more than once without injury. The American 
cheap editions, such as the “Schirmer Library” we 
send on sale, but not the German. They are uncut, and 
once cut their sale as new copies is not always practical. 
***** 
We have something novel in special offers to present 
this month. This time it is vocal. We will publish this 
month two important vocal works, “ Randegger’s Sing¬ 
ing Method ” and Conoone’s “ Fifty Lessons in Singing.’ 
The works are the most popular for instruction. Our 
edition is the best we can make it. No vocal method 
is used more than Randegger’s. The retail price of the 
work everywhere is $1 60. We will sell both works and 
pay all postage for 60 cents, but the offer will only con¬ 
tinue during October. The works are both in the bind 
cry and will be ready for delivery in a few days. 
mean to have one such offer every month. Keep troth 
of them, as they are printed only once. 
* * 
* * * 
1 he On Sale plan which is carried on by this house to 
a much greater extent and ou a much more liberal pBn 
than by any other house, is becoming more thorough) 
appreciated every- year. Since the opening of the present 
season we have noticed that not only have our past patron® 
called on ns lor a duplication of past work in this liut‘> 
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but we have had an extraordinarily large demand from 
new people—teachers who have never dealt with us be¬ 
fore. It is for them that this note is designed ; our plan 
does not seem to be clear to them : We send out iu the 
beginning of the season, about the first of September, 
selections of music according to the needs of the person 
ordering, to be used during the teaching season ; these 
selections can be added to at any time during the 
season. We expect what lias not been used to be re¬ 
turned in June or July of the following year and a com¬ 
plete settlement made at that time ; in the meantime 
payments can be made on account. No music is returned 
at the end of the season that has been used at all, nor is 
it supposed that any music is to be returned that has been 
ordered regularly. 
of J. Concone. This edition is an especially valuable one, 
the contents being revised and annotated by Mr. C. B. 
acly, together with a portrait and a biographical sketch 
lhestndies contained are not difficult and tend to develop 
real musical feeling. For pupils who are difficult to 
interest nothing better can be placed in their hands. 
* * * * * 
„ * * 
* * * 
As has been mentioned in another note, “London's 
Beginners’ Method on the Pianoforte” has been issued. 
The name for this was not decided on until after we had 
made the advance offer on this work. In this way the 
book became known as the “New Pianoforte Method,” 
which, of course, confuses us, every time this name is 
used, with the “ Piano Method,” which is already pub¬ 
lished. Please take notice of the name, “ Foundation 
Materials,” and in ordering use no other. 
The Etude subscription list during the summer 
months, we are pleased to announce, has bad a greater 
increase in proportion than ever before in its history. 
We hope that the efforts of our agents, and those of 
our subscribers who are working for premiums, will 
not diminish. To those who have not done any work 
of this kind before, if they will write us, we will send 
a premium list, giving directions as to how to ob¬ 
tain subscribers and furnish as many sample copies free 
as they need in their work. For three subscriptions any 
of our old subscribers can have theirs renewed for one 
year, which is an exceptional offer. You will find that 
onr premium list contains many of just such. A great 
many teachers send The Etude to their pupils and 
charge it on their regular music bill, as, iu addition to 
the large amount of valuable sheet music which the 
journal contains in the year, they find that the pupils are 
much more interested in the work than before they had 
the journal sent to them. Do not delay if you are at al 1 
interested in this work, but let ns hear from you. 
* * 
* * * 
There has always been, to a certain extent, a de¬ 
mand for wooden (ornamental) music-stands for the 
home and for directors’ use ; it has been next to impossi¬ 
ble to obtain anything of this kind without having one 
made to order, which very often turned out rough, and 
the cost a great deal more than it should be. A manu¬ 
facturer of fine furniture has taken an interest in this 
line and has a most complete list of designs, which can¬ 
not be improved on ; finely carved, they are intended as 
an ornament or a piece of furniture for the parlor, there¬ 
fore they do not at all supplant the folding music-stand 
that is now used, except where that has been used in the 
parlor, where it should not be. We regret that it is not 
possible to furnish illustrated lists. We wish to say that 
we are positive that they will give satisfaction to whom¬ 
soever orders them. The prices on the solo stands range 
from $4.50 to $12.50 ; they are made in mahogany finish, 
mahogany, and oak. The duet stands, that is, a stand 
for two to play from, range in price from $8.00 to $17.00, 
and the directors’ stands, according to how elaborately 
they are finished, are more expensive. In ordering these 
stauds state the price yon wish to pay, and we feel sure 
that they will give satisfaction. 
* • 
* * * 
"e wish to announce the issuing of another edition 
Lessons in Musical History,” by John C. Fillmore. 
This work is especially designed for the use of schools 
aud literary- institutions. It has been adopted as a stand¬ 
ard in most of the schools and conservatories in this 
country. Any school in need of a text-book of this kind 
should see this work before making any decision. 
* * 
* * * 
"ish also to announce the reissuing of our 
Twenty-Four Melodic Studies ” selected from the works 
JH® ‘Bird edition of Mr. W. S. B. .Mathews’s 
I wenty Lessons to a Beginner ” is now on the market 
The work has given general satisfaction ; it is a wide 
departure from all previous methods. These “Twenty 
Lessons ” are built upon the following three principles : 
(1) The supremacy of the ear or inner musical sense; 
(2) developing control of the fingers according to Mason’s 
System of Technic ; ” (3) reading mnsic by thinking 
and conceiving its effect in advance of hearing it from 
the instrument. These radical ideas have been fully 
tested and proved. The pupil learning by this method 
can, if there is any talent in him, rest assured that he 
will become a musician by a reasonable amount of study, 
and this study will be a delight and a task. We would 
be pleased to send this work to anyone who would like 
to examine it. 
* # 
* * # 
Oue “ Tablet of Mnsic Paper,” which we publish iu 
connection with a synopsis oil “Harmony,” by Dr. 
Clarke, has given universal satisfaction. There are a 
number of other pads on the market, but in a little dif¬ 
ferent form, the prices being less than ours. We wish to 
say that, considering the size of the paper, quality, and 
the size of the pad, it is not possible to give more value 
for the money than we do. A tablet of this kind with 
the lines ruled upon it is a practical and useful article 
for both teachers and students and should be in every 
studio. 
* * 
* * * 
The following is a list of the names of teachers who 
are prepared to give instruction in Mason’s System of 
Touch and Technic, that have been received since the 
publication of our June issue. As we have of late received 
only a few names each month, we will discontinue pub¬ 
lishing them after November, and hope to receive a large 
list for that month : 
Miss Julia Ackermann, Lima College, Lima, Ohio. 
Mrs. W. W. Beck, Raveunaand Seattle, Washington. 
Mrs. Anna W. Devan, Estherville, La. 
Mrs. H. E Clarke, Summit, New Jersey. 
Mr. A. E Foster, Cor. Fairfield and Foote Aves., Bel¬ 
levue, Ky. 
Miss Ella M. Hitt, 422 Main Street, Vincennes, Ind. 
Mrs E. K McCourt, P. O. Box 1285, Cripple Creek, 
Col. 
Mrs. J. W. Mclnroy, Wellsboro, Pa. 
Miss E May Morse, 1234 Tnirty-fourth Street, Oakland, 
Cal. 
Mrs. M Nathan, 147 E Eighty-second Street, New 
York City. 
E. L. Sanford, D-rby. Conn. 
Miss M. Melancy Tooser, Boston Cons of Mus., Boston, 
and 13 Dell Ave., Hyde Park, Mass. 
Mrs. Emma G. Wheeler, Mandan, N Dakota. 
th« “‘r-'i'i ‘ 'contentK a,1(l bindings. I think 
, . Cetebrated 1 lanists” particularly interesting and 
tio of1«n,.1r rtS lnr • 1 co"Sri‘tula‘« you on the prodw- 
twn of such fine editions. Clarence Raw.son. 
1Vo'" y°u “Preparatory Touch and 
T echnic, * lrv Shinier. It is a splendid work and its sim¬ 
plicity of definition is all that could Ik- desired. 
J. Marsh. 
I have thoroughly examined and tested “ Preparatory 
Touch and Technic.” by Shimer, and think it is excel¬ 
lent. I understand Dr. Mason’s system more tliorouidilv 
for having studied Miss Shimer’s book. 
Elmer E. Smith. 
I consider your “ On Sale ” music a great aecommoda- 
tion and your editions the clearest type and most perfect 
in all respects of any music I have ever used in my 
*“*“*■ Mrs. B. G. Rice. 
,, Ireoeived your “Preparatory Touch and Technic.” l.v 
t • E. Shimer, and find it a most excellent work, i slnil 
use it at once in my reading. 
Martha D. W. Wheeler. 
Let me tell you how delighted I am with TheEtudk • 
it- is so full of useful helps and encouragement to the 
teacher as well as pupil. I am looking forward im¬ 
patiently for my next number. 
Mrs. S. E. Tknnev. 
Mathews s “ Standard Graded Course of Studies ” are 
the best I have ever seen all the way up through the ten 
«rades' Dr. A. E. Brain a ed. 
The Metronome arrived safely. Was never better 
pleased with anything in my life." 
A KELT I. Davies. 
I am very much pleased with Mansfield’s “Harmony.” 
I think it very much more practical, and more easily 
taught than the text-hooks I have formerly used. 
Teresa Vanderburgh. 
The “On Sale ” music which you sent me a short time 
ago was just what I wanted. Please accept mv thunks 
for your kindness in selecting for me so carefully. 
Mrs. Julia A. Peterson. 
Studies iu Rhythm I prize highly ; they prove so 
pleasing to younger pupils, who really seem to catch on 
to the sense of rhythm more rapidly than older ones 
who banged away at they knew not what. 
Elma A. Dean. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Notices for this column Inserted it 3 oeoUi word foronelmerttou, 
payable In advance. Copy muit be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to Insure publication In the next number. 
Albert w. borst, composer of “John 
G'lpin," “ Pilgrim,” etc. Students’ course in¬ 
cludes Piano, Harmony, Ensemble. 3600 Hamilton 
Street, Philadelphia. 
M 
TESTIMONIALS. 
“ Musical Mosaics,” by Gates, came duly to hand. I 
am more than pleased with it both as to its contents and 
its outside appearance. Your efforts in this line deserve 
the kindest remembrance from the musical fraternity. 
John P. Vance. 
“ European Reminiscences,” by L. C. Elson, lias In-en 
received by me and I find it lxitli instructive ami amus¬ 
ing. Elmer E. Smith. 
I think the “Special Offers ” made by The Etude 
are very liberal, and can say that I am very glad that I 
take it regularly and would advise anyone musically in¬ 
clined not to be without it. Elmer E. Smith. 
“ Elson’s Reminiscences ” is a charming, entertaining 
book, out of the usual style, and which I enjoy exceed¬ 
ingly. Kinnie E. Smith. 
I should like to express my high appreciation of your 
monthly, for I am so situated that my world at 
present’is a very narrow one, hut through your pages I 
come in close touch with the world beyond my confines. 
A. Kinney. 
I have just received “ Celebrated Pianists of the Past 
and Present," “Anecdotes of Great Musicians,” 
“Mathews’s Dictionary,” and “How to Understand 
Music," with the other books and music. I am thoroughly 
TV/TISS ADELE LEW1NG, PIANISTE AND COM- 
1VJL poser, has returned to the United States after a 
three years’ sojourn in Vienna, where she studied piano 
under Leschetizky, and composition under Robert Fuchs. 
Miss Lewmg will be remembered as b very mccessful 
young pianists oi the seasons of 1890-98, at which time 
she was a resident of Boston, and gave many recitals in 
that city as well as in the principal cities of the United 
States, besides filling orchestral and quartette engage¬ 
ments with prominent organizations. 
Miss Lowing will make a specialty of teaching the 
Leschetizky method, and is ready to receive students 
and accept concert engagements. Address Miss A dele 
Lewino, Steinway Hall, New York, N. Y. 
The scharwenka conservatory of 
New York, under the able management of Mr. 
Emil Gramm, has opened for the sixth season. There 
is no doubt but that the splendid results obtained in the 
past will be at least equaled during the coming season 
due to the minute attention given to all departments by 
an efficient corps of instructors, headed by Xavier 
gcharwenka. 
Wanted a first-class music teacher. 
MuBt be fine performer on Violin and good on 
Piano, also able to direct orchestra. A good salary, 
and only first class musicians need apply. Man or 
woman, either considered. Adress at once Conserva¬ 
tory, care of Ettpe. 
KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM OF MUSICAL IN¬ 
STRUCTION.—A pleasing and effective method 
of instruction for beginners in music. Highly recom¬ 
mended. Try it with your young pupils. Apply to M. 
E. Adkinson, Jefferson, Iowa. 
